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SCARAB WITH RUPRHSKN’J'ATTON OF RESHEPH 
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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

For many years past the office of President of our Society has stood vacant. Sir Alan 
Gardiner has now consented to fill the chair which so long was empty* and we are to be 
congratulated on having so eminent a scholar at the head of the Society. We hope that 
he will long continue in that position. 

The excavations at Buhen, opposite Wadi Haifa, were continued during the season 

1958-g under the direction of Professor W. B, Emery, assisted by Mrs. Emerji' and 
Mr. D. M. Dixon, and the results obtained have served amply to demonstrate the 

interest and importance of the site. The first half of the season was devoted to con¬ 
tinuing the clearance of the west wall, ramparts, and ditch, with the result that wc now 
know the details of a remarkable example of military architecture which in general 
design, though of course not in detail, recalls the Edwardian castle of Beaumaris, w'lth 
inner curtain walls, fortified gateway, low outer list walls with their bastions, and an 

outer moat, which at Buhen of course was diy^ and deep. Professor Emerj'^ writes: 

This elaborate defence system, bearing a striking £imJlarIc>' to that of the Middle Ages, consisted 
of a massive brick wall 4*8 m. thick and at least 9-0 m. high, relieved on its outer face at regular 
intervals with square bastions, The top of the wall is nowhere preserved, but on the basis of ancient 
Egyptian representations of both Middle and New Kingdom date we have assumed that the parapet 
was formed of rounded mtid-brick creneUations and that the bastions and the projecting comers at 

each end of the wall were raised to a higher level, thus forming towers. 
At the foot of the wall was a brick-paved rampart, protected by a loopboled parapet overhanging 

the scarp of the rock-cut ditch, which was 8-40 m. wide and 6-50 m. deep. 'I'he counterscarp on the 
other side of the ditch was surmounted by a narrow covered way of brickwork, bey'ond which was 

a glacis rising from the natural ground level. Projecting into the ditch from the scarp were round 
bastions with double rows of loopholes of the curious tj'pe described in our previous report. 

The most strongly fortified part of the structure w'as the great gate built into the wall on the 
axis of the rectangular town area. Although the upper part had largely been destroyed by the altera¬ 
tions of the New Kingdom, the foundations were well presen’ed and full information was obtained 
regarding the system of defence, Wc have evidence of great double doors in the gateway through the 
main wwll and of a wooden drawbridge which was pulled back on rollers. The gate and bridge were 
flanked by two spur walls w hich extended over the dry ditch, forming a narrow corridor of con¬ 
siderable length, through which an attacking force would have to battle its way, exposed to a rain of 
missiles from the battlements on three sides. Nevertheless, we know that at the end of the Middle 

Kingdom it wws successfully stormed, for it is in the area of the gate that the CTiidence of destruction 

by fire is most marked, 

When in the Eighteenth Dynasty the ruined fortress was reoccupied, extensive 
reconstructions were carried out, the building now becoming a citadel within a much 
w ider perimeter. In order to lay bare the original construction it became necessary' to 
remove all the later work, and in the course of this operation the excavators discovered 

the skeleton of a horse lying on the pavement of the Middle Kingdom rampart in 
& 
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circumstances which indicate that it is a good deal older than the burning of the fortress 
in the seventeenth century' B.C., and thus antedates considerably the supposed Intro¬ 

duction of the horse into the Nile Valley by the Hyksos. 
The second half of the season w as devoted to the interior of the fortress and the town 

it enclosed, and the excavators came upon the administrative offices and what was prob¬ 

ably the house of the CommandaTit, a tw o-storied edifice built against the inner wall of 

the fortress and linked wfith the battlements by a long stairway. This house has not yet 
been completely cleared, but it has yielded a number of Twelfth Dynasty inscribed 

clay sealings originally attached to the knots of string binding rolls of papyrus, and also 

fragments of papyri deliberately torn up and thrown away. These fragments are being 

cleaned and studied at the British Museum, and it is already clear that some of them 
are fragments of letters of unquestionably Middle Kingdom date. Among the objects 
found in the New Kingdom level were inscribed sealings of wine-jars, flint dagger 

blades, the wooden frames and handles of shields, and some Middle Kingdom funerary 

stelae plundered from their original position outside the w'alls. 

Each year seems to take its toll of the already limited number of workers in the field 
of EgyptologJ^ We have now^ to record wfith great regret the death of Miss Amice 

Calverley, whose name will always be remembered in association with the great temple 
of Sethos I at Abydos, to the publication of w'hich she devoted so much of her skill, 

time, and energ}\ She began w ork on the temple in 1937, and in the intervening years 
the results of her labours have become manifest in three sumptuous volumes, while a 
fourth is almost ready to appear. An obituaiy' notice appears in the present volume of 

the Journal. 
The Society has sustained another loss in the death of Mr. R. W. Sloley, for many 

years a member of the Committee, who was an authority on ancient science. He twice 

lectured to the Society on the subject of the measuring of time by the Ancient Egyptians, 

and the first of these lectures formed the basis of an important article, Trimitive 
Methods of Measuring Time’, W'hich was published in Vol. 17 of thisyonma/. He w'as 

also the author of a standard work on aircraft instruments which he wrote while work¬ 
ing in the Instruments Department of the Air Ministry. Among foreign scholars we 

mourn Professor A. de Buck, of Coffin Text fame, and Mile M, Werbrouck of the 
Fondation Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth of Brussels. 

On 6 May last there was a reception at the Queen’s College, Oxford, given by the 
Committee of the Griffith Institute in honour of Sir Alan Gardiner, who celebrated his 

eightieth birthday on 29 March, and he was presented by Professor G. R. Driver with 
a special volume of the Royal Canon of Turin. All members w'ill join in the congratula¬ 

tions and good wishes to Sir Alan which marked this event. Another pleasant function 
on 17 November was a dinner and presentation by the Committee of the Society to 

Miss W. A, Keeves to mark the twentieth year of her invaluable services as Secretary 
and to show our appreciation of all she has done for our members. 

Indexes of Vols. 41-45 of the Journal appear at the end of this volume; future 
Indexes will appear at five-year intervals. 
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AN HONOURED TEACHER OF THE RAMESSIDE 
PERIOD 

By HELLMUT BRUNNER 

It is well kno^vn that the Anastasi Papyrus no. Ill was written by the scribe Pbes under 
the direction of tlie 'Fan-bearer on the right of the King, First Charioteer of [His 
Majest)', Lieutenant-commander of] chariotry, King's Envoy [to the princes] of the 
lands of Khor from Tjel to Ipa -.. Amenemopfi’.* In the colophon the titles are some¬ 
what different: 'The King’s Envoy to all foreign lands. Governor of the plains and hills' 
is how Amenemopfi is styled there. His student Pbes bears only the title 'scribe'. It so 

happens that the names of both teacher and pupil recur in the Koller Papyrus,* but 
Gardiner doubts, probably rightly, whether these two scribes, who bear no other titles, 

can be identical with those named in the Anastasi Papyrus no. Ill, for the handwritings 
are very dissimilar. However this may be, we know in any case that this high officer 
Amenemopfi, who himself drove the king's chariot, educated students. Hitherto we 
have knowm by name only one of bis pupils, the above-named scribe Pbes, without being 

able to ascertain what this young man ultimately became, for in the Ramessidc period 

men of this name are only too common. 
How'ever, on a stela in the British Museum which has long been kno-wn we meet our 

valiant teacher again. This stone» (pi. 1) was dedicated by a ‘First Charioteer of His 

Majest)', King's Envoy to every land, Wenenniife, justified'. In the uppermost register 
this man makes an offering to Osiris, Isis, and Harendotes; in the middle register is a row 
of two men and four women. These are respectively 'his father, the standard-bearer* 

Roy’; ‘his father’s brother, king’s scribe and superintendent of the treasury of the Lord 
of the Two Lands Meneptah, justified'; ‘the chantress of Amun Kanehbet’, whose con¬ 

nexion with the owner of the stela remains obscure; 'his mother, the chantress of Bastet 
Bekwerenro, justified’; 'his wife, the chantress of Bastet IJenutjiinu, justified’; and‘his 
wife, the chantress of Amun Yuy, justified’. These six persons are represented almost 

exactly alike, except that the women wear a longer wig and the breast is shown as slightly 

fuller. In the lowermost register is depicted the bringing of an offering by ‘his son. the 
stable-master of the Residence Sibastet*, who alone wears military dress, In front of him 
sit two men and three women, namely, ‘his father, the first charioteer of His Majesty 
Amenemopfi, justified’; ‘his brother, the stable-master of the Residence Hori'; 'his 

daughter, the chantress of Bastet TakbaS justified’; 'his daughter, the chantress of 
Bastet Nofretiyti, justified’; and ‘his sister, the chantress of Bastet Taruya, justified’. 

t P.Anasi. HI, i, 9-11; Gardiner, L. Eg, Mite. 21; Camiiios, L, Eg, Mii(, 69. 
* Ganiinerp op+ cit. 1CaminPSt op' citr 431 ff. ^ ■ » 
J No, 154: Guide lo the Sadpture Galiery^ 1^9, pl- Mi ^ volume, frftm a photograph 

for which I Jieartiiy ihank Mr. I. E, S- Edwards. 
* Correspondmg roughly to a modern company or baltiUion commander* cf, FauLkner ifi Jt A 39, 45. 
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The genedogicid relationships are thus clear; the standard-bearer Roy and his wife, 

the chantrcss of Bastet Bckcwerenrti, liad in addition to a daughter, the chantress of 

Bastet Taruya, also two sons who w'ere both soldiers; one of them, Hori, was stable- 

master of the Residence, w'hile the other, our Wenennufe, was the first charioteer of 
His Majesty. The latter had two wives, of whom the first was the chantrcss of Bastet 

Henutyunu, while the other was a chantress of Atnun named Yuy. From which of these 

wives the three children were bom is not stated. However, Judging by the son’s name 
Sibastet and the title ‘chantress of Bastet’ borne by the two daughters, it is reasonable 

to suppose that they were the children of the w ife who herself was attached to Bastet. 

It would seem almost as if the chantress of Amun were an intmder in a family otherwise 
entirely devoted to the service of Bastet. As stable-master of the Residence the son took 
over the office of his uncle Hori. In an important position directly after the father is 
depicted his brother Meneptah, a high official of the financial administration. 

Thus far all is clear. But we have still come to no conclusion with regard to tw'o other 

persons, namely the woman called Kanehbet, who, like the second wife, was a chantress 
of Aniun, and the first man in the second register, who too is described as ‘father’. 

As regards the woman and her depiction on our stela we can say nothing at all; one is 

free to imagine here a love affair to which the fact that, like Wenennufe’s second wife, 

Kanehbet was a chantress of Amun may perhaps be a pointer.* 
On the other hand, the puzzle of the second ‘father’ is easy to solve; here is depicted 

the intellectual father of the dedicator, his teacher. That the Egj-ptians did call their 

teachers ‘father’ I have been able to show elsewhere.* The first charioteer of His Majesty 

.\menemop6 w'ho here is called ‘father’ can hardly be any other than the \vell-known 

teacher who in the Anastasi Papyrus no, 11! bears the same rank and name. The papyrus 

is dated in year 3 of King Meneptah, and the style shows that our stela is of late Rames- 
side date; the tall lean figures and the very studied treatment of, for example, the dress 
of the worshipper in the top right-hand portion speak clearly enough in this respect, 

and they are corroborated by the name Meneptah of the uncle. Amcnemop^ wfill thus 

have instructed our Wenennufe in the art of driving until he ivas able himself to carry 
out his teacher’s responsible duty as personal charioteer of Pharaoh, His honourable 

office of King’s Envoy to the foreign lands was also bestowed upon him, doubtless after 
he had been thoroughly trained in this also. It is no wonder that when Wenennufe 
wished to express in monun^ental fashion his gratitude to the man who had assisted 

him to such honour, he should find place for him on his stela and name him ‘father’. 
It must be admitted that to us the samples of AmenemopS’s methods of teaching, 

as preserved in the Anastasi Papyrus no. Ill, are not very impressive. The phrases of 

flowery adulation which the pupil must address to his master (4, 4-11) strike us as 
unpleaslng, nor does it seem to us very sensible, when Amenemop^ wished to train his 

^ If one could put tnut in the epithet m here rendered 'justifiedit ti'ould show that both the 

wives of WenetuiOfe were dead, but this dc^ignalion appears to have been applied somc*wbit irrc^larly ^ in the 

topmost register it has been attajcheJ to the name of the dedicator Wenenn^kTe^ but in the regkter below it has 

been omitted after his name. 

* Bnmncr, AUdgypfischc Erzit^htinj^t lo f. 
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pupils to be good soldiers, that he should set before them pieces to be written out in 

which they are expressly and forcibly warned against the career of an army officer (5, 
5-6, 2 and 6, 2-10), simply because he found them in his copy. But probably we are 
doing the teacher an injustice, for education in Ancient Egypt is certainly to be judged 
from a standpoint very different from our own. In any case the monument in the 
British Museum is a dear witness to the close personal relationship w^hich, despite the 

harsh methods of Egyptian education, could grow up between teacher and pupil.‘ 

^ Gf. op. C|E. II. 
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A SCARAB WITH AN EARLY REPRESENTATION 
OF RESHEPH 

By MANFRED CASSIRER 

The object under discussion is of unusu^ interest as one of the earliest-known docu- 
inentations, in the iconographic sphere, of the Syrian god Resheph, and is as such of 

considerable rarity (pi. I, bottom). The material is the customarj- steatite, but the size 
is somewhat above the average for this kind of antiquity, namely, just over an inch in 
length. The scarab is of fine quality and has the dark-green glaze as well as the style of 
the mid-Eighleenth Dynast} ,* The sides are chipped, but fortunately not so much as to 
interfere with the design on the base, which is the chief focus of interest. The latter 
depicts a winged striding deity, bearded and wearing a tassel led kilt, and a peaked cap 
surmounted by a solar disk with a gazelle’s head in front and a streamer hanging down 
behind. The god is grasping an enormous serpent at whicli he is striking with a spear 
to the top of which a kind of double streamer is attached,* 

A ver)' similar divinity, likewise on the base of a scarab, found at Beth-Pelet (the 
modern El-Farah), is discussed by Petrie,^ The god of Beth-Pelet dilfers in three re¬ 
spects from the Resheph of the present writer; (i) no streamer or leash belongs to the 

offensive weapon j (2) the crown lacks the solar disk;* (3) t^vo horns take the place of the 
gazelle’s head. The Palestinian scarab was found in a tomb (no, 902) which contained 

finds ranging from the Eighteenth to the Nineteenth Dynasty. Petrie described it as 
'Philistine*, without giving any real reason for this attribution of what is most probably 
a purely Egj'ptian object Imported into the Holy Land, apart from his fanciful inter¬ 

pretation of its subject-matter, whereby he turns an apparent snake-charm into an 
historical document relating to the ‘Amarna period. 

Only one other representation of the winged god slaying the serpent appears to be 

' The Type rrtemblcs N«mb« rT>'’s Es-74 fSfardi*. p. 74) with the legj well moulded. It pri9i$ti into Dyu.XIX. 
^ This seems to bt the earllesi recorded occurrence of the dyicwAij, Vadin ('Golkth's Javelin and the '■nJia 

□■’nit'i Apr. 1955, 64 ff,)p who discusses this kind of weEpon with special reference to Pkilistinfi arma- 

mcot, knows of no e3CMiip!.e pfior td the Nineteenth D>'na3ty (p. 67). The only depiction from the Holy Lsnd 
hails (by fl strange coLitctdencc) from Beth-Pelet (El-Farah; ibid. 60, fig. 1$), which has furnished the closest 

parallel to our scarab (sec bcloWi n. 3). The ajtist responsible for the latter may have been somewhat inaccurate 

in attaching the leash to the very lop of the weapon. I have 10 thank Mr* Hamilton for kindly drawing my atten¬ 
tion to Professor Yudin's study. 

^ Andenf E^pl^ 19^9, 13. Petrie's Bfth-PiUt, l> 7 at least illustrates the base with a line-draw mg (pi. xz, 
no. 171). 

^ This feature is, in any case, most unusual. A bronze statuette of Anath (who is closely connected with 

Resheph) helon^ng to G. Michaelidis and published by Grdseloff {Let DihuU du etdu de Reehef at 

Cairo, 1941, PL4) has one on top of the flff/-crowri. The Nineteenth O^Tiasiy bronze ^gurc of the god in the 

Berlin Museum, which Cook (ReL af 116] pronounced "noteworthy for the sun on the lop of the 

reed crown'p has in fact itco dkkst one on the front of the cap, the other an ornament or amulet around the neck; 
ibid. pi. 36. j and F«hhc«nerp Klanplattih df. Agypter^ 95, 
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known.* It agrees with the god of Beth-Pelet in the absence of the sun-disk as well as 
in showing the ordinary kind of javelin. It is found on a steatite plaque of the Nine¬ 
teenth Dynasty formerly in the Macgregor Collection and first published by Griffith.^ 
This object alw is of purely Egyptian manufacture and has hieroglyphic inscriptions 
which include the cartouche of Ram esses IL Nor is there any reason to question the 
Nilotic origin of the scarab here illustrated^ though nothing is knonm of its previous 

historj^ except that it was acquired by the writer on the London market in 195®^ 
fine workmanship and style leave little doubt as to its date, which must coincide with 

the reign of Amenophis III or w'ith that of his immediate predecessor. 

* Discomiting unproved the strong prababiluy that bronzes of the god In the same anitude but lacking 

spear and serpent are really' aculpturaJ represientations of the same theme (cp^ Grtfiith in PSBA^ 

“ Grifhth (loc. clt. f.) emphasized hi» Egyptianized aspect by calling him 'Set with the attributes of 
Horus' lehUcp on the Other handi mcognisting his close with an imdokibtedly Phoeiiician bronze of 
Reshepb (S9 E). Vincent {ReVr Bib. f 17) agreed tvith this description but mimtioned Maspctti'a identi¬ 
fication of this god with Reaheph {cf. Maspero, Htti. one. il, caJled it a ’wique 
Egyptian acene% under the influcrice of Petriei who regarded the El-Farah scarab as non-Egyptiau. 



A FRAGMENT OF A BIOGRAPHICAL INSCRIPTION 
OF THE OLD KINGDOM 

Sv HANS GOEDICKE 

During the excavations carried out by the University' of Alexandria under the direction 
of Professor A. Abubakr a slab of limestone was found in the radim at the western end of 
the Gizah plateau which cannot be attributed to any particular tomb. The slab, of rather 

poor, soft limestone, is approximately rectangular in shape, measuring 54 cm. on the 
right, better preserved edge, 42 cm. at the bottom, and g cm. at the top. The entire 
surface is covered with an inscription arranged in one horizontal line at the top and eight 

vertical lines underneath. In addition to its fragmen¬ 

tary state the surface is in many places badly corroded 
and the decipherable signs reduced to a few uncon¬ 

nected groups (pi. If). 
The inscription represents the beginning of a bio¬ 

graphical text describing a memorable event in the 
unknown man’s life. The text does not tell us the 

entire career of the official concerned, but commences 
ivith a particular event which happened presumably 
late in the man’s life. In this respect the text tells a 

story'similar to the w'ell-known biographical episodes 
related hy Dbhny and W^s-Pth in their tombs. It is 
particularly in connexion with the latter that our text 

should be considered, as beside the similarities of 
content there exist other points of resemblance. In 
both cases we are told about the illness of an esteemed 

official of the king and the favours shown to him upon 
that occasion by the latter. Since we so rarely get a 
glimpse of the personal relationship existing between 

the monarch and his officials, it is the more regret¬ 

table that our text should be preserved in such a fragmentary condition. 

The date of the fragment is obscure, particularly since we are unable to link it with a 
particular official. The text itself docs not furnish any' indication either palacographically 

or contextually which could permit an attribution to a specific date. The impersonal 
form in which the episode is told, using the suffix of the third person in reference to the 
individual concerned, suggests rather a date not later than the end of the Fifth Dynasty, 

since later inscriptions of this kind prefer the use of the first person. On the other hand, 
an attribution to the Fourth Dynasty also offers some difficulties in view* of the emphasis 

given to the personal nature of the events described, so that the Fifth Dynasty seems 
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9 A FRAGMENT OF A BIOGRAPHICAL INSCRIPTION 

the most likely date for the fragment under discussion. The close relationship with the 

inscription of WfS-Pth supports such a suggestion. 

Translation 

(i) Hwfie . .... As for the time when be was sicli, His Majesty caused that there 

should be procured for him a carrying-chair From the Residence (3) in order to carry out the work 
under his supervision from it. His Majesty caused that there should be organized for him a guard 
(4) of the Residence in order to enter the Residence (?) w'ith him ... (5) \^Tieii he w as in the per¬ 
formance of the duty the people (6) ...... ..of the fltet-ftt .... cause to 
enter..(7) ............. of the j!H'-'':-man and his son ... 

(8)............. to the place where it happened... {9).. 

he.. 

Commentary 

L, 1. Iri the original arrangement a horizontal line of hieroglyphs placed above 
the inscription, which was set out below in vertical columns. It apparently represents 
a kind of heading and seems not directly connected with what follows. Only the very' 
beginning of it remains, consisting of the name of Cheops in a cartouche. It is impossible 
to put forward any conclusive suggestion concerning the original contents of this line on 

the basis of such a short and ambiguous fragment. It is, however, tempting to conjecture 

that this part of the text mentioned the person to whom the following inscription refers. 

In that case the name of Cheops is likely to be part of a title; hm-ntr Hwfw appeaia the 
most probable.! Whether other titles followed cannot be determined since there is no 
indication of the original number of vertical columns. As can be deduced from the text, 

the man to whom it refers must have been a favourite official of an unknown king en¬ 

gaged in work presumably connected w'ith official building for the Crow'n. 
L. 2, mn [it 'to be sick', cf. WL 11, 66, 20. Here clearly with this meaning and not ‘to 

fall sick’ as envisaged by Junker, Giao, xl, 176. ir tr , . . im \s a. clear reference to the 
period of sickness which covered a certain length of time. No indication is given as to 
whether the man finally recovered or not. The latter possibility seems more likely in 

view of the stylistic build-up of the narrative, which may have concluded with a descrip¬ 

tion of the tomb and burial outfit supplied by the king as an expression of his high favour. 
An arrangement of this kind is found in the biographical inscription of Dbhny. Sdi clearly 
has the meaning'to bring*, ‘to procure*. The parage here is probably a literal parallel 

to Urk. I, 43,16, which should be restored accordingly. is a not infrequent term 
for a kind of carrying chair; no feminine ending is indicated here, but the gender of the 
term is determined by the subsequent im i. For the form of the object, cf. Davies, Deir 

et Gebroid, i, 14; ih Reisner & Smith, A History of the Giza Nccropolh, ii, 33, 
pi. 270. The litter wras not only a favourite form of convey ance, but even more a sign of 
high social rank and importance. The motif of the man in the carrying chair is often 

found among the reliefs in the mastabas of the great nobles of the Old Ringdom.^ 

* One could also think qf restoring fht-Htcfw in this plate, but it would be difficult to explain iK appeanmee 

herOp axeept by regarding it as part of a titlcr 
» Ci Klebsp Rtiiefs dts RftchtJt, 37 junkerp 249 ff- See furthermore Urk. t, 231, i4p whcrc^ 

howeverj a diffctEnt tenrip ^bttFj ia used. 

BTSTII 
e 
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L. 3. r dtt kti im'i states the purpose of the royal provision, DH kn, apparently 
not attested elsewhere, seems to have the meaning ‘to carry out the work' as required by 
the context. For this interpretation, cf, the use of dd it in Sin. B304, rendered by 

Gardiner^ *to busy oneself' ‘to be occupied with’, 7m-/ refers back to ^‘</(/), while 
hr-r-f concerns the preceding mention of kd. For the technical expression cf, 

in, 386, 24. Kd as a general term for ‘work’ is rather ambiguous in its significance, 
but nevertheless likely to have the specific connotation of building activity. For the 
assumed meaning of frf, cf. Wb, i, 109, 6, but this use is not attested for the Old King^ 
dom, Cf. however, Vrk, 1,101,10, concerning the recruiting of the army under Weni’s 
command. The use of idw in this connexion is surprising, since one would rather expect 
some Other term. It is seemingly used to denote troops of some kind, for which cf, Wb, i, 
151,19. The specification nyw hms shows that the men concerned were closely connected 
with the ‘Residence’. The latter, as an expression for the royal administration, is 
frequently found in the Old Kingdom, The legal status of the people remains uncertain. 
From the way in which the order is given, it seems most tempting to assume a status of 
dependence for them, but it is questionable if they can be called ‘servants', still less 
‘slaves’. From the usual employment of the idw as military personnel one is inclined 
to picture them as a kind of guard. Our text is probably to be compared with a frag¬ 
mentary- passage in the inscription of WiS-Pth {Urk. i, 44, 3-4) where there is mention 
of the different kinds of troops attached to the Residence. As in our case, the state¬ 
ment follows the donation of a carry ing chair which, in Wtl-Pth^ is complemented by 
the issue of detailed Instructions, w'hich are missing here. 

L. 4. *^l’he purpose of the idtu is stated to be r rk bnf'f r ?} ‘in order to eoter with 

him into (the Residence?)'. IJrac is a possible but uncertain restoration. The traces of 
the first sign seem to be part of which would also permit the restoration 
(IVb, lit, 372, 10) and which seems rather likely in view- of the long lacuna. For the 
formal introduction to the palace, to which the passage seems to refer, cf. also Sin. 
B248—9. 

L. 5. For rf-Smii, see Junker, ZAS 77, z ff. 

L, 6. The lack of context makes it impossible to recognize the significance of rit 
in this connexion. The preceding prompts one to conjecture the mention of some 
kind of people, closely related with the hwt rit, for which cf. Urk. i, 102, 4, 

L, 7, denotes a certain kind of people of the working class. It apparently is a 
vhha formation oipr r/, meaning the man belonging to thepr ry. In JJrk. i, 149, 6 they 

arc mentioned among the workmen eng^ed in quarrying. The term is possibly to be 
compared with ' royal slaves’but the tw o arc probably not identical. I’his word 

^ iVof^^ on Story of 115; cf. also Ddvaudj Sphmx^ 121 i j S-io. 
* Cf. Faulkner^ 3^, 36; Junker, 159. 

* For thp of the term, cf. MasperOp lip 230 and Rtc, irat}. 19, 67^iwhik 
Junker* Ot::a, 173 and K^cs, Ktdturg^.frJikht€, 44 and Beiircigr svr Provmzialvemaliungf 11, 587 
{Sarhr, d*, G<i. d. IF/k. Gdtiingfn, 1933) consider thtm not m slaves* but as a kind of specially pdvileged 
farmers. The latter view ih hardEy tenable an account of tii-e mention in the ipseription of {Urk. ip 2,8; 4, 8), 
where the people are acquired {Jft/ r /rrr) it^ihcr with the land they are dw'eliLn^ 
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could be restored In the iacima in Urk^ 21,11, where the context would require such 
a term. The following word might be restored as or , a term used for the 
recruiting of people, particularly in connexion with funerary installations j cf. Vrk. 

302, 13 C 

L, g. ^ either 'to endure’ or to be restored as imu ht as in t. z). 



A DIDACTIC PASSAGE RE-EXAMINED 

By SIR AL*4N GARDINER 

The papyrus known as P.Boidaq IV^ to the contents of which Chabas gave the name ’ 
Les Meiximes du scribe Anii^ has long enjoyed the unenviable reputation of being the 

obscurest of all Eg^'ptlan Wisdom texts. As in the far older Prisse papyrus^ some of the 

^^ria'' 

1J ? P A 

Notes 

* So for simple ^ in f. 13; so 100^^ m3,5;4, is. 16. ^ Not fAw as V. 

* Sideways by contamination with O. 

Fjg. [. P. Boulaq 1V\ 3^ 5-9 

passages are easily translatable, but the majority have completely bafUed interpretation. 

Many years have passed since I transcribed the papyrus from the original and attempted 
to wTestle with the sense; I soon abandoned my effort, but remember coming to the 

conclusion that careful scholarly endeavour would undoubtedly elicit more than had 
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been done in the tw'o editions then the best available, as they still are.^ It has now 

seemed to me worth while to pick out a single passage to test that conclusion. Such an 
undertaking would, I realized, involve some frank and perhaps caustic criticism, but 
1 felt that the advantages to be gained thereby would far outweigh the disadvantages, 

and might well bring to light some details of grammar and vocabulary which stood m 

need of discussion. , . 
The passage chosen for examination is transcribed on the accompanymg Fig. i. 

It follows closely upon the couple of lines describing the benefit to be derived from 

early marriage and the founding of a family. No rubric marks the beginning, but one 
follows at the end. It will be seen that orthographically the text is abominable, but m 

most cases the correct spellings can be easily divined. 1 start by offering my own trans¬ 

lation, the inelegance of which I deplore, but the pu^ose which I have had in view 

demanded that the translation be literal rather than literary. 
Make festival for ihy god and repeat its season;* God is angry tchen tt is neglected. 

Haise up 'Witnesses when thou offeresi at the first time of the doittgofU. One comes to seek 
thy listing (?); kt him cause thee to go down on papyrus. The time co^s and one seefu 
acceptance (?) of thee to extol his power. There result song, dance, and incense as hts food, 

and the reception of (didsance as his wealth. The god does it to magnify his name, but man 

it is tiiho is inebriated. 
COMMENT.\RY 

S = E, Suys, SJ., La Sagesse d^Ani, Rome, 1935. 
V ^ A. Volten, studien zuvi Weisheitsbuch des Ani, Copenhagen, 
The incomplete translation in A. Emian, Die Literatnr der Agypter, Leipzig, 1923 will 

be mentioned only casually (E). , r ♦ ■ r 1. u . 
All translators interpret the opening words as ‘celebrate the festw-al of thy god , but 

iri hb is regularly followed by the datival 7i {Wb. in, 58, 9) and the absence of the 

definite article is significant; for a particularly clear case of the omission of this n 

For the inexplicable writing ^ in place of the simple suffix see the note on my 

Figure; the shifts to which V is reduced to explain this writing will be seen from his 

pp. 73, 74. TH'twf (again a strange spelling) is surely the object of whm k 
S translates the next sentence ‘Le dieu cst mecontent d etre neglige, but^ the ver 

thl with a person as object has a quite different sense (TT6. v, 319, ao). \ s wenn sie 

(scil. ‘die Zeit') wrpasst wird’ is dearly correct, sec Wb. v, 320, ai. 
Whether the w'ords sp tpy n pi ir-f should be taken with what follows or, as in rny 

translation, with what precedes is debatable, but it is strange that to give sp tpy its 

natural sense ‘the first time’ has not appealed to my predecessors; E rendered es 1st 

das Beste (?) fur den, der es getan hat (?)’, S ‘e’est un precepte important, de faire cela , 
V Mas ist gut fiir denjenigen, der es tut’. All three renderings take the sw which stands 
below the -A of wdn k as the subject of a separate clause, and regard the ir of ps irf 

as a participle. Both suppositions are wrong: (i) the position of this ste below ft is 

the more decisive on this point since we have seen that the ostensible ksw is merely 
■ ica annual recurrence. 
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a writing of the suffix-pronoun ; moreover, bow can jp ipy be twisted into the meaning 

‘das Iieste‘, 'un prccepte important’, or ‘das ist gut’? (z) V defends E’s view that the 
Ir of p! irf is a participle by quoting Neuag. GTamm.^ § 8z, where it is maintained that 

a sufhx-pronoun can sometimes be used as the object of a participle or even of a idm~f 
form; it is there, however, ov'crlooked that this supposed use is confined to the ist pers. 
sing., and Erman’s observation ought to be re-formulated to state that in Late Egyptian 

the dependent pronoun and the suffix-pro noun of the ist pers. sing, arc identical in 
appearance, the Middle Egj'ptian differentiation of wt and ■/ having disappeared. 
Obviously ir in our passage is the infinitive, there being excellent examples of the con¬ 
st ruction infinitive-|-suffix as object, ^ee Harris 6, lo; 49, 2, quoted Sethe, Verbum 

Ostr, Gardiner 60, quoted Erman, Neudg. Gramm,^ 14^91 so too bu) hpr 
ffy n p> ir-/ ‘there is no blame (attaching) to the doing of it’ Anii\ 4,16-17 similarly 
9, 12, these two instances cited by V in support of his own view. The ‘doing of it’ 

mentioned in our passage clearly refers to the first time of making offering, as will 
become evident as we proceed. 

In attempting to explain the sentences having tn'tu' as their subject it will be best 
first to clear aw'ay some amazing suggestions on the part of V. The twofold wc 

are told, cannot possibly be the well-authenticated tense-formative meaning ‘one’ and 

must conceal a reference to the god mentioned in the first ivords of our passage, these 
in his opinion being too far away to enable the suffix / in bitc-f, Ary/, iht/ to refer to 
them ; he therefore regards hviw as a writing of tn-t and translates this as ‘das 

Gdtterbild ; his resultant rendering of the entire context is utterly incomprehensible. 

This is the more deplorable since the earlier edition of S is very nearly correct W'ith its 
translation 'on va', though for this should be substituted ‘on vient’. Clearly twtze here 

has indefinite reference both as regards time and as regards person; such well-known 

passages as P.Atuist. F, 8, J-S, where we read: ‘One teaches monkeys to dance and one 

tames horses’ provide a complete parallel, but since in our text the words ‘The time 

comes’ intervene between the two occurrences of twtzo It is obvious that two separate 

moments were envisaged and these can only be the moment of the original offering, 
the sp tpy, and then the moment of its repetition. Otherwise expressed, the teacher 
advis^ that his pupil should bring his oblation to the deity as early as possible and that 

in doing so written record of the fact should be arranged; this will enhance his standing 
with the temple authorities when the day of the fe^t comes round again. 

Thus far, in my opinion, ail is reasonably certain, but now serious difficulties arise. 
It is, however, a real gain that Suys, having been allowed access to the slips of the 

Berlin Wbrterbuch, was thence able to determine the approximate sense of the technical 
term occurring in the phrase ee/i/ Snw-k. As a verb this sn appears to be known only 
from a si^le example: in an address to the sun-god we read 

Pi I which S, correcting the editor Nagel,’ rendered ‘Tu t eleves a^dessus 
d’eux en quality d’Horus pour les passer en re^nie chaque jour’ the meaning ‘to pass in 

review’ rannot be far wide of the mark, and suits the determinative & remarkably well. 

The derivative substantive Sttw appears to have the more specialized signification ‘list’ 
' 29. 28. * I should prefer ‘Thou hast removed thyself.. 
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or 'inventory', sis the heading of one of the Tomb-robberies papyri shows: “ 
making of a list (or ‘survey*) of the writings of the . . , the 

last word is uncertain; a list of papyri follows. Cemy has shown me the heading of an 
unpublished Vienna ostracon wrhich confirms this interpretation even more strikingly I 

things found in the tomb’; an enumeration follow's. Suys has realized that this sub¬ 

stantive sme lies at the root of the common title *^2 or the Greek or 
Attrtuiojfthe bearer of this title must have been a prominent temple-official who 
exercised the function (sometimes only temporarily) of surveying and listing the temple 
assets, and it agrees with this view that the title ‘inventorj'-scribe of 
the house of Amun’ is also found (TEA. iv, 496, 1 j-15 and 497, 1).^ Suys discusses these 
titles very ably, producing much evidence, but 1 believe him to have been mistaken in 
identifying this hny-r hi with the much older title (E'A* iv, 
49S, 1.2) which never shows the determinative j*&. Leaving this interesting subject 1 
now return to the Anii passage. In view of w'hat Suys had determined I do not under¬ 

stand why he rendered tzetw lie r zeki stiz^-k by ‘on va chercher ton temoln’; my own 
suggestion ‘one comes to seek thy listing* might well imply that only such persons as 
were recorded in writing on the temple rolls were accorded the pri^dlege of direct 
participation in the festivities of the god; some such interpretation finds support in the 
rest of the passage, but in truth we know far too little about the personal duties of the 

individual worshipper to be sure. If I am right in my rendering 'The time comes and 
one seeks acceptance of thee to extol his (the god s) power there may be a veiled 
allusion to the choice of w^A-priesis, only such men being eligible as could pr^uce 
written evidence of having been regular in their performance of the rite of offering. 

A few linguistic details remain to be dealt with. For the construction iwif J«f dit 

fi/yk hr fnvt V rightly quotes Neadg. Gramin.^ § 342; no parallel for this use of hy is 

to be found in If A., but the sense clearly is 'let him put thee down in writing,* The use 
of ia? in place of r before the wrongly written skf can hardly be doubted, but the pas¬ 

sages which V quotes (3, 10; 7, 3; 10, 6) are too obscure to be convincing. As regards 
iJC- quoted in tr*., S (pp. 16-17} was certainly regarding this as a mis¬ 
writing or ‘^lai^ssement’ of hbt ‘dance*, and he showed that in P.Ch. Beatty /, 16, 10, 

where ArA again follows the word h for 'song*, 1 was entirely wrong in regarding the 
corrupt determinative as a perversion of the sign for ‘throat*; in both passages a female 
dancer with her arms thrown back behind her head was clearly intended. Lastly, in 

the final w'ords of the passage, the use of rmt as ‘man', ‘mortal’ as contmsted with 

‘deity’ (w/r in 3, 3) pro^ddes a welcome parallel to the remarkable argument in the story 
of Wenamun where the envoy of Amun maintains that, unlike his own divine master, 
the king Khafemwese w'ho bad sent to the !.ebanon for wood had been a mere man 

(rmt, z, 53 foil.). At the end of our text it is amusing to find the deity obtaining spirimal 
exaltation from song, dance, and censing, while his human devotee has to content him¬ 

self with the grosser pleasure of getting drunk. 

I pect, CrMt^Tomb Rgbbfn'is, pi. jS. i, i. * tlililioErapliic»t referenew, PrewifilM, FachtooTlfr, p. 117. 

3- For jf Jw see too Griffith, Rytandf Papyri, ill, p. soa, n. 12. 
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By S. YEIVIN 

This place-name occurs in Tuthmosis Ill's list of towns captured in Hither Asia on 

his first campaign in the form of usually transliterated as {no, toa),' 
and it was suggested long ago that this occurs also as a masculine personal name on 
Hyksos scarabs, as the name of one of the Pharaohs of the Fifteenth Dynasty,* 

Now this alleged Ya*qfA*H occurs on royal Hyksos type scarabs in various forms: 

(tf) ii^qbhr\^ (e) lirqhfr'^ 
(fr) ilfqpkr-* {f) ft’Airr;* 

(c) afpqhr \^ ig) iMtrfi 
{d) iiqbhr’!* 

In view of the exact form of the place-name in the annals of Tuthmosis III, the 
numerous variants appearing (very frequently in jumbled and uncouth form) on the 

Hyksos scarabs were at first taken to be mere variants of the fully attested 
If the present author is not mistaken, Petrie was the first to read variant (/) as Yekeb- 

baal,'^ 

Much later, after the acquisition and publication of the later lot of Execration Texts, 

it became obvious that the vocable kr {= *in) forms, in its owrn right, the theophoric 
component of the theophoric names.** It foQowed that the name Y^qbhr could only be 

f Yeivin, 'Erf;-YhTa‘el, ill, 3fr-37, where some pofisJhle iderttifications arc tusecsted (Hcbriw whh English 

suntman^); cf. also Kapten, ElES ^ t, 207. This place is mentioned in lists of Ramesses H and HI (Simons, 

Handbook^ ]S7(n^«9); {no. [04)). 

3 Cf- Rowky, From Jwtpfi Iq Joshua, 35 ff-> quit* apart from its occurnencc *5 a ma^uline pcmonal name 
in Akkadian documenrs (ibid. 36). 

^ Newberry^ Sssrabs^ pL 2Zp 27; the inscription on this scarab is: obvnomly tmnaposed for 

iifqbhtita})^ and coupled with fiv>' wsr rr. 

* Hall» Cdfdlojfue 0/ E^ptiem ttc, in the British Musftintf 31 (no. 2S5). 

® Ibid. 31 (no, 23+); Nevvberr^v op. dt. pi. 23, i ■ Fra$*r^ A Cataiogue 0/ ihe Si^irahs belonging to p . 24 
(no. ]S[)p 

* Petrie^ Hislorical Sttidies, pL 6^ where «mi scaiabs bc&ting this inscriptJon are tabulated as accompanied 

by different forma of oinameiitation. In the same table Pcixifl lists eight scarabs inscribed with the name 

ithbnn{wi accompanied again by various types of ornamentation^ cf^ above the type dted here as (/). Since, 

however, none of these figures in his later catalogue of the collection at University College (set below, ti* S), and 

no scarabs with such inscriptions are shown in other catalogues, this matenal remains of uncertain value for 

the purposes of this study^ in spite of Petrie's wcU-known aticnlion to dcldla^ 

^ fCewbeiry, Op, cit. pL 23, 3. 

* Ibid. pL 22^ S; Petdc, Scarabs and Cylindfrs mtk Names, pK H, 1. 
^ petric, op. cit. pi. 21, H. 2. 

CL, for ciample, Rowley^ op. cit. (above, n. a), 36. 

** Petrie, op. cit. pL. 22, H, t; though in 1911 {Hisiarical Studies} he transliterated a similar name on scaraba 

as Yeqth-ni (obviously a iapms colaim for Yekeb'al\ or possibly h* did not attach any importance to the 

difference), which is partly more correct than the later transcription. 

“ Cf.such personal names as tm^hr (= the name of the ruler of [[fliabn) n»p3] in Pcsrncr, 

PPAN E 20 {p, 75); cf. also ibid. E 35. 
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transliterated as ‘in3|?S?\ and though containing components similar to *?Klpy' 
(the verbal form 3pLJ’+a name of a deity, in this case *in) neither identical 
with, nor a mere variant of, the latter.' Ob\uously, the form {b) is a variant spelling, in 
which p replaces while form (c) Is merely a transposition of p and qJ It should prob¬ 
ably be assumed that form (d) is merely ait erroneous transcription of the wcU-attested 
"innpir, in which the ^ has been omitted by mistake, possibly by a non-Semitic 
scribe or engraver, who, mispronouncing it, swallow'ed it up in the preceding vowel. 

Again it should be noted that all these variants are at one in transcribing the guttural 

q with the Egj'ptlan guttural equivalent. 
It is obvious, however, that forms (e)-(^) designate a different name, in which the 

theophoric component is no longer hr {= “irr), but most probably b^r (= 
and, indeed, as already noted above, Petrie transliterated it as sudh + Two new prob¬ 
lems arise now; both concern the first component of this new name. First of all, is 

this first component to be identified with the first component in the parallel 
in this case one must assume that all (scribes and) engravers have either omitted the 

second b in the name {irqb-bfr = b3J3"lpy), or that, owing to the quiescence^ of 
the first b at the end of the second (or third) syllable of it coalesced w'lth the 
following similar sound into a doubled b (and the name was pronounced something 
like ydraqSbdrdiS), or (less likely) was dropped altogether {yd^aqabdfdlu ?), Secondly, 

w'hether, in view of the certainly garbled spellings of the name ‘inipiJ', it is to be 
assumed that all variants of this latter name represent one and the same name, in which 
k and q interchange in the transcription,* or it is to be concluded that form (e) only 

represents a name parallel to “inipiJ', i.e. while forms {/) and (5) con¬ 
tain not only a different theophoric component (*73? 1), but also an entirely different 

verbal stem Uk. In considering this problem, attention should be paid not only to the 
fact that the k is palatal (not guttural g), but also to the second fact that neither has 

r after the initial 
Personally, the w riter is inclined to the second solution, which would sec in the first 

component a separate verbal construction Uk from the root (in gai), an imper¬ 
fect jussive of the 3rd per. sing, m., *Ba'al should strike' (i.e, at the enemies of the 

new-born).* Assuming the correctness of this hypothesis, it may perhaps be further 

* Thus it was properly tramcribed by Albrtghtp MASOM 47* Id,, Frf^m Sttme to Christioftiiy, i 84- 

^ There JLre seve ral such eiuimples in ancient Middle Eastern onoiiiastjca; one need only quol* the classical 

Khah/piru \ or Khammurob!pi. 

J See abeve^ p. i6p n, s> 

* Though not commenting on it; see Above, p. 16* n. 11. 

5 This is prt:>bJibly eq be taken as a jiisslve form of ihc verb. 

Such cases ore know-n jei ntiter instances, Cf.* for exampkp the plsce-nanie Karkemisih, which ia usually 

transcribed in Egy'ptian with a k (SimOnfii Handbook . . . p/ BgypfitMn Fopographic^il Litftt pp ^ 165J * 

sometimes also wirh a ^ (AlbrijEbt, Vo^ali^ation^ p- ji* tio. ij). 
T Of course they arc badly garbled vetaiuna* since omits even the final r; ibis, however^ h edmprehensibk 

in the case of An Egypiian scribe, who was already familiar with the gradual disappciiriince of the final r in bia 

own language. 
* CL Posencr, FFAN E g [iinkryne = in which the combination y/ dcsigriaies Sem. 7}; E 23 

(do). It is to be assumed that the verb here is in the Und construction or else the Eitecratidn Texts 

rcpTcscnl an earlier stage of linguistic development before the ossimiktion of a quiescent n to the following 

If 7STfl D 
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suggested that even form (e) contains as its first component not a garbled transcaption 

of Spy', but a verbal form of an entirely different derivation, such as a jussive imperfect 
of namely ’jyspy', ‘May Ba*al weigji heavily (= crash) (i.c. on the enemies of 

the new-born).' . , 
In any case it is quite obvious that a personal name /HSpy** does not ^ist m 

Egyptian texts, but only 'inypST, and possibly '?yS'3psr. The name 7Xipir 
appears only as a place-name some 200 years after the Fifteenth Djmasty, in the list 

of towns subdued by Tuthmosis III. 

consonantal wund. tn (Ws case the paiulkl additced here is vety siEnificaiU in showing the date of this photieiJc 

phenomenon, sometime during the eighteemh century P-C., betwiwn the later ^up of the Esecration T«hs 

and the early Hyksos scarabs. Further research in (hi* problon may prove which of the aliematn'cs is to be 

given preferencc- 
* Would this also mean that even in form (d) k k to be assumed that the hm component of the name is to 

be derived from a diiferent verbal stem? or wotild it only be a garbled form in which the * was accidently 
omittedp as (iugs^ted above ? In the former case one could think of the root or better (cf, Nnnt. 

scXJitp E)j the name probably mesning "^lay Ba'al cur$C (or prosertbe)- (1.0. the encmicS;, or opponent^p or evil-- 

wi^hersi of the new-bom). 
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THE BEGINNING OF THE EL-'AMARNA PERIOD 

fly CYRIL ALDRED 

1. The Stela of Kia 

The small cdllcctvon of Eg\'ptian antiquities formerly in the possession of the Society 
of Antiquaries of Scotland contained three portions of inscribed relief perfunctorily 

Fic. I. 

described under the registration numbers 975i 9^®’ and 996 A. Murray s cata¬ 
logue of 1900.* When these specimens were recently incorporated into the permanent 

1 Ptoc, Am. Seot. 33, 5i6-t7» 
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collection of the Royal Scottish IVIuseum it was seen that the fragments fit together and 
make up one half of a stela as shown in fig* i and pi. III.’ 

It will be only too obvious from the drawings in fig. i that since this monument left 
its sculptor’s hands it has sufiered considerable damage. Despoilers have hammered out 
names in some of the cartouches and it has been smashed into large and small pieces, at 
least half of which are now missing. In addition, one fragment appears to have been 

reddened by fire and the others to have lain in a position where drips of water have been 
able to w'ear channels in the surface of the soft yellow limestone. Despite this dilapida¬ 
tion, however, it is possible to get a very fair idea of the pristine appearance of the stela, 

thanks to the fortunate chance that opposite faces were carv'ed with a similar scene 
showing King Amenophis IV making an offering. 

The three fragments appear among the last seventy-seven items in Dr, Murray’s 
catalogue, w here their provenance is explicitly given as HierakonpoHs and their donor 
as Professor Flinders Petrie.^ There is no reason to doubt therefore that they were 
brought to light in the excavations of Quibcll on behalf of the Egyptian Research 
Account at Kom el-Ahmar in [S9S. This fact is not without its importance since those 
museums and collections w'hich received material from this dig may well possess other 

portions of this same stela, and a search among the store-rooms of such institutions might 
enable us to fill some of the more baffling lacunae in the text. 

In its original state, the monument must have consisted of a round-topped stela 
about one and a half cubits high, one cubit wide, and a palm thick, competently carved 

with a scene in shallow relief showing on the obverse left a god with the head of a 

falcon seated on a block-throne and bearing on his vertex the sun's disk encompassed 
by a uraeus. He wears a short kilt and a corselet supported by shoulder straps. In 
his left hand he grasps a K-iu-sceptre, in his right he holds an cunkh. Above and before 

him in two large cartouches Is his name, which, however, has been effaced. Faint traces 
of some of the glyphs, the double border to the cartouches,» and evidence from else¬ 

where in the stela leave no doubt that the name excised was that of Ref-ff arakhti-Aten 
and that this brief label without any distinguishing epithets is to be applied to the 

falcon-headed deity upon the throne. Before him is a double altar piled high with bread, 
fowi, bout^uets, and the choicer portions of offal. Facing the god on the right was the 
figure of the king, which, however, is now missing. A similar figure on the reverse has 

been so completely obliterated that it is not possible to give a categorical description of 
his appearance. AYhat seems to be the big toe of his advanced fool may be seen at the 

base of the nearer altar-support on the reverse, and the streamers from his khepresh 

may be detected on the extreme right. The intact spout of a rrerwret-vase above the 
farther pillar of ffle altar shows that on one side of the stela at least the king was making 

a hbation.s The inscription referring to him can be recovered completely on the reverse 

and partly on the obverse, and dcacrifacs him as: 'The Good God, Ixird of the Two 

^ Acc. No. 1^56, 347: shcp 33ix iziX3 in. 
CjUfiiii, JEA Qi, 168, n. Ciardinerp Eg, (Jrajnm. P" 74- 

^ Prot^ So£, Aiit^ Sc<>£. 33, 515, 

‘This esprewion will used thmughout this artiere ^ refer to the g«l whose early didactie oamea have 
been discussed by t,unn. JEA g, 16S flF. s Cf. Davies, Amama. vi. pi. X 
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Lands, l^ord of Achievemeivt, Lord of Crowns, King of Upper and Low'er Egypt 
[Nefer-khepeni-re< Wa^]n[re<], Son of Ref, [Amen-hotpc-JnetJer-hek-Wese, Great in 

his Lifetime/ 
The names in his cartouches have been expunged also, but the last three signs in the 

nomen are reasonably clear and show unequivocally w'hat must have preceded them. In 
the prenomen the last sign was clearly a horizontal glyph and the traces suit —. 

Below this scene was an inscription in sixteen columns’ consisting of a hymn to 
Ref-Harakhti-Aten at his rising, on behalf of a man w'hose name is almost destroyed 

except for the last group 1]^ but which may have been Kia.* As Gardiner has 

pointed out to the "writer, the reverse of this stela when complete evidently showed 
Amenophis IV offering to a figure on the left which in view of the remains of the 
inscription must have been the statue of a king. Gardiner adopts the view' that 
this image can hardly have been other than that of Amenophis 111 and he quotes 
parallels for such relief-subjects at Soleb (Porter-Moss VII, 169). The writer, how¬ 
ever, w'hile allow’!ng due weight to Gardiner’s opinion, w’ould prefer not to attempt 

to name the king in question. 
Although some puzzling expressions occur in the texts, which the writer must leave 

for those better equipped than himself to elucidate, the sense seems clear enough, and 
the hymns do not differ radically from certain other contemporary prayers to the .4ten 

in w’hich the owner supplicates the sun-god for favours bestowed by the king. The 

fragmentary columns may be translated as follows 

Obt'erse 

(i) Giving praise to Ref-Haf^hti-.-tten... (2) at [his] ris[L[ig“ in the] eastern [horizon] of heaven* 

, . , (3) (by) the worthy [k]ia.‘ He says, 'Hail [to thee] ... {4) When thou shincst, the te[kkyt] 
live ... (s) [Mayst thou grant] happiness in the praises of the k[[ng] ... (6) burial by favour oF 

.,, (7) offerings to the god ordained by the King of Upper and Lower Egypt CO ■.. (S) his nfame]*' 

Ref-Harakhtl[-.Aten] , , . 

Reverse 

. . . (10) Great in his Lifetime, to* the statue of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt CO 
. , . (ii) of Rcf-Harakhti-Atcn . . . (i2) of Nekhcn, the Great House of the second bt . , J 

(13) ■ * * K[i3.] 
Notes 

(a) reading: 
(b) after ntpt the titles of the owner should appear, but there is now'here on the stela 

any suggestion as to what they were. Presumably he w'as an official of Hierakonpolis, 

perhaps in the temple of Re<-Harakhti there. 
(c) the reading of the first group of this column may be either supplied from 

the traces left in column 13 of the reverse. On the other hand, the lacuna seems a little 

too spacious for a mere nb or k: perhaps is the last element in a longer name. 

> Cslculntnl fnim the estimated breadth of the iii*cribcd surface of the stela divided by the average width of 

the columns, 
* See note (e) below* 
i 1 am greatly indebted to Professor Cerny and Sir .\lan Gardber for valuable suggestion*. 
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Kif as a masculine proper name is attested only in the Old Kingdom (Ranke, Fers^ 

343> *)' I ^ here calling the owner Kia purely for ease of reference. 
(d) What preceded the name of the Aten is not evident to me, though the first two 

signs in the column ^ are clear enough. If rn-f is to he restored as I have suggested, 

one would expect rrt f m Aten or rn f n Aten. The god referred to may be the local 
hawk-god of Nekhen, ‘in his name of Aten’, which is admittedly an awkward equation. 

(e) Ihe phrase recovered without much difficulty but its 
exaa grammatical relationship with what precedes it is not obvious to me. Gardiner 
suggests that the trend of the inscription may be‘(offering made by Akhenaten), great 

in his life-lime, to the statue of King (in the house (?) of the Aten in Hierakonpolts 
etc. ,, .that he may give life, health, wealth to.., Kia)’. The loss of the lower part 
of the stela at this point is particularly tantalizing. 

(f) I am unable to make any suggestion for completing the phrase in this damaged 
context. 

I his fragment in its present decayed state raises a number of importunate questions 
to which at the moment there arc no answers. We may keenly regret, for instance, that 
column to of the inscription on the reverse is incomplete and the column which pre¬ 
ceded it entirely lacking. It would have been interesting to know with the statue of 

which king Amenophis IV was associated in the prayers of Kia. We should also have 
liked to know w hether the figure of .^enophis was earn ed in the orthodox style of the 
first months of the reign or in the pathological fashion of the subsequent period. The 

high quality of the undamaged parts of the relief, classically correct and precise rather 
than inspired, leads us to doubt very^ much whether the fi^re of the king would have 

been showTV in anything other than the traditional mode. It is not easy moreover to ex¬ 

plain why the cartouches of the Aten have been deliberately obliterated before the figure 
of Ref-Harakhti whereas those in the body of the text have been left intact, though 
they have suffered fortuitous damage. 

Nevertheless, despite the lacunae, there is certain information given by this stela for 

which we should be grateful. We may for the first time infer that there was at least a 
shrine to the Aten in the great temple of Nekhen. This is a very reasonable assumption 
m view’ of the fact that both Rer-Harakhti and the local deity were falcon-gods. More¬ 
over an altar of Amenophis IV found by Quibell at Kom cl-Ahmar> shows that monu¬ 

ments of the early years of the reign were erected on the site of the ancient southern 

capital so intimately associated with the kingship. But perhaps the greatest reward that 

our fragment has to offer is the discovery that the image of Re<-Harakhti can appear as 

a falcon-headed god bearing the early didactic name of the Aten in double cartouches 

without any accompanying epithets. The significance of this deserves fuller discussion. 

3, The early development of the Aten 

The small number of monuments from the early part of the reign of .\menophis IV 
IS yet enough to show the evolution of the iconography of the Aten cult. Davies has 
already drawn attention to the rapidity of this initial development,^ and for reasons 

' Ottibell, tJifrakoHpolii, II, p. 53, No details are given. * D»v«a, Rarmotf, p. 30; JfR4 9, 133. 
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which will be advanced later, we can place it all within the first two regnal years of the 

young king, possibly in little more than twenty-one months. 
The first manifestation of a new influence in the religious ideas of the period is the 

W'idespread emergence of the sun-god Re<-Harakhti as a principal deity in the current 
pantheon during the first months of the new reign. Thus on the lintel of the doorway to 
the Theban tomb of Kheruef (No. 192), Amcnophis IV and his mother offer prayers to 

Atum on the right and Re*-Harakhti on the left* On a side-wall of the entrance appears 

afigu re of the same king making a great oblation to Re^-Harakhti.' 
The back-pillar of a statue of an unknown official of Amcnophis I\ is inscribed with 

htp-di-^fis^ prayers to Osiris and Anubis on the left and Ref-Harakhti on the right.* In 
the Theban tomb of Parennefer (No. 188) the lintel at the entrance bears a scene show¬ 

ing the owner worshipping Re*-Harakbti as a falcon-headed deit)'. I his, it is reasonable 
to suppose, was the first part of the tomb to be carved. Soon afterwards, when the 
reveals of the doorway came to be cut, a further stage in the evolution of the religious 

ideas of the age had been reached and Re^-llarakhti had acquired his early didactic 

name, not yet, however, within cartouches. But by the time that the walls of the hall of 
this tomb were decorated yet another change had been made, and the rayed symbol of 

the Aten had replaced the falcon-headed figure of R^-Harakhti.^ A unique fragment 

found re-built into a temple of Amcnophis II at Kamak and referring to Amcnophis IV 
as beloved of possibly record a further intermediate stage betw-een the 

appearance of the god in traditional form and the acquisition of his early didactic name,* 
There is a greater number of examples showing Re^-Harakhti in his falcon-headed form 

bearing the didactic name of the Aten but not within a cartouche, such as a stela from 
Zernik,® and another at Gebel es-Silsilah* where Amcnophis IV makes offerings to 

Amun, and although the figure of Ret-Harakhti-Aten does not appear, the king is 

described as the high priest of that god. Certain fragments retrieved by Legrain from 

the Kamak/(jtf/jf<? also bore the same form of the name,* but perhaps 
the most notable example is the portion of a sandstone relief, now 
at Berlin, from a building erected at Thebes very early in the reign 
of Amcnophis IV and later built Into the tenth pylon of Harem- 
l;iab at Kamak.® Here the central column of the inscription 

refers to the advent of the young king. 

On the left of this is the disk-crowned figure of Re^-Harakhti-Aten: 
on the right appears the figure of Amcnophis making an invocation 
to a missing representation of the same god. Above the king is the image of the sun s disk 

encircled by two uraei in opposition,* each with an fankl\ around its neck, A remarkable 

* Davies, i34"S* ^ t .j* i. 
> Last seen in possession of a dealer in London. The swue, which is wholly m the ehartctemtic style of the 

reign of Amemphia III, beats the almost entirely obliterated caiWucKes of Amenophis IV on its tight breast 

aitd shoulder. , , c e 
s Davies, JEA O, 137-9. ^ iii, i ttxf. /lim. ■ 3, ioo-i- 
* Op. cit. 3, Op. cit. 7. 318-30. 

* Al Berlin. No. ZO73. Schafer, Afnama m tmd Kvmt. pi. 4- 
s For a full and pertinent discussion of the signilicfincc of such a symbol see Gardiner, ^£>1 30,48-31. 
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feature of this symbol, which we shall shortly have to consider, is the three smaller 

rankhs pendent from the lower edge of the disk {see fig. 2). 
A further reference to Re^-fjlarakhti-Aten is to be found in the tomb of Ra^mosS at 

Thebes (No. 55), where the vizier presents to the king a bouquet of Re^-ijarakhti now 
bearing the early didactic name not enclosed within cartouches.' The king is seated 
under a baldachin of state not with his consort but with the goddess Ma'et, and the 
writer has already given his reasons for considering this representation to show the 

young king at his advent or coronation appointing Ra<mos6 to office or confirming him 
in it,- Both this tomb-scene and the Berlin relief-fragment must not be regarded as 
necessarilv coeval with the king’s coronation. There would almost certainly be a variable 
time-lag between the event and its representation, during which changes in the name of 
the god could very well have been reflected in the inscriptions added to the stock themes. 
That the Ra^mosS scene is in fact to be dated to some months after the event it records 

seems to be evident from the fact that, before it could be completed, the revolutionary 

art of the reign had already swept in and rendered it old-fashioned.^ 
In the meantime, however, a further stage in the ev'olution of the new religious ideas 

had been reached with the incorporation of the didactic name of the Aten within double 
cartouches. Our stela is the only sui^dving monument to show this development and it 

is noteworthy that here the names of the god, unlike those of the king, appear without 
any accompanying titles or epithets. We can only assume therefore that the Aten had 
not yet acquired these further distinctions and we shall now consider when, in fact, they 

were conferred upon him. 
3. The jubilees of the Aten 

The next refinement which the Aten faith undergoes is the invention of the concept 
of the sun-god as manifest in a disk having an encircling uracus with an ra7ikh around 
its neck and emergent rays ending in hands. This is the symbol w'hich is used whenever 
the god IS thought of as existing absolutely or independently, as for instance when he 
shines upon a temple or altar.-* But in the presence of the king and queen, whether 
Akhenaten, Amenophis III,® Smenkhkare*,*Tut^ankhaten,’ Nefertiti,Tiy,JMerytaten,* 

or ^Ankhesenpaaten,^ some of the hands of the Aten may hold an raukh to the royal 

nostrils, though the princesses are never favoured in this way. The idea is already im¬ 

plicit in the Berlin relief No, Z072 referred to above, where the rmkii on the lower edge 
of the disk must be considered as not hanging but radiating from it, as we hope to show. 
Apart from one unique instance where the rays hold out ‘sovereignty’ {a uraeus) to the 

uraeus on Akhenaten's brow,® in the majority of cases it is the fankh that the hands of 

the Aten grasp. There is, howev-er, a small number of examples in which itoj-sceptres 

' Davies, pi, 30. * 43, 115. ^ Davies, op, elt. pp. 30-1. 
^ There sre mstny exuiriplea r e.g. Davies, l, pis. 9.40^ n, pL ig; iii, pi*. 11. 14; vi^ pL 20. A possible 

exception is to be seen in the greatly restored canopic chest of Akhcnat«n (Haoiza^ Bmi. 40^ pis. 53^54) 
vfherc the tutelary have been replaced by th^ faloon of Re^-Harakhti, showing that the design mu^c 
date from tbe first months of his reign. U scenva ckai- from Hamza's remarks {p. 540) that the loose fragments of 
ainbaster iosciibcd witii the later form of Akhenaten's name do not belong to this chest- Inhere is i^mplc 
evidence that royal funerary furniture was prepared from the earliest days of a new king's reigfkn 

i E.g. 11, 1. ^ Davits, ii, pL 41+ 

^ Carter, pi. 2. • Davies, up. cit. VI, pi. 6. 
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are also held, and these are of such importance for our argument that they are worth 

enumerating in detail : 
A. Tomb of Ra^mose at Thebes No. 55, West Wall, (Davies, Rarmos^, ph 23). Here 

the rays hold rankhs to the nostrils of the king and queen and a stiis and two ratikljs 

to the rest of the concourse, 
B. A stela at Cairo from El-'Amama (Ranke, li^etstenierke, 51), where the rays bestow 

tw'o !'ankh5 and a v:as upon Akhenaten and two rankh& upon Nefertiti. 

C. A panel from the royal tomb at El-'Amama now in Cairo (Ranke, op, cit. 50), Here 
r(inkh& are held to the nostrils of the king and queen and t\vo fankhs and a etai to the 

objects on the altar, 
D. A fragment of limestone relief, probably from Karnak, and now in the Gayer 

Anderson Collection at Cambridge (Griffith 5,61; 8,199) with two representa¬ 
tions of the Aten. In the right-hand ponion of the scene, the rayed hands of the 

Aten hold alternate scar and ranAA-signs. 

E. A sandstone slab in the Louvre, originally from a temple to the Aten at and 
later built into the tenth pylon of Harcmhab at Kamak {.Asselbcrgs, ZAS 36)- 
The sjrTnboi of the -Aten is at the centre of the scene and a figure of Akltcnaten, 
censmg, faces Inward from each side before an altar now destroyed. The hands of 
the Aten hold alternate scar and ronAA-signs except for the outermost pair which 

carry a rebus reading 'many sed-festivals to the nostrils of the king. 

There can at least be little dispute about what these last ttvo representations D and E 

are meant to convey. Griffith has already drawn attention to the fact that the short cloak 
worn bv the king in D is of a kind traditionally resen-ed for use in the jubilee cere¬ 
monies* and he is therefore in no doubt that the scene records that such a festival was 

celebrated in the reign of Akhenaten, though he thinks It is the king who is so honoured. 
Gunn too accepted that this same relief depicts some of the ritual of the icd-festival, 

though he Is of opinion that it is as much the jubilee of the Aten that is commemorated 
as that of the king." In addition, he confimted Asselberg's view that the scene on E, with 
the rays of the Aten bestowing millions of ^^rf-festivaJs on the figure of Akhenaten, was 

also connected with a jubilee, and was inclined to regard it as the same ceremony as 

that recorded on D. In this he was probably right because in both cases the nomens 

have been changed from their original Amenophls form.* 

^ Gum foUa^ms A^rlbergs, wasivrmKin ihinkbi? that tht king's have onb on he 
kft. I am indebted to M. Bouoniet md Mile Kriegcr, who intrepidly climbed a high ladder to e*^o the 
Louvre slab minutely in situ. They report that both mmciis Live been altered, while the prenoimns have been 

left intact. A photofiraph kindly supplied through the good offi™ of M. V^dier clearlyaWs 
nomen on the right was Armohotpe-netjcr-helf-WBe. Slab E, however, aaU p«ea a number of problems. Th^ 
two portraits of fhe king are totally differem, a ciieiimatance which Aaae^rga seeks to caplam by claiming that 
one is in the traditional mode and the other in the revolutionary sty le. This seema to me unlikely and wo^d 
I^t that through some ovemghtadcaign was drawn and cut irird.cfshow.nBthetwo^-re^^^^^ 

llfl^d IV, and this was corrected when the inscriptions were addtid. Gunn hw noted the anon^y of Imding 
the later fo^ of Nefertiti'a name upon this relief. «id the only esplanapon can be Aai her figun: {now mining) 
and inscription were added later to a design which originally eseluded her (probably because a pattern dating 

11 7«7lD ^ 
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From the appearance of the Aten in these two reliefs, we should have w^rant for 
regarding other representations of the sun-god radiating life (^) and dominion (1) ss 
indicating that a jubilee is being commemorated.' That this is the proper interpreta¬ 
tion seems clear from a scene in the festival hail of Osorkon 11 where the image of Homs 
Bedhety appears as a winged disk with a frieze of fuTjkJi- and wdj-slgns emanating from 
its lower edge,^ a design which recalls the symbol on the Berlin relief referred to above. 

We can see by analogy' that, just as the hands of 
the Aten in festival hold the rankhs and jcor-sceptres 
that appear along the lower edge of the disk of Homs 
Bedhety, so Aten in his more usual aspect brings to the 

3 nostrils of the king and queen the rankh& that radiate 
from the lower edge of the disk of Re'-Harakhti in tlic Berlin relief. It W'ould appear, in 
fact, that we must regard the five monuments A to E as commemorating specifically 
and incidentally that the Aten is in jubilee. Stela B could well have been made in honour 
of such an occasion, if the single rtm extended to the king is here not a mere touch of 
fancy' on the part of the artist. The panel C gives more definite proof of having been 
car\'ed in a period of jubilee, though the fact that it lay in the debris of the royal tomb 
suggests that whatever its original purpose, it had been adapted as a model relief for the 
sculptors employ'cd on the decoration of the tomb chambers, and left behind when the 
work was abandoned.* We shall return to the significance of scene A later, 

Griffith made a second examination of D, and his reconsidered opLnion supported 
the suggestions of Schafer and Sethe that the name of the king in the second cartouche 
liad originally been Amen-liotpe-netjer-hek-Wese and that this had subsequently been 
re-cart-ed into the later nomen of .^khenaten. He reached the reluctant conclusion that 
j^khenaten had therefore celebrated a jubilee early in his reign before his change of 
name. Gunn, too, accepted this evidence as showing that a jubilee of the Aten had 
occurred before the latter part of year six of the reign.-* In his study of the inscriptional 
evidence Gunn concluded that the Aten had celebrated more than one jubilee synchron¬ 
izing with those of a king w'hom he took to be Akhenaten himself.* The evidence that 
monuments D and E on the one hand, and B and C on the other, provide is that .\kbeo- 
aten celebrated at least two jubilees of the Aten, one before the king's change of name 
and one after it, since on the latter tw'O monuments no erasure of the king's nomen is 
perceptible and the queen’s name appears in Its later form. Moreover, whereas on D and 
E the king is a lonely figure, on B and C he is shown with bis w'ife and daughters. 

to fi period before her inarna^c had bwa ndtipttd by the dmughtaman, or because the qiitcrt, as custom de- 
mandedp pla>'cd no part in tbe cer<niony)H The fact that she must have been itprttcnted on a very much amalkr 
scaje than her husband lends support to thia since she is cverywheni else shown as little inferior in stature 
to her husband. 

* k should be noted thatp whereas the Boundarj- Stelae speak of the Aten m radiating upon the king in life 
and dominionp the hand* of the rayed disk convey only rankhs to the royal noatrils. 

^ NavUlti Hall^ pi. 6. 
^ Bouriont ct al. Cutis p. ii. A gTid has been painted in red on the surface of ihe slab for the 

guidance of the eopyists. 
* Canxip 9p 17 i. 

s Gunn^ ibid, 
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Are there any other representations that might be accredited to a second rerf-festiva! ? 
The writer is of the opinion that the scene sketched on the east wall of the tomb of 
Parennefer at El-'Amama may well record a ceremony in this second jubilee/ Here the 
sandalled feet of a woman shown standing beside the king’s faldstool are on too small 
a scale to be Nefertitl’s and must belong to the eldest daughter. We have w'arrant there¬ 
fore for thinking that the event recorded is quite different from the first festival held at 
Thebes. The king, w'earing the triple Atefu crown, sits under a baldachin. The image of 
the Aten is unfortunately incomplete and it is not possible to see W'hcther any of the 
rays would have carried sciu-sceptres as well as rankh&. Before the king is an unusually 
large array of food and drink and two groups of musicians. This can be no ordinary 
domestic feast such as those shown in the tomb of Ijluya;* the elaborate crown, if 
nothing else, wnuld be sufficient to dispel this idea. On the other hand, the function can 
have nothing to do with the reception of tribute as Davies half-heartedly suggests.^ The 
display set before the king is quite different in character and detail from the gifts 
brought by foreign legates on their Magi-like journey to the new king,* Parennefer, too, 
who waits upon Akhenaten w'ith napkin and perfume vase in his capacity as \Vasher of 
the Royal Hands, is not shown in the same mien and dress as those high officials who, 
with their w'ands and fans of office, introduce the foreign suppliants before the throne. 
The damaged inscription is moreover silent about the reception of tribute from abroad, 
but makes more than a passing mention of the W-festival. For these reasons, the w'riter 
is disposed to think that the scene records a jubilee rite, probably in the 
*Hali of Eating’,* and that Parennefer is the ‘friend’ who on this occasion is discharging 
the ancient rite of w'ashing the king’s feet/ This episode was doubtless his finest hour 
and therefore chosen for perpetuation on the wall of his tomb-chapel. We know from 
the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum in the ruins of the palace of Amenophis 
III at Thebes that enormous quantities of provisions W'cre necessary for such func- 
tions^ and the feast set before Akhenaten in this drawing may perhaps be regarded as 
significant. 

We may here pause for a moment to consider a little further this phenonomcn of a 
jed-festival for the Aten. The whole idea in the case of a god, even such a heavenly king 
as the Aten, must be considered rather incongruous; and the event can hardly have 
followed closely all the rites appropriate to the Jubilee of a Pharaoh, I'he red-festival as 
practised in historic times had for its purpose a symbolical re-enactment of the political 
union of Egypt under Menes,® though it may also have had strong undertones of the 
need for rejuvenating the divine king, or renewing his sovereignty, after a long period 
of rule.* Both concepts are incompatible with the idea of an immortal god who sloughed 
off bis anthropomorphic form early in his development. It is hardly an idea that could 
have arisen spontaneously and must have been suggested by a contemporary event 
affecting the earthly king. Thus Gunn, who regarded the epithet hni hb sd in the Aten’s 

‘ Davies, op. cit. vr. pi. 6. * Daviw, op. cit, in. pla. 4- 6. 
5 Davies, ap. cit. v'J, p. 5. ' Alilred. JEA 43, 114,—15. 
S Leps. Oenkm. Ill, 85. * v. Big&ine, Re-HmUgtum II. pi, q. 

T Haves, 10, 82^3. * Ccm^, RfUghn. IM. 

* Frankfort. Kisgship, 70. 
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titularies as referring to the gtKi’s jubilees, was yet of the opinion that the^ festivals 
coincided with those of Akhenaten himself, a viewpoint which we shall consider later. 

But if the Egyptian mind could have tolerated such incompatibilities, it must have 
boggled at admitting the Aten to all the age-old ritual of the Pharaoh's jed-festival. For 
such a jealous god as the Aten the visit to the shrines of local gods in the jubilee coum 
and the making of offerings to them would be unthinkable; and the repeated robmgs m 
various costumes for a deity in aniconic form were just as impossible. Moreover, what 
was anathema to the Aten would be equally offensive to his child, high priest, and 
junior partner, Akhenaten, and we must not therefore expect to find either represented 
in the traditional iconography of the jerf-festival, particularly in the later functions when 
the monotheism of Aten worship had become more marked. 

Of the jubilee ceremonies, the only one that seems at all appropriate would be the 
presentation of food offerings in the Hall of Eating; and this in point of fact seems to be 
what is represented in the tomb of Parennefer. The king is officiating under his bal¬ 
dachin at a presentation of viands, but he is not necessarily partaking of them. The 
Iconography of the El-'Amama reliefs suggests very strongly that the ritual of Aten 
worship centred around the presentation of lavish food offerings, a practice which is 
likely to have been greatly extended during an occasion of jubilee. It is perhaps not 
without significance that those parts of the temple at El-'Amama known as the Per-hai 
and Gem-aten in which the ceremonies of seii-festivals may have been performed’ were 
liberally equipped with offering-tables; and a veritable ‘forest’ of mud-brick platforms 
lay to the north and south outside these sanctuaries, perhaps forming the ‘Court of the 
Festival’.^ The representations in the tombs at El-*Amarna^ show that these offering- 
tables were loaded w ith food in much the same way as the altars of various gods present 
at the jubilee of Osorkon II were provided with victuals.-* 

4. The dates of the jubilees 

No inscription referring to a Jfi^-festival during the reign of Akhenaten gives a 
specific date for any of those events, and if we wish to deduce when they were celebrated, 
we shall have to make use of other data. Thus Gunn has pointed out that certain 
epithets which accompany the name of the .\teii may be employed as a means of dating 
inscriptions; the phrase -j*®, variant [, for instance, regularly following the earlier 
form of the didactic name of the god, whereas variant , is associated with the 
later name except for a few exceptions in the royal tomb and the tomb of Mahu.*' 
Fairman has also drawn attention to the circumstance that the omission of the expres¬ 
sion means of dating an inscription 

up to the first few months of the eighth year.* 
Such indications of date, unhappily, cannot be regarded as absolute, for while it 

would seem that the evolution of the Aten doctrine w as organic throughout the reign of 

^ Fairman^ City of ill, 1^6. 
* FairmMi, ibid. 195. It is w&rtiiy of note that on the Brooklyn statuette Amtn&phiA III ii described w 

*Lord of Foodp Rich in PfoviaionSp Lord of Fcitivala in the Pw-Aoi' 10, 17®)- 
i Davies, Amarm, 11, pis. iS, 19. ^ Naville. op. cit. pis. 7. 8. 11. il. 
^ Gunn, 9p 170. * Fairman^ CiVy 0/ Ill, p- 184. 
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Akhcnatea, it is by no means certain that the many small changes in dogma were im¬ 
mediately reflected in iconography.* It would conform to Egy'ptian practice if a certain 
number of accepted subjects for representation in relief and painting were in stock from 
the earlier years of the reign and only tardily and incompletely revised by the craftsmen, 
whose Instinct would be to copy them mechanically. This is probably the explanation 
of the anomaly in the tomb of Mahu, cited by Gunn, where the epithet tmi />6 sd 
accompanies the later name of the Aten. The sculptor seems to have followed a design 
stereotyped tn an earlier part of the reign, and, while altering the name of the .\tcn to its 
later form, had omitted to revise completely the rest of the inscription,* It may be, too, 
that those instances where the later name of the Aten has been cut over the earlier form 
are the result of a belated attempt by the master draughtsman to correct an obvious 
anachronism after an out-of-date pattern had been followed too blindly, otherwise it is 
difficult to see why, in all other places where the early name of the Aten now’ stands, 
similar revisions should not have been made. The frantic haste in which the immense 
building operations at El-'Amama must have been pushed forward and the obvious 
shortage of skilled craftsmen and efficient supciv'isors would fully account for such 
irregularities. 

Despite this reservation, however, the epithets are a means of narrowing the date of 
an inscription when they arc considered statistically, and it is worth noting that, on all 
those early monuments of the reign in which the nomen of the king appears in its 
original Amenophis form, the phrase imi /id sd is found only in the singular. Similarly, 
the later form of the Aten name is accompanied by the expression fib /ib(a:) sd in every’ 
case except for the two anomalies mentioned by Gunn. 

A representation of cardinal importance for the dating of these jubilees of the Aten 
is scene A in the tomb-chapel of Ra<mose. We have already referred to the decoration of 
the south side of the doorway in the w est wall where Ra'mosS offers bouquets to the 
king seated under his canopy of state. Even the draft of this design w'as not completed 
before work was switched to the candng of a scene on the north side of the doorway 
showing the royal pair and their attendants in all the idiosyncrasy of the new Atenist 
style and iconography.^ The internal between these two designs must be very short 
indeed, months, perhaps e^-en weeks, rather than years. ^Vhile on the left-hand side 
Re^-Harakhti appears with his didactic name still unenclosed in cartouches, and the 
young king has Ma'et for a consort, on the right, the Aten shines in new-born splendour 
upon the king and queen in the Window of Appearances, with his rays showing that he 
is in the jubilee that his freshly won title proclaims. No daughter is in evidence, not even 
as an infant in the arms of one of the queen's retinue, and this tve must accept can only be 
among the first copies of the approved design for this particular subject and is therefore 

^ Gunn (jtS/i q, 17 x, n. S) bis s«cn that the Sotindary Stelae do not necessarily reflect the situation thot 

existed by the time their cm'ifig was completed. 
* Tt is sigmbeant that onEy one daughter is shown in thb relief despite the fact that by year g all sis hod been 

bom to Nefcrtitl (Aldred 43^ 38^ n. 8). In an identJcal veoLon of the same acent elsewhere, the expression 

/it 5d appears (JJT/I i pl- 47)- reason^ the dating of the itiDniimcnts of the reign by the number 

of children shown is not alwrays conclusive. 

J Da««p 31, 
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practically coeval with the event. Brief as the interval betw'cen the car\ing of these 
two scenes must be, there was yet a further development revealed by the steh of Kia, 
but not represented elsewhere—^the appearance of the name of Re^-Harakhti-Aten in 

two cartouches. The fact that the titulary of the Aten suddenly emerges in its complete 
early form on the right-hand side of the 'ivall makes it eiihdent that the rayed symbol of 
the disk and the accompanying epithets, particularly {mi hb sd., were conferred upon the 

Aten on the occasion of his first jubilee and that this must have taken place very early in 
the reign of Amenophis I V^‘ Monuments D and E also seem to refer to this first jubilee, 

celebrated while the name of the king was still Amenophis. 
If such a striking translation in the appearance and titulary' of the Aten occurred on 

the occasion of his first jubilee it is reasonable to suppose that the other dramatic change 
that he underwent—the revision of his didactic name and epithets—also coincided with 
another red-festival. Indeed, Gunn is in no doubt that the epithet tib hbus sd indicates 

that the Aten had celebrated more than one jubilee.^ £5uch an event would therefore 
have occurred before year twelve of the reign, and probably in year nine.^ The question 

arises whether this w'as a second or third jubilee. The sketch on the back wall of the 
tomb of Parennefer and monuments B and C all show the nomen of the king as Akhen- 

aten without the least trace of revision, and give the name of the Aten in its early form 
with the epithet as imi hb{w) sd. These documents apparently refer to an intermediate 

or second jubilee, while the revised names and titles of the Aten w^ere acquired only on 

the occasion of a subsequent red-festival. We may note in passing that while the Aten 
suffered no radical alteration in his name and styles during this second jubilee, apart 

possibly from the pluralizing of imi hb sd and the acquisition of ttb ttb //tt, it must 
have been about this time that the names of the king and queen were changed, though 

not perhaps simultaneously;* and it seems plausible to consider that this critical event 

coincided with a ceremony of renewal during a jubilee year. 
That the .A.ten could obseive as many as three s^d-festivals in less than nine years 

should come as no surprise. Tulhmosis HI held four jubilees in twelve years,® and 
both Amenophis III and Ramesses 11 each celebrated three, including the first occasion, 

in seven years.* It would seem in fact that these functions were held according to a fixed 
system beginning with a thirty years’ reign, the few apparent exceptions to this rule 

probably being perfectl)' explicable if we knew' more about co-regency', especially 
during the Eighteenth Dynasty.^ We have already suggested above that the jubilees of 

the Aten were closely connected with the jubilees of the Pharaoh, or vice versa, and 

* The scene of the distribuljon of rewards from the Window of Appearsiiccs, so common in the repertor>^ of 
themet for decoration nt ^4mikmai may in fact have had its genesis mt the firet Jed-festival since one of the 
ctistoms during such functions was the giving of gifts by the king to his henthmen^ see LepS- Dmkm. [II^ 76 b. 

^ Gunu, JBA g, 172. * Faimnaji, City of ni, p. 153. 
* Gunn^ g, 171* n. S; 172, n. 3. An aliemativt explanation is that the dimughtsman hud not completely 

brought up to date an carUer draft frema which he was working; see btlow% 
i Breasted, Ant, Rtc. it, § 624. 
^ Hayes, fNBS ta, 84-86; Brtasicd, ap- Cit, lu. § 549! Mond and Mycia, TtrnpUsof ^rmairf. pp, 163 ff. 
T The whole question of co-regency during Dyn, XV[II deserves closer investigation. To the writer there 

scerru a prima facie case for considering that a wclhestfiblishtd system of co-regenCy existed atnong the Theban 
dynasts from the beginning of the Xew Kingdom at least. 
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Gunn reached the conclusion that there was ever}' probability that they synchronized 

with those of Akhenaten. In his re-exam in at ion of slab D, Griffith underlined the diffi¬ 
culty of reconciling a thirty-year festival with a date so early in the reign of Akhenaten, 

At the time he wrote, the human bones discovered in the so-called tomb of Tiy were 
thought to be the mortal remains of Akhenaten, and it is highly probable that as a result 

of Gardiner’s recent study of the published archaeological evidence from the deposit’ 
this attribution will return to favour. Unfortunatclv, however, not much more than an 
age of thirty at death can be claimed for these bones, even if certain pathological charac¬ 
teristics are taken into account* and it looks as though w'e shall have to admit the fact 

that Akhenaten died at the age of thirtv'-three after a rule of seventeen years. Unless we 
are prepared to claim that Aklienaten was sufficiently unorthodox to flout tradition 

wherever he found it, w'e shall have some difficulty in accepting that he could have 
celebrated three jubilees by the ninth year of his reign, i.e. before he w'as 26 years old. 

Few kings celebrated more than one jubilee, the exceptions that immediately spring to 
mind being the four or more of Tuthmosis III and the thirteen or so of Ramesses II. 
But .\menophis III also celebrated three such festivals in seven years and the conclusion 

seems inescapable that the jubilees of the Aten did indeed coincide with those of a king, 
as Gunn believed, but that king was Amenophis III. To those who contend that there 

is impressive evidence for a long co-regency between Amenophis III and Akhenaten, 

and the present w'riter must number himself among them,* this solution of the problem 
should recommend itself. The jubilees of Amenophis III were important affairs that 

made a deep impression on his contemporaries, and it may w*eU be presumed that the 
co-regent would hardly escape their impact but would turn them to account on his own 

behalf and that of his god. He may in fact have played in them the same managerial role 
as Kha<cmw'^e did in the jubilees of Ramesses II, though, unlike him, hardly in the 

capacit)' of re/ewt-priest, which w as particularly odious to his doctrines."* The jubilees of 
Akhenaten’s co-regent. Ids father Amenophis III, and those of his other co-regent, 

‘Father’ Aten, thus become closely identified. 

S. A chronology of the co-regency 

On the assumption that the first three jubilees of the Aten* coincided with the jubilees 

of Amenophis III it is possible to construct a chronology of the first part of Akhen¬ 
aten’s reign, up to the time of his father’s death, as a working hypothesis and in order to 

* 43 ^ aj. The however^ wiahes to make it elear that he cafinot accept Gardiner's thesis 

in tola, ^ince to him the evidence thai the cofEn tvaa originally the second cofBn of ft dflughter of Akhenaten, ftnd 

only adapted later for the peraoti who buried in it, h overw'helrmog, Neither does he accept that Dcrr>^"j 

examination of the skuU of the occupant of this coffin {Arm. Strv. 31, 1 t6”t9) di$posea of a number of issuer 

raised by Elliot Smith and Ferguson in their teport on the same remains. It is eamesEly to be hoped that all 

the hiimftrk bones from this deposit may be reexamined by pathoiogista who have radiologicaJ aids at their 

disposal and are able to subject the inner table of the cranium, or a cast of it^ to very special investigation. 

= G- Elliot Smithy Camlfridg^ Unw^ Afed. Sac. Mitg. iv ([926), pp. 34-39" 
^ AJdred^ ibid. iibiyNES iSp 113-ao. The writer shortly proposes to state the ease for ft co-Tegeney' at greater 

length and to offer fresh evidence, * Davies-Cardiner* Arrienfmhitf 11, 
* There is no evidence that he celebrated any morCj though on the analngy' of those of Rameases [1 others 

should have followed at duec-ycar intervak. 
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sum up the foregoing discussion. It would be possible in some cases to define the date 

more precisely by giving month and day, but as our purpose is primarily to show the 
main sequence of events rather than their exact moment in time, this refinement is 
avoided here. The first of the year-numbers in the following table refers of course to the 

regnal year of Amenopbis III, the second to that of Akhenaten. 

3'>iir 2SI1. The eldest sur\'i\ing son of the king becomes co-regent on reaching man¬ 
hood and reigns as Amcnophis IV. Note: The date appears to be fixed by the circum¬ 

stance that ‘coronation-tribute’ was received in year 12 (Aldred, 43, 114)- Since 
Amenophis III is now know'n to have lived into his 39th regnal year (Hayes, 10, 
87-88}, the date of the inception of the co-rcgency may thus be obtained by dead 

reckoning. 
Ye^irs S8-3011-3. The Aten cult dwelops rapidly from the worship of the falcon¬ 

headed Re'-Harakhti, through his acquisition of didactic names, to their enclosure within 
double cartouches and the emergence of the idea of ‘King’ Aten. Temples to the new 
god are built at Kamak and Hierakonpolis and doubtless elsewhere. During this period. 
Amenophis IV marries Nefertiti, and his funerary' furniture is prepared, including his 

canopic cKcst. 

Year J0/2. The first jubilees of Amenophis III and the Aten are held simultaneously, 
when the rayed symbol of the Aten makes its appearance and the event is commemorated 

in a titulary' which accompanies the name of the god. 

iearr 30-3412-6. The revolutionary' art of the Atenists bursts into sudden flower 

with the first jubilee and is seen at its most extreme in the colossi from the Aten temple 

at Karnak. The style has still undiminished authority by the time that the boundt^' 

stelae are carved at Akhetaten. The hejira thither is planned, and the building of the city 
of the Aten begun. Note: ’Inhere is some dispute about the date of the move to Akhetaten, 

most authorities believing that it did not take place before year 6{Gunn, 9* 17*) 
Davies still adhering to year 4 (Davies, RarmosS, p. 30, n. 2). Even the ^rlier text of 
stelae K and X seems to show clearly that what is dedicated to the Aten is not a mere 

demarcated site, but a tow'nship already partly built j and a few years must be allowed 
for the region to reach even this state of development. The evidence of the wine-jar 

dockets is not conclusive, since beer brewed locally would have been the drink of the 
many workmen sw'arming over the site. The remains of wine-jars occurring from year 5 

onw'ards merely give us the point at which the official classes began to take up residence 

in newly built quarters, probably from year 6, since the 'wine would hardly be new. The 
early planning of the move seems also to be evident in the design of the boundary stelae 
K and X with only one daughter provided for and the queen’s name still in its early 

form—probably through an oversight on the part of the scribe, who had not revised 

properly a draft made at an earlier date, perhaps in year 3. 

Year 34!6. The second jubilees of Amenophis III and the Aten are held. The Aten 

acquires new epithets, iffti hlnc sd and probably also nb ittttif) nb Itn. The king s name is 
changed to Akhenaten and the queen’s to Nefemeferuaten Ncfertiti. The new city at 

Akhetaten is occupied and dedicated to the Aten. 
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Years The major part of the central city at Akhetaten and most of the 
tombs are constructed during this time. By the end of the period all six daughters have 
been bom to Nefertiti. 

Year jjjg. The third jubilees of Amenophis III and the Aten are celebrated, the 
names of the god being changed to the later didactic form and an epithet modified to 
nb hb{ui) sd^ 

Year Jp/xi. Amenophis III dies and Akhenaten enters upon sole rule. He receives 
his ‘coronation tribute* soon after in year twelve. 

9nTD F 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON ‘AMARNA CHRONOLOGY’ 

By DONALD B* BEDFORD 

The oomplexities of the chronology of the 'Atnarna period are well known to everj'one, 
and in the past variovis theories have been advanced in an effort to resolve the problems. 

Little agreement^ however, exists among scholars. It is hoped that the present re¬ 
examination of the position will lead us a little farther towards a solution. 

In forming a workable chronology for the 'Amama period most scholars seem to hax'e 
been unduly obsessed by the assumption that Tutfankhamun was the son of Amenophis 
IIL^ If this be accepted, the reign of Akhenatcn,^ which separates that of Amenophis 

from that of Tut'ankhamun, must somehow be bridged. This is done by means of a 
postulated co-regency w hich enables Tutfankbamun’s birth to be assigned to the final 

years of Amenophis III. Haremhab's reign must next be conveniently lengthened, and 
the w'hole is brought into alignment w'ith Rowton’s tvork.'f 

A new light, however, has now been thrown on the Amenophis-Tutfankhamiin 
relationship by the twelve architrave blocks from a temple of Ay at Kamak. In the 

inscription on one of these the venerable 'god’s father’ refers to Tutfankhamun as his 

son.* Thus, unless the evidence indicating Tut<ankhainun's filial relationship to Ameno¬ 
phis in is differently interpreted, the young man was in the anomalous position of 

having tw'o fathers I But surely we must be dealing here with ‘grandfathers’ or even 
'ancestors’.* For it is far easier to assume with Seele^ that both Amenophis III and Ay 

were grandparents of Tutfankbamun (and Smeiikbkhare<} than to thrust Tuttankh- 
amun’s birth back into the late years of Amenophis III, as some scholars have done.® 

Indeed, it is doubtful whether at that time the aged monarch was capable of begetting 
offspring. 

But while the prima facie probability of the co^regency hypothesis is gone, it is still 
upheld on other grounds. A piece of evidence often offered is the hieratic notation 

appended to the first letter of the Tushratta-Akhenaten correspondence (EA 27), The 
notation dates the receipt of the letter to ‘year z’, and some scholars,* supposing the 

line to be fragmentary, have restored it as ‘year ta’. Since the contents imply the recent 

demise of Amenophis III, the following equation seems in order; year la of Akhenaten 

— year 39 of Amenophis III, Thus the oo-regency would have begun in year 28 of 
* I should like » ci^rcss my api>r«mtion to my instnJctOTs, Profs. R. J. Williams and W, G, Lambert, 

whose helpful suggestions added much 10 this paper. The views set forth, however, are my responsibility- 
* The main evidence is the inscription on the lion in the British Museum (for bibltogrmphy, sec Gauthier, 

Livre 4ti Roif, tl, 31 s f.); cf. siso the statuette, Jock of hair, Ac., found in Turtankhumtin’s tomb (Carter, To»i* 
0/Tul-atikh-amm, ill, 87), and Gtanviilc'sobservation(JEA 15,8, n. 2) that Turtankhamim tesembled.Ameno¬ 
phis lit. 

^ At least seventeen years; gf, PendJebury, TrS A Amama, 28 f. 
* Cf. Wilson's table inJNES 13, uS. t Seek, JWFS 14, ijy. 
* As Gauthier Jong ago obsen’ed, op. cit, ii, 365, n. 4. t Op. cit ty?. 

' Wilson, op. eit. ia8. » Emian, ZJlS 37, 63; lUyes, JNBS 10. iSo. 
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Amenophis III.' The reading, however, of year iz is much in doubt, so that no firm 

conclusions may be drawn from it. If It is to be read year 2, as is highly likely,^ a 
twelve-year co-regency is out of the question, There is in fact no unanimity among 

scholars on the length of the overlap; Fairman gives nine years,* Pendlebuty' eleven,+ 
Englebach about nine,* and SteindorfF and Seele at least a dozen.^ Wilson ckewhere’ 
makes aUovvance for only a three-year co-regency in his chronological table! 

The e\’idence put forward by those who hold to the co-regency would tend to indicate 
that the final years of Amenophis llTs reign were spent at El-*AmamaJ But there is 
independent evidence to show that the jubilees of his later years were celebrated in 
Thebes, and that at that time x4menopbis was still occupying his palace south of the 

necropolis ’ A further difficulty lies in the fact that the years of the suppKJsed co-regency 
are not double-dated, as we should expect, although dated inscriptions from that period 

are not wanting. In fact, on stelae dated to year 36 of Amenophis HI {i.e. Akhenaten’s 
year 9, after Hayes) the king is represented sacrificing to Amun and Hathor. In other 

words, those who suppose a co-regency are forced to assume that at the very time 
Akhenaten was vigorously persecuting the Amun cult, the w'orship of that god was 
being openly practised by no less a person than his osvn father.'^ 

There seems to be no conclusive evidence that the dated years of the two kings over¬ 
lapped at all; in fact the difficulties pointed out above militate against any such hypo¬ 

thesis. That Amenophis HI after his thirty-ninth or fortieth year lived on in seclusion 
first at Thebes and then at El-.Amarna is highly probable; but then we should be dealing 

not with a co-regency but with an abdication." 
When the co-regency is seen to be a chimera, one is free to view the period without 

distortion. Amenophis III reigned for about forri' years and then abdicated (under 

pressure?) in favour of his son Akhenaten, The latter reigned for twenty-one years," 
during the first nine of which his father was ending his days in retirement. The final 

three years of the heretic’s reign coincide with the short reign of Smenkhkhare'. The 

nine years of Tut^ankhamun and the four of Ay then follow consecutively. 

t [bid^ 37- * Cf. most recently GAidiner, JSA 43^ 14, n. i. * CO A ill* pp. 15 ^“60+ 

* JEA ^2* igS. * Arm. Sirv. 40, 134 f. * Wltm Egypt Rukii thf East, 201. 

T TM Burdm q/ Egypt. VI iL * Pendkbiiry, di. 197 f \ Gika, At^piui, 32, 29^ f. 
« Tomb of Khcmef, Ann. Stru^ 42, 449-508; also Hayea, _7jV£5 lo, Sa f,; Gmrdincr and Feet, 

of Si'ttaif ij no. 211, 3; Hckk (xVfiXf. Init. /sJr Orifni/orsch- ll, ioo f,) obseni'od tKat die ^neuen stU' of the 

^Anuima age abseni from tombs of Amenophis^a I^te although ii is present at the outset cf Akhenatcn^f 

reign; cf. the tomb of Ratmos^* Teiv-in, Atm. Liil Caput, Ththei, 229- 

Gflidiner utd Peet^ op. cit.p nos. 21212; Helck £op. eit. 1S9 f). Moreover^ in .-^mcnophis'^s ihirt>''&Ktb 

year we hear of his sending to Tuabtatta to have Ishtar of Nineveh louicd to him 23^ U- 13 f)i a deed 

which Akhcimtcn in hk nlntli year cettaLnly would not have toletated. 

** Something which might be adduced as evidence for the co-regcncy is the ostrucon from Kl-^Amama dated 

to year 30 (Frankfort and Peftdkbury% GO^-I ri, pp- 103 f,)- Since Amoiophia III is the only monarch of this 

pericid who reigned over thirt^^ ycai^, it would appear to belong to his reign. Wc should then have to assume 

tliai the new capital was in existence in the an assumption which would Tnake possible the longest of 

co-rcgcncics. It is w ell known, however, that the Aten was treated much like a reigning Pharaoh^ and tliat 'events 

eouJd be dated by the .\ten as well as by the king, This applies also to their rcspectis'c srd-festivals' (Gian- 

ville^ in Griat Ones of Antieni Egypt122). It is not improbable that the 'duny-ycar^ o&tracon is to be dated 

to the fitsc heh-ted of the Aten and that it has nothing lo do with Amenophis at all. 

Not seventeen, as often supposed; se* Seo[*i^JNES 14, 175* 
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Tlie length of Harem(iab’s reign poses some problems. The highest date forHaremhab 
thus far discovered is year 37, mentioned in a graffito from the mortuary temple of Ay 
and Haremhab at Medinct Habu;^ and at least one scholar maintains that this 'vvas the 
last year of the king, indeed, that the graffito makes mention of his death.^ Wilson 

recently suggested a span of thirty-seven or thirty-eight yeais,^ and to complicate 
matters still further the famous inscription of Mes records a fantastic year 59 of 
Harcmhab/ In actual fact, a period of more than twenty-one years, yet certainly under 
thirty-seven, seems to be called for by the evidence. It is possible to be even more 
specific. Assuming, as is usually done, that Haremhab’s fifty-eight-ycar nominal reign 
begins with Akhenaten's accession,* and assigning twenty-one, nine, and four years 
respectively to Akhcnatcn, Tut^ankhamun, and Ay, we have exactly twenty-six years 
left for I^aremliab; i.e. he died in his twenty-seventh year. One can thus agree with 

Anthes that the Medinet Habu graffito records Haremhab’s final visit to bis shrine, 
perhaps only a few weeks or even days before his death.* 

Armed with this material and a terminus ad quetn of c. 1303 B.C. for the Eighteenth 

Dynasty,’ we may construct the following chronological table for the 'Amarna Age: 

1399-1360 Amenophis III (40 years) 
1360-1340 Akhcnatcn far years) 
1340-1332 Tutfankhamun (g years) 

1332-1329 Ay f4 years) 
1329-1303 Harcmhab (27 years) 

It is know'n that the death of Tutfankhamun occurred four years before that of 

SuppiluHumas.* According to the above reconstruction, then, Suppiluliumas' demise 

can be dated to 1328 B.c. It is also known that Suppiluliumas' last twenty-six vears were 

occupied with (a) two decades of military operations in central Anatolia, during which 

time he was absent from Syria, and (b) a final six years of campaigning in Syria against 

Hurrians, Assyrians, Egyptians, et al.^ The events of these six years are fairly certain: 
they include the Mitannian attack on Harmuriga, the Egy'ptian attack on Kadesh, the 

affair of the widowed Egyptian queen, the installation of Mattiwaza as Hittite vassal, 
and the revolt of Ishhupitta.^® 

^ Anthes apud Holscher* The Excirtatiitnt Atfdimt ilabUf, if^ pp. 107 f. 

^ Venn Beckcrath^ und Theben: Historhehe Gmndlti^en der Bd^n^i^idenzeii ifi Aegypten^ 1&4; but 
Wilson, JjVFS 13, 12S. 

* Ibid. ^ DnotOn wid Vandser, L^Bgypie (jrd cd-)p 3^, 

^ FolJo^^uig the usual assumption that year the last yuM of the reign. Ltirct iZAS 39> 4) took the point 

of departure as Akcnalen's ucccssion^ but Wilson (op. dt.) now calculates it from the death of Axricnophis III 

(i.e. Akhenaten's year according to him). Surely the period must begin with the accessiDn of the heretic^ 

not the death of his father, 

* Anthes apud HiJlscher^ op, di., p. 107, 

? It is rtaw practically certain that Romesses 11 began to lelgn in 1290 (cf. Rowton, yEA 34. followed by 

AIbhght, BASOR 130, 7, and Paikcr, 16, 43). Since the highest date of Sethos [ is year it (Rowton, 

cp. ciL 79, n. 1)^ and since his father Rafnessea I probably died in his second year^ 1303 is undoubtedly correct 

for the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty, 

* Gumey, The 217. 

® Cavaignac, SuhbiluHumn ft temps, 61; Let Anrjaiei de Subbiiuliuma {REA 1931)^ 232, idemp 
RHA b, Tio, 

The so-called ‘se^'cnth tabkf of the annals; cf. Guterbock,. JCS lOp 92-9S, 107-19. 
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Now the “great Syrian' campaign described in the preamble to the Mattiwaza treaU'* 
cannot be fitted into these six years. As Cavaignac long ago obserx'ed, it must be placed 

before Suppiluliumas* twenty-year absence from the Syrian theatre,^ To be more pre¬ 
cise, 1 think it can be stated that it took place on the eve of his absence; only when the 
turbulent kings of Syria had been subjugated and the frontier stood in the Lebanon 

would Suppiluliumas venture to turn his attention elsewhere. Moreover, all the other 
early campaigns in Syria are evidently prior to the “great Syrian’. Those recorded in the 
Mattiwaza treaty^ are ipso facto earlier. The affair of Surrupsi king of Nuhashshe* must 

likewise be earlier, since in the course of the ‘great Syrian’ campaign Suppiluliumas 
found that Sarrupsi had died.* The rape of Kizzuwadna which the king takes such 

pains to justify also took place before the final overrunning of Syria and Mitanni.* 
Suppiluliumas’ long reign may be reconstructed, then, in broad outline as follows: 

(a) Co-regency with bis father x-x b.c. 
(campaigns in ,\natDlia) 

(A) Early campaigns in Syria and Hurrian territory (probably ending with ^>353 B.C. 

the ‘great Syrian* campaign) 

(r) Twenty years of campaigning in Anatolia >3S3“i333 B.C. 
(i) Six years again in Syria 1333-1328 B.C. 

It may be of significance that the cessation of Syrian campaigning (t) in 1353 B.C, 

coincides with Akhenaten's eighth year, according to the chronology proposed here. It 

was in that year {or early in the ninth) that the' Amama ‘revolution' clianged in charac¬ 
ter from a tolerant monolatry to an uncompromising monotheism,^ It is fruitless to 

speculate on the effect, if any, w^hlch the recent loss of Syria may have had on Akhenaten, 

To the end of period (6) may be dated a well-defined part of the ‘Amama letters. 

Several letters from Aziru, in w'hich he complains of the Hittite king’s advance into 
Nuhashshe and his designs on Tunip * arc unmistakable allusions to the ‘great Syrian’ 

campaign. Other letters,’ which state that Aitakama of Kadesh has gone against (ana 
p6ni) the Hittites, reflect a known incident in the same campaign.And it has long been 
known, ever since the royal name w*as correctly read Namhuria (i.e. Akhenaten),“ that 

the correspondence of Akizzi of Qatna" dates from the same period. The Rib-Addi file, 
however, must have been complete by this time, since Akhenaten in a letter to Aziru 

claims knowledge of the murder of the Gebalite.‘^ 
Aziru’s letters are full of excuses for not coming to Egypt at the request of his 

suzerain. Eventually he did go, how long after the ‘great Syrian’ campaign w-e cannot 

tell. But the famous scene from the tombs of Huy'* and Merire* II,‘s depicting the 

homage paid to Akhenaten by Asiatics among others and dated to year iz (i.e, 1349), 

may be a record of the arrival of Aziru and his retinue.** 

■ KBo I: 1.11. 17-47. 
^ KBo 11 obv. col. ]. 
^ Gunn, JEA 5, 173. 

** KBo I: 1. n. 41 ff. 
EA i63p line 9 ff. 

* Ltt Atmalfs dr 
* KBo II. iSff. 
* EA 164-^, 

Ci Mhmhi,JNES6, 59. 

** Da^'ie^p Amarna, lit, pis. 14, 

But see now Aldred^ 43, 114 ff- 

i KBo 1: 1, IL 

* Gumey, op. cit. 7&. 

* EA 174-tMcrucr^R) 1764. 
” EA 52-55- 

Ibid. 11, pk. 37-40. 



TERRESTRIAL MARSH AND SOLAR MAT 

By ELIZABETH THOMAS 

Since the publication of a partial photograph in 1937, the unique boat plans* on the 
ceiling of Corridor F of the tomb of Ramessea VI (ph IV, 1, a-f)* have been objects of 
speculation and study,^ for ‘Die Deutung der Bildgedanken dieser agy'pdschen Zeich- 
nungen scheint kaum cinvvandfrei mdglich zu sein’.^ No attempt will be made here to 
offer either a complete or an incontestable solution, but 1 believe further progress 
toward understanding is possible now, principally with regard to the representation 

chiefly at issue, i.e. D, by taking into fuller account material already considered— 
earthly marsh scenes, other occurrences of a frog w ith the solar bark, symbolism of the 
frog—and by examining the composition of the solar ‘mat* at some length- 

Representations presumably of the solar bark arc included in very early Egyptian 
depictions,* while the earthly reliefs of spearing and fowling which concern us here 
apparently occur first about the time of the Fourth Dynasty,* Each of the well-known 

* Cf, only, to my knovi-lcdec, the GrsecO'Roman 'SchiflfebiMer in Omuiiichi* republished by Alorenz, Z.4S 
Si, t+o- 

* Pianltod and Rambovg, The Tomhftf Ramessei P"/ (Bollmgcn Scries XL), II, pi, J73, reproduced by courtesy 
of the BQllin^pr F^itundAtion.;: by me in the apparent direction af motion. 

J Grapow and SchMcr^ ZAS 73, 97-io3p pL 10, to be Mfemcd to below Grapow Schifer t. Schafer, 
Afittr Daitfckfi 147^55 (Scbflfcr z}, without notit* by any of the foltowing. Piankoff and ^fayitre, 

381 65-70^ pis. 5^ (Piankoff 1). Description only^ Piimkoff and Rambo%'a^ op. cit. 433 (Piankoff^). 
Grapow^ ZAS St, 24^28 (Grapow z), + Gnipow 2, p. afi. 

^ Figs. 4^ «Ahfl-Menes and Senierkhet. Fig. 4, ^Aba-Menes a, sacred rather than solar, Na^i^dalt Emery, 
pp. riCH-ii; discussed with photographs and line drawings, Vikentievp Ann. Strv. 33, 219-24, pis. 

Fig. 5, fAha-Menea ft, probably aolar^ Abydoa* Petrie, R<^yat Tombt^ ii, pi. ii, 2; cf. the %'irtual duplicate, 
pi. 10, 2, Figs, 6-7, Semerkhet a-b (probably sacred, solar), Abydos, ibid. l, pi. 17^ 26r This line drawing shaw^ 
prow pendant, uprighit and cabin of d and fender of ft to be red, btii k doca not correspond in all details 
to the photograph, ph iz^ i; here, for example, a horizontal line beginning at the bottom right of ft, to corre¬ 
spond to that in apparently fails to continue because the vertical lines on the left extend to the edge of the 
label and allow no space for it. 

Rcisner, xWodfAo/ Ship^ and Boat^ (CCG), p+ suggests possible predynastic mat prolot>'pcs in Greenes 
Tomb, Quibell, Hifrakonpoits^ pis. 75-79 ; while Hassan, Ex^avali&m at Giza, VI* pt. i, p. 70, refers in addition 
to possible examples from Mubia in Dunbar, BGck~Pictur^s 0/ Iotmt NMa, pi, 9. 34, 37. tiassan also brings 
together most of the materkl pertinent to solar barks, partlciilarly in respect of the Old Kingdom; cf^ Itoreux, 
6tudei Je imutiques igyptimrKi {Mm, £mt. /i-., voh l)+ The two most recent studies of early boats—^sokr, 
sacred, undetermined—are; Firchow, ff'ZATAf 34, 34-42.; Anthes^ ZAS S2, 77--S9 {this reference due to Mr. 
H. Fischerb 

* PI. V and figs. 11-1 w^here other matsh activities are also included. Examples from the different periods 
art among those cited by Klebs, ZJie Reiufs dei ailen Rat fits, pp, 35-37; Die und Malo-am da mitlkren 

pp, 55“57; Di't und Afn/emm da nmen Rti^hei^ pp. 77-S7; and by Kcimcr^ J?ftL £g. anc., r, 
182-97; 2n 2it^S3J 3. 36-^41. While further examples could be noted—the moat pertinent will be found beto%v 
^it has not been possible to search exhaustively or to be entirely certain that earlier reliefs did not exist. 
However, the Fourth Dynasty date is perliaps supported in the Klebs T'hJrd Dynasty reference to Petrie, 
Mfdum, pis. 1 [ and 24, where the motifs are probably bt^nning; further evidence would be likely in W'iede- 
mann and Former, Agr GrabreUf/s - - - JCnr/mdre, p. 21, pi. 5, excrept for quality of work and uncertainty of date, 
said to be temp. Mycerinus. But the celestial bark was surely depicted well before the mthtr sophisticated reliefs 
in question developed; for the relation of motifs and seasons stje especially von Bissing, ^S^ertii 53, 319 ff. 



Plate I\* 

1. PLANS OF SOl.AR BOATS FROM FOMB OF RAMESSES V(. CORRlDt>R F. 

By courtesy of the BollhfgeT FasmJatioUt iac^ 

2, details of mat of SOLAR BOAT (Abydos 6) 
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Platr V 

I. DETAIL OF Dl’ELL, MERERUKA. 1. Pi. to 

t imd ^ by fourtfsy af the Orietttaf Inttitute, Univerfity af Ckiragt/. 
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motifs shows the tomb’s owner, with his family, spearing fish or fowling with a throw- 
stick from a low-lying papyrus boat below whose prow and stem may be found a plant 
growing from the marsh. The two scenes became so popular, separately and combined, 
that their number now appear almost inexhaustible. 

In the Old Kingdom, particularly, the frog, grasshopper, butterfly, and dragonfly 
are frequently seen, alone or in combination, on or near the plant,' Jn the Middle 

Kingdom the rock tombs of Meir added a large 'brightly coloured bird with green head 
and back and yellow and white breast’^ to the fauna, but on the whole fewer frogs and 

insects appear to have been included and, of course, fewer representations are now 
known. By no means uncommon in the New Kingdom, the two motifs are propor¬ 
tionately fewer than was the case in the oldest period, perhaps partly because the first 
vitality and freshness -were stylized with reproduction and with restriction of marsh 
activities to vacations in the Delta,' The plant is so often absent that a good ‘new* 

example has not come to hand; and even when retained It lost most of its variety, to¬ 
gether with its frogs and insects.-* 

To my knowledge, the frog and the solar bark were first combined in Egypt by 
Sethos 1.5 'Ehe combination also occurs in at least one Book of the Dead vignette. 
Chapter 15,^ and on a situla that is surely Late.^ The frog is also depicted with three 

Denderah bark-models In relief; at the cur\'e of the jAtZ-sledge;® in much the position 
sometimes given to the rr^jf-eye, about half-way up the bow-slope of both ikti and 

tnrndty as if drawn on the boats themselves; four frogs one after the other below the 
prow figure inside the bark, presumably to the left of m^ndtJ* 

^ P|. V, I * Duel I, MrrfTuka^ pL reproduced by cotirte^' of rhe Oriental UnivcrBity of Chicagio ■ 
cf, pis. T1-13, Thi* plant oocurs moat fii:qucntly spearing or fowling, but, as our chief interesit^ it will 

be considered here in all possible forms and contexts. 

* Fig. III BEackman, Th^ Ro^k Titnshs of vi, p. 26^ pis. 13, 26. 2, 28. 2, Tomb C i. 

^ Cr Davies, The Tomb qJ Puyemri^ i, 45^ where the north wall preference for msrsb scenes is noted, to- 

jjjcthcr with its probable reason, that opportunities were best in, if not actually confined to* Lower Egypt in the 

New Kingdom. This does not ineian, however, that the plant itself necessarily disappeared front Upper Egypt, 

as Kcimer (op. cit. II, 189-90} seems to think likely for F^tomDg^ton. 

* PI. V, 2, Brie. Mui. 37977, Dyn* XVIIl; Davies, j4pi£fCT£ Egyptian Paintings, lE^ pis. 65-66^ iie^ pp. 125-7^ 

reproduced by courtesy of the Oriental Instirute, Universicy of Chicago. Though occ^ional launa may occur, 

they remain eatccplionHl. It is significant that both Schafer 2 (p. 149} and Grapow 2 (p. 26) refer to Old King¬ 

dom examples, not to Ncw» when comparing the marsh fro^r and plant with the RamcSscs VI solar repre¬ 

sentation. 

s Calverley* Tki Templt of King SHimt I at Ahydos^ II, pis. 1$ (fig. 1) and 20ff (pi. IV* 2) (the line drawing, 

pl, 18* shows the w'all to break away a short distance above the photograph). EwHer and not infrequent 

examples may exist, for 1 seem to recall others, unnoted, several years agjo in a search for prow-to-prow' barks. 

And ]:]atsbep5ut could have used the frog on the bark reproduced in 5g- 13 (Navillc, 7';^ Temple 0/ Deir el 

B<ihari, IV, pl. for the corresponding section of the mat is damaged; wall traces may provide a definite 

answer, 

® Fig. z\ Renouf, The Egypiian Bwk of the Dead^ pL 3, upper right* without source or date; papyrus not yet 

ascenained. 

^ Eig^ 311 ianxonCp Dtz. mil. eg^ l p pl- ^ without date or provenance. Mile J. Monnet has very kindly written 

that she believe* this situla to be Turin 3178, mentioned by Orcuiti, Catalogs dei mmtumenti 

del R, ATuseo di Torino^ p. 162, i * not presmily available 10 me. Lichtheim lyNES 6* 169^9* pis, 5-6, reference 

due to Mr. E. Voung) considers a similar vessel to be Saite or early Ftolen'iaJc; in her other examples {p, 175, 

n, 49) the boats occur sevemi times* the frog does not. 

^ 1* the animal, rather like a seated fox, on the corresponding sledge of m^ndt also a frog, or intended for one? 

^ Mariette, Denderah, JV, pL. 64. 
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Only Schafer z refers to any of these representations; to the Abydos frogs as being 
in den unteren Ecken’ of the prow mats; to the j/«#f-sledge frog as being on Nile-like 

waters under the ship, in the manner of its earthly counterpart in the marsh.‘ The latter 

is perhaps correct both here and in the bow depictions, but the frogs at .\bydos require 
further examination and comparison \vith those of the vignette, the situla, and Ramesses 
VI D. 

Particularly w'hen Abydos b (pi. IV, z), with theloops, is compared with Ramesses VI D, 
the two appear to me to be front and side views of the same thing. Abydos b apparently 
represents tvvo completed solar mats with a plant hanging down by the frog seated 
centrally in front of each, while Abydos n (fig. i) and the Book of the Dead (fig. 2) simply 
omit the plant. It is also left out on the situla (fig. 3),^ where the frog perhaps even more 

dearly—especially since only this example seeks to represent a boat, not a model—is 
shown to occupy the same position on the mat. 

Ramesses Vf D, then, Is the front view of a solar prow with the mai"s 'frame’ or 
plan^ instead of the completed hanging, and with frog and plant in place* This inter¬ 

pretation also presents evidence in itself, I believe, for the front is a vital part, difficult 
to represent in two dimensions in Eg^'pt; while the frog^s-eye view from below^ would 

seem both unimportant and unlikely, as would that from both below^ and above,^ and 
that from above only* is certain in three other depictions, the deck plans B, C, E* 

Further, the plant as drawn is definitely hanging from the prow and to consider it so 
removes the unsolved problem of its growing upside down from the celestial waters,s 

The difficulty in interpretation has probably come about In part because the upper 

section of D has apparently been considered as the mat^ while it is actually, in my view% 
the same reed binding shown forward in the deck plans. These plans arc drawn as if in 

only one pkne^ but of course prow and stem really curve sharply up, as in F’where this 
binding^ is hidden by the mat, in a papyrus bark on an Asw^an sarcophagus,^ and in the 

differently constructed model Cairo 4949-^ In the latter a wooden prow-cover repre¬ 
sents the mat,® but in Cairo 4S60 Reisner found in the holes marked t 'bits of strings 
and the holes along the top of this part of the post (5) may also have borne strings", 

probably to carry ^a sort of bead-work curtain falling along the sides of the bow- 
pieces’.*^ Prows of similar shape in relief on the pyramidion of Khendjer*^ also have 
this 'curtain’. 

I P. 14^. ^ Piankaff a; Grapow 2, p. 25. 31 Schafer z, p. 149. ^ Piankoff 1, p. 67, 

^ Schafer z, pr 149; Gr^pow 3, p, 26+ 

* Divided into two scctlona in B-C, three In D-E, four in F. It inay ibo be noted that B-C have ihrtc 

^sc&llops'p E has foLir^ D has five. D-D have a single strip Aavm the sides^ E doubles it 

^ J^quierp BuHr /puf./r. 9, 39. 
* Fig. itj; Rfiisrier* op. dt. fig- 362, p. loa; photographs; p]. Jdquicr^ op* dt, pi, 11, Cf. Cairo 4953. 

RdsneiTp op. dt 106-7^ pl- 34. 

* Ibid. p. iivi. For two such covers without hulk set pp. 107-^p pi. 32* Cairo 4954 and 49^7. 

Fig,S; ibid. pp. sutv-vJ; 43-44. KdanerCp. incvji)iioto that 4S60, has a green hull like the funerary 

barka^ while the d-Bcrshsh modek, 4949 and 4953. have ivhile. If "the colour is significant either pf etmeture 

or of funclion^ as he believes, it would appear likely that green^ following fkmerary models and CktnS, b, or 

may he, u$ed for the night ship, white for the day. These three piobably have the same date. Dynasty XII. 
Jdquier^ D^ix pyramidei p. pL 6, 
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Thus Ramesses VI D appears to conform to A-C and E in being a plan, and in so 
being it gives to its ^appurtenances^ plant and frog, an emphasis impossible to attain 
in completion or in profile. To the more or less upright bow post, seen from the front, 
are attached the three pieces of the frame over which its mat would be woven; under 

the scallops’ a horizontal bar, noticeably absent in the other plans; under the binding 
on either side, a vertical strip. The bar and a scallop apparently extend beyond the reeds 

on either end and thus presumably around each side; holes, if considered present, 
would not be seen. The vertical strips perhaps serve only as comer posts, to hold the 
mat out, without the necessity of holes. No strip would be required on the bottom and 

the line here may represent the end of the mat, the water line,* or both.^ This reed 
binding is entirely covered by the mat in F, as usual in this tomb, and in our Book of the 
Dead model (fig. 2).^ It is shovvn above and presumably over the top of the mat in other 

examples, as Khendjer, Der el-Bahri (fig. 13), and Abydos u (fig. i}. 
Another difficulty in interpretation has been due, I think, to failure to consider the 

plant in other celestial, as tvell as terrestrial, connexions. The prow pendant of Semer- 
khet a (fig. 6) is ambiguous, like most of the prcdynastic projections, but that of 
tAha-Menes a (fig. 4) is almost certainly a plant.* And it is liighly probable that a plant 

is depicted again on a stone model, Cairo 4930 (cf. n. 6), as Reisner’s 'single line of bead- 
work down the middle [of the front of the prow] in relief',* while the prow from the side'^ 

may show the bar of Ramesses VI D, Depictions of the plant in profile over the mat 
are rather common in the New' Kingdom, e.g., Abydos b (pL I\’, 2), Dcr el-Bahri, Biban 

el-Harim, Tomb 36,* and Book of the Dead.^ 
With regard to the frog, its significance in Egypt has been summarized most recently 

by Helck, as follows; 

Frosch, Amulctte voti F. sind seit vorgcschichtlicher Zeit bekgt;'® ihre ursprlingUche Bedeutung 

ist freilich nicht aichcr. Vicllcicht MBt sic sich erschliel3eii aus dcr Bedeutung eincr F.-Gottin 
[]:]eqet, ivlfc of Khnum], die als Geburtshdferin gait, und aus dcr Tatsache, daQ die tnannlichen 
UrgoUcr von Hcrmupolis froschkbpfig dargestcllt werden kQnncn. Also wlrd die nut dem Tier 

' Difl^crcnt in kifid as well as number. Do they perhaps represent variant knm of the loops on top of the 

F pmw ? 
■ Cf. Schafer 2, p. 149. 

1 The case in some cxamplfis, ns .4bydo5 a~b (fig. t, pi- tV, j}. In others, as Ramesses VI F, the mat ap¬ 

parently CKtends beloijV the ivatcr. la the diaiinciion between model and depiction aometimea a factor? 

'< But note the aimikinty to Abydos in the st}'Ii2cd doubling of thia mat and to Abydos tt (hg. i) in the figure 
of Shu supporting the 5k>'-sign over the prows. 

^ Emery, loc. cit., taJtes this end as atem^ but cf. complete label and contrary opinions in references of 
p. n- s. 

* Fig. i}; op, cit- 336, It is not vkible to me m the photography pi. 20; n poselblc ^xpEanadon of 
the apparent plant-l>ead inconsislcncy' will be offered below* 

^ Fig. 9; ibid, Bgr 333k p. gi, pi. 21 (photograph). Though Rctsner (pp. joevii, 33-83, 91^3 s cf. pb. i9“3l) 

compares this model and another of atonc^ Cairo 49Z4p with the solar barks, he classifies them as *dlvinc*i their 

provenance^ without dale, being Mitrahioaii, 'evidently from a tetnplrH*^ But compare their statues and especially 

the god in his ierpcni-encircled shrinCp 4930, with Ramesses VI E. 

* Schiaparelli p Rilazt&ne, l, iig. By. 

* E.g* Spekert, Papyrus dtf AV/er pi, 5; Budge, Tht Papyrus, pi t02; id. The Book 0/ 

the Dtad: The Papyrus of Anif ip pis. to* 19, zt. 

FeuiCp j-IffiWeBp p. la* 
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vcrbundcne Vorstellung uiu die Erschcmung dcr Urentstthung dcs Lcbens und dann dcr Entate- 
hung dcs einzetnen Lcbcns (Geburt) krcisen. Hien'on abgcichet wird die symbollsche Vcrwcndung 
dcs F.-Bildes fur den Degriff dcr ‘Wiedergcburt’ bis ziuti christlicbcn Aurerstehungssymbol auf 
Lampcn christlicher 2eit mit dcr Aufschrift 'Lch bin die Auferstchung* ** seinJ 

Possibly only in the Eighteenth Dynasty did the frog become the symbol of tvhm-fnh^- 
perhaps best construed here as ‘one who repeats life'. Exactly how, why, and w hen this 
meaning came about is not know n, nor just how, why, and when the frog moved to the 
sky—nor whether by so moving it removed itself and its former companions from the 

earthly marsh We do know, however, that tvim-cnff came into existence, or was in 
existence, in the Eighteenth Dynasty, and that the frog came to be associated, or was 
associated, w'ith the solar bark by Sethos I."* Thus it would seem reasonable to suppose 

that these two events were perhaps connected, particularly since none of the frog's 
terrestrial marsh associates mo^'ed to the sky with him or came to be connected with 

matters solar,* for the natural aRinity of tehm-ftih and Egv’ptian sun-god is quite 
obvious, 

Piankoff i* believes this tchm-riih aspect alone to be responsible for the solar associa¬ 
tion in Ramesses VI D, while Grapow 2,^ rejecting this vievv, attributes it solely to the 
earthly relationship of plant, frog, and boat, Schafer z® independently concludes that 

both symbol and fact played a part, the explanation that appears most likely to me, 
though not always for the same reasons. 

With regard to the physical composition of the solar mat, sometimes it appears to 
consist of reeds,’ again of beads,'® or of either." Its origin and function, too, have been 

matters of uncertainty. Hassan suggests a practical beginning, perhaps a mooring-rope, 
anchor-cable, or an ornamental development of a protective fender, the last favoured 

by Hassan,'^ and by me. But rather than from his Nubian examples, the clue to this 

conclusion comes more clearly for me from the idea of combining the two features 
shown in the *Alia-Menes and the Semerkhet ships: the ornamental pendant and the 

* Kleines IV^t^uck dtr lOS- 

* For and in all periods set and Jacoby^ Sphmx j, 2is-afi and S, 7S-79, ifcith 
ftirthcr referencesJ Eggerp MitfeiL dr CfQgr^-EthmL Ga. Basrl, 4. with particular emphstsis on repne- 
s^ntadons (rtfertnee from 2]i. Wiedernann, Dai aiie Agyptm, p- 266p suggtsis as origin for the 
fact that the frog Vntstehc von selbst' from the Nile mudr Cf. p¥ in the jFif-gamep Pieperp ZAS 66^ 
a I-24. The tadpole as symbol for 100,000 and its depictions in this connexion are ivcl l knc^Ti. 

? Conceivably this was a factorp though it is possible that the explanation referred to above sufficed, namely, 
otyi nation and retreat of the marsliei. 

* Or Ijlfitshepsut^ as noted above. 

* But cL Srskm "Grasshopper City/ m S}}t-hlp and "Field of Gr«ashqppef^p^(BD 125* ni, 
2o)t Budge, EgypiiiUt Hi^^!yphic EHcticnary^ itp 687. 

* P, 67. ^ P. z6i * P, 14^. 
^ Cf., for examplep Fotlcart^ SpMnx lOp igo. 

Particularly in the bark models, as Hassan has noted (op. cit. 70-71), and in tw^o unpublished mats in the 
Metropolitan Muaeujn of Art {14. 3. zi-az, Lisht, Dynasty XI1), These matSp in contrast to the Cain? modcla, 
hang only from the sides of the bow, not the front. Mr. Young, who kindly allowed close examinaiion^ agrees 
that there rs now' no evidence to indicate that the front was ever covered; a possible explanaiion h that these 
mudcis would have been seen only from the sides as originally placed, pmw id prow (presumably)p and perhaps 
up against some object beuveen them. 

** As Abydofi iJ-Ap fig. 1, pi. IV, 2; Dir e1-Bab^ (fig- *3)- Loc, cit. 
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practical fender,‘ In his 'Elssai sur la nomenclature des parties de bateaus’, Jdquier 
interprets s/w, 'Les roseaus’, in thisivay: ‘Tout a Tavant de la barque, tombant du 

haut de la proue jusqu’au ras de I’eau, on voit sur les representations peintes, une sorte 
de draperle stride de lignes verticaJes qui n’dtait autre, ^ I’origine, que la figuration des 

roseaux arraches par le bateau divin a son passage dans la rdgion mardcageuse sdparant 
le monde de la nult de celui des vivants.*^ Perhaps as the fender caught, or was con¬ 
sidered to catch, this marsh growth, probably reeds In particular, it came to be re¬ 

presented as covered, or woven, w'ith the most suitable part of this material, while the 
single stem of ^Aha-Menes might be retained as final decoration, 

Jdquier continues: ‘On peut se figurer cette tenture un peu dans le genre de certaines 
portieres japonaises, une serie de cordelettes assujetcies dans le haut seulcment et sur 
lesquelles dtaient enfildcs des perles longues, ou, s’il faut en croire le ddtermlnatif qu’on 

trouve ici, de petits morceaux de bois cj'lindriques,’ These beads, some long, some 
round, are not unlike the sections and circular joints of a number of representations 
of the earthly prow-stem plant,^ identified by Kelmer as Potomogeton luceust* called 
‘Laichkraut’ by Schafer 2 and Grapow 2, 

Two questions regarding this plant come to mind. Could it be so woven,* and thus 

reconcile the apparent reed-bead inconsistency? Could ‘Laichkraut' be correct and 
make likely the frog's string of eggs as prototype for the decorative ‘beads’ ? But all of 
the taxonomists with whom I have talked^ were immediately and unanimously certain 
that the representations in question could be no variety of Poiomogetoni^ and apparently 

the frog has no spawning favourite among w'ater plants. However, another identification 
did not prove easy. Finally, Dr. Tackholm suggested by letter Phn^mites cotnmmiSy 

the common reed, still abundant in Egy'pt, that has grown up in peat bogs all over the 
world to seive as a great land-builder. 

At first this identification seemed to me impossible, until further Egyptian represen¬ 
tations came to hand and I was able to examine growing specimens of the species, if 
not the variety, in New Jersey marshes. The pointed, alternate, sheathed leaves of 

Phragmites cover inconspicuous joints of an upright culm that never branches, but the 
sheath is striated, as it is without exception or variation urhen detail is included in the 
Egyptian depictions. The older examples may also show the sheath itself and occasion¬ 

ally pointed leaves that arc not opposite,® while the culm can be upright and even have 

‘ Actvaily shown in combination, as it were, in H&mcsscs VI D. a ButL ItuLfr. 9, 56. 
3 Artd flIsQ ihal of the Mertrulta hippopotmius hunt. ■* Op. cit.- fig. i, p. 1S4, 

* This is not to say that such material wag necessarily woven, even for modclsp or that amia! boats were 

ever cqnstnictcd; but ii ficcnis reasonable to assume that material suitable far it$ function w-ould hftvc been 
chosen for depichon. 

^ To whom I aRain express appreciation, particularly to Dr. Edfiar Anderson, Dr. Vivi Tltkholnip and Dr. 
E. J. Alexander; the laner^a kindnesses have inrludcd cridcism of this paper. It i$ to be hoped that this sma- 

teur^s summary will lead one of them to make a professional atudy, 

^ Kcimcr, op. oh. 3, 37, refers to earlier doubts of ER:T>tolo^ista that were refuted to his aaiiafection by a 
botaniatp E. Leidc. 

“ Fig, is; Blackman, op. cit. ill, pi. 7* Tomb B 4^ Cf, spedally iCcimer, op. cit. i, fi|i. 5, p, igy; 3^ 

p. ZZ3+ AIgd, Dr. l^ckholm tells me that in Phragntiits shoots—especially tbo^^ growing in drier 

hsbitats> not directly in vmter—die leaves, while rrmaLning alternate, are *veiy crowded and appear to be 
two-sided as in the piciures^. 
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rnthcr the appearance of a single *biisH* of When its full, dense growth is 
attained it is impenetrable, but the edges can always be fished and bunted, the cuhns 
bending'' under prow and stem of shallow boats while remaining strong enough to bear 

the weight of frogs, and the presence of land insects indicates proximity' to shore. It 
w'ould seem possible, too, for this bending and consequent crossing over of culms to 

have been represented by the artist as branching, particularly in the limited space under 
the boats; and once begun the convention could hold regardless of wall area, 

Certainly these culms would have been pliable when green and strong enough as 
warp for the mats, for today they are used for both roofs and fences, while ancient objects 

include arrows and crates.^ The rhizome, or runner whereby the plant propagates 
itself, is quite flexible even when thoroughly dry, and its piercing end would serve 
readily as a natural needle for the woof. This rhizome is also easily accessible and plenti¬ 
ful, for it creeps to long distances-—eighteen metres having been seen<—and is above 

ground, I find, when Phragmites grows on land. Further, its exposed, prominent joints 
could surely have served as prototype to the round ones, and thus to the bead, while 
the unique rubbery red colour^ of its stem appears to have been followed in a number of 
depictions. Old Kingdom representations are known, for example, from Dahshur* and 
Der cI-Gebrawi,7 Middle Kingdom from Lisht® and Beni Hasan,^ w^hilc NW Kingdom 

paintings at Thebes include Puyemre<,*^ British Museum 37977, and Ramesses VI Dd^ 
It should be remembered, too, that the Semerkhet pendant and fender are red; though 

possibly only coincidence, presumably such a fender would catch rhizomes not firmly 
rooted. The trefoil terminal point frequently shown is puzzling in red, however, parti¬ 

cularly when spotted a deeper colour, as in the Dahshur and Puyemref paintings. That 
' Fig. 14: GriRith and Newberry-, EiBtrsheh, ii, pi. i6. Cf. fig, j i, MWi-, vr; pi, 11, t. Mtmtiha.. Wiedemann 

and F5rtnef, loc. cit. In the latter* la the animal the caricatured hippopotamy? dr an wlv 
of the ftogp standing anti mther crudely cut ? 

» Cf. die Arabic name for Phragmit^i, (iagna and vadantSp 'Foadily bending'* Tackholm, Flor^ I, 
20g; and Brit. Mus, 37^^77 (P^- V, a). In the latter and in the eybn under the sicmp not repmUyeed herCp this 
bend h perhaps «ven more dearly indicated than in lit {fig. 

J TackhoLm* op, dr, 213^ 215, the latter referring to New Kingdom med cDfiimns in stone; Borchordtp Die 
dg^'ptische PJfattxemiiuU, p. 50, 

* TMdehoImp op* cit. 210. 

s Dr. Alexander teXh me he kno^AS no other rhkome comparable in this respect. It would seem quite naturaL 
that this unusual characierktic should attract attention and the colour come to be used at will for the green 
culm as wcll^ so that it and the rhizome are not always certainly distinguishable. 

In colour, Davies* Egyptian Paintings, ip pi. 4; iiip 10-11; in black and white, with a discussion of 
provenance, Siruth, A Hisjapf of Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in ihe Did Kingdom, pp. aoSH&, n. pi. 51*. 

^ Davies* Eteir el u pp. la-tj. pl*. 5; red stems, blue joints as below% 
® The model mats in the Metropolitan Museum referred to in p. 4^* n. 10 above. Here the long sect ions of 

the warp are red, the round atylized ioints of the woof are blue. Of course* tlie rhizome 1$ readily adaptable 
for cither dircctionp or both. 

« Tomb 3p east wall, over entrance to shrine, above right upper angle of clap-net: Davies facsimile In colour. 
Metropolitan Museum 33. iS, published m black and white by Smith, The An and Arehtienure cfAnnrnt 
^gyptn Ph 77^ Ctoo fimaJJ in scale to be useful for the plant); unrecognizably stylized in Griffith, Beni liman. 
Ip pL 33. In the Davie? copy the red stems and alrematCp pointed, green leaves could very nearly be a photo* 
graph from nature of Phragmites rhizomes. 

Davies, Puyemr^, i, pp. 3&p 4^-53* pIs- 9- 4* n. i. 

>' Schafer ?, p. 148! 'Dm .^uffalligste daran iDusteilJ isr dcrPflaiuenstengel mit rotbrnmen, we geschniin 
euKchenden Abschnitien und nur weiB umrisserien DlSiiem,' 
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it is probably an artistic development that could take more than one form is apparently 

indicated by comparison with British Museum 37977 (P^* *)» which definitely ends 
in three grey-green leaves, originally sketched half their final length. 

There appears to be no doubt, then, that all solar mats could consist of Phragmius 
culms and rhizomes, or representations thereof; and that such, or similar, composition 
would have been possible is principally our concern here.» The single stem hanging 
from the prow or over the mat would be the rhizome, of course. The great divergences 
shown in the Old and Middle Kingdom representations under the boats may indicate 
different \'arieties of Phragmites^ or may sometimes display another species, though 
I now incline to the view that a Pkragmites is everywhere responsible. The taxonomist 
hoped for above could probably settle the question definitely. 

Only once, to my knowledge, is a name applied to any of these plants, bit nt /tfv, 
'bush of Keimer has been puzzled at its being a product of the Wadi NatrmU and 
at its being differentiated into nine of Upper and Lower Egypt,+ impossibilities for 
Potomogeton. But Sichenberger^ in iSgz found Phragmites communis isiatus ninth in 
order of abundance of plants in the W'adi, and Tackholm says that this variety can with¬ 

stand salt in soil or water.* The niiwi of Upper and Lower Egy pt are also readily ex¬ 
plained if Phri^mites, for Tackholm has described two varieties other than isiams, 
listed a fourth, and said that ‘there exist numerous races in Egy'pt’ of this species ^ She 

also notes the ancient use of the rhizome in popular medicine, it being ‘ascribed dia¬ 
phoretic and diuretic properties’,® while the reed itself is known from all periods’ She 
identifies the reed-leaf hieroglyph, the sign for f, as the Phragmites panicle, ‘easily 
distinguished from Aruruio [Spanish reed] by its lax, acute, one-sided (not dense, 

ovoid, symmetric) panicle*.^" Plant and sign are well illustrated in close proximity in 

the wild-buU hunt at Medinet Habu.^* 
The rarity of this panicle is presumably to be explained by the fact that, in contrast 

to lilies and papyrus, it was sparsely in bloom, if at all, when spearing and fowling 

were at their height. The species as a whole flowers from July to March, but the main 
period is October-December,'* when the inundation, as well as the season and perhaps 

press of work as water receded, would have tended against marsh activities. Only four 

I LucflSi Egyptian Matmah 3rd td- p- 162, refers to Phragmites matting of Dyn. 1 

{Mac^ranriiillah, Un C^tier^ ... a Saqqarah^ pp. 3p 44j SO-5O- 
» Fig. 14, Ei 
y Op. -cit, I* 154; Vogelsang, Kmsmentor m dm Klagm d^i BaunTt, 30. Suys, stir amts du 

Fsliah PlaidsuTf p- 3, aimply repcata the soggestioo by Gardiner 7)^ the resemblance to bamboo 
was first noted by Griffith and Newberry* op. dt. p. 34. 

* Papyrus Ebers, Sji 14, § 669. * 1692* p. reference doe to Kcimer. 
Op. di. iio. ^ Ibid^ 210-1 u * Ibid. 213. * Ibid. 213-15- ]bid+±13. 
Great Temple, exieridrj first pylon^ south towerp west face, Nelsonp Midimt Hidm {OIF ix)p it* pis. 1171 

130 (leinforccd, normal photogrflpha), a rather natural depiction of Phragttutsi^ yet including a few opposite 
JcfiveSp as never in namm. From an earlier publication of this temple Tickholm {p. 215) cites the lion-htmt 
thicket, highly styliied, on the exterior of the rrorth wall as Phragntius mistaken for /Iruttcfa, Now (Nelson, op. 
cit. z* pb 35) it appear? ILkdy that a few ovoid panicles actually do represenc certainly none suggest 
'papynla plants* (Edgerton and Wilsonp Htilarical Records of Mamsa III: The Tejtfr in Medinet Habu VoiumefI 

and lit p- BO)- 
a Tackholm* op. cit. 21 
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other possible occurrences of the bloom are now known to me. Three, from Eighteenth 
Dynasty tombs, show the reed standing with papyrus, not under a boat: Kenamun 

and Nakht, fowling-spearing combined/ Amenernhet, hippopotamus hunt/ Tackhohn 
thinks the Nakht example may be Anmdo^ rather than Phrqgmttes,^ and the same would 

appear true of Kenamun, especially when the two are compared ivith Amcnemhct. 
In the latter, the looser design of the panicle is heightened by short red lines—perhaps 
originating in the appearance of this bloom in its first and green stage—and in my 

judgement PhragmiUs is represented. The fourth, the beginning of the inflorescence, 
is perhaps indicated in fig. tz (M«r, Itl), lowest culm. 

The occurrences of nfyt:;-plants, including that above, in Egyptian medical papyri 
may be summarized as follow's: 

(i) The fruit, used to bandage: for a broken bone, Hearst 1,13, §13; for/myf, Hearst 
11, II. §169. 

(z) The plants alone and of Upper and Lower Egypt, to bandage for stiffness: 
Hearst 8, ii-iz, §110 = Ebers 85, iz, §694; Ebers, 83, 14. §669, 

{3) The leaves, as a drink for snake-bite, Ebers 17,15, §56. 

(4) The water, to draw- a \Tj]va together, Ebers 96, 11, §825. The bandages, i and 2, 
four of the six minimum occurrences, apparently fit the diaphoretic quality of Pfir^- 
mites. But a physician tells me that neither of the known properties would suit either 
of the other cases. 

Keimer’ has referred to these localities as having in their names the element rafv: 
Niwi, ya-nff; (variant NSiyt (variant Niif, Mr~ndi (old 

The first two have as distinctive determinatives a plant that must be that of 
the prows and stems; while both Jic- and Mr~nSi are reasonable as Phragmites^ itc 
because of the land-building characteristic, mr presumably as representing a channel 
through a reed marsh. 

With regard to the last five, Keimer's conclusion, from Kees, that a relation exists 
bct\veen crocodile, crocodile god, and plant seems fully justified and as fitting for 

Phragmites as Potomog^ortt if not more so. For our purpose, however, it is more im¬ 
portant to note the omission of the initial n in tw'O of the examples and to compare the 
resulting /w with the mat designation, above, transcribed by Jdquier as 

His reason for writing the hieratic sign that begins the word w*ith this variant is not 
clear to me, unless by analogy with Lacau's use in Cairo 2S055.’ But compare the 
trefoil tips with those of the El-Bershah nfy, fig. 14. Then compare this bit nt nh with 

* DavjeSt I, p. 36, pi- 51; pp. 67-68^ pU- 23-24. 
* Dftvi« and Gardiner* AnKnanhelf pb- 
> Op, til. 107, For a Bfth and tertoin occurrence see von Bis^ingH op. CiT. pL 14, Fifth D>'nast>% 
* First two, op. ck. ip 194; L. ill, pt- z* pi. z 1: of Mcr-ib, soa of Cheops, inscriptions published 

by Roeder, Imthr. gj. Last flve^ op. cit. 3i 41, wirh reference to the brief study by Kees of ^ 
Upper Egyptian crocodile god^ ZAS 64, 107-1 z; e^oitnplcsp which couJd probably be attended, arc from the 
latter, pp. 10$-^, 

* Dcr el-Abyad {White Monaaterj') at Sohag; Porter and Moss^ Top. BitL v, 31 ^ site of ancient Shau or 
Neshau*. 

* Apparently so yrritten. 
^ Sarcophaga ant^rifun au muvtl (CCG), I* t+g, interior^ end. 
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the highly stylized bit on the other side of the seine; and both with two words 
from an Ed^ text: wings span the Two Plants’.* In discussing 

this dual^ Blackman and Fairman show that its use in this sense, 'the heraldic plants of 

Upper and Lower Egypt’, is not uncommon. 
With further regard to the El-Bershah tomb, Griffith and Newberry 'confidently 

assert' on the basis of remaining painted columns ‘that each chamber was represented 
as upheld by four columns, those in the northern or inner chamber representing the 

northern plant those in the outer or southern the plant of the south Here 
the plants are obviously reversed, presumably by printing error; and the rtvo rooms are 
north-east and south-west by compass. However, the columns certainly represent the 
Two Lands and show this duality to be present in the tomb, at the same time making 
unlikely, it would seem, accidental juxtaposition of nSt and mfiK!. Yet if so the tw'O are 

rei'ersed, the papyrus being to the south-east, the nh to the north-west. If the stylized 
m^zL' was not added rather as an afterthought opposite the functional nii, a possible 

explanation is intact borrowing of design from the west wall of a tomb, perhaps one 

facing the Nile from its west side. 
This is not to say, of course, that ttSt and ‘the plant of the south’ are, or can be, one— 

only that the possibility seems W'orth considering. Certainly nS/ as Phrt^iies would 

probably be as typical a counterpart for the Lower Egyptian papyrus as Upper Egypt 
could have offered in the oldest period, one that perhaps could have been adapted 

more easily than stnf to oppose mhw. It may be significant, too, that the heraldic plant 
of the south frequently has a pink or red culm and centre comparable to the stem under 

prow and stem. It would seem likely, further, that there is a relation, or overlapping, of 
nSi and J/ as designations of water plants. If they are, or may be, the same, support 

is added to the composition of the solar mat suggested above, or so it would appear 

from J^uier’s S/tP and his conclusions. 
To summarize briefly, It would appear that Ramesses VI D represents in plan and 

from the front a solar mat with plant and frog slmiiar to side views of the completed 

mat from Abydos, Book of the Dead, and a situla; that the fabric of the solar mat is, or 

could be, the same plant, associated with the frog in its terrestrial marsh, and probably 

the n!ta$ PhragmiteSt if not also the prototype of the plant of the south; that the frog’s 
long association with birth and its old relation to the Tiii w'ould quite naturally combine 

in its new symbolism of ivhm-rnh to make for it a place among the ns/tv at the front of 
the prow of the sun-god, probably the first, and certainly the supreme, example in Eg\'pt 

of one who daily ‘repeats hfe’. 
With regard to other aspects of the Ramesses VI ceiling, there seems, first, to be 

general agreement that E represents sktt and that F is the s^e bark from the side— 
incidentally, sailing eastwards to the sunrise in the position given it In the tomb. The 

^ 'BlitSih (of) pap>Tuti'p m 1 read the in^vcriptioii above the plaiit, contrary to Griffith and Newberry, who take 
the papyrus clump aa dcteTtoifiouve^ op. cit. 34. This is possible^ of course, though not included with in 

It 416. In my casc^ the reference Is clearly to a 'bush^ of papyrus, named or not. 
» JEA 99- 

J %Vhith they read brny^ JfEA 36^ 67. 
^ Op. cit. 31. 
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rectangle and circle forward, like the two rectangles and ^n;-sign aft, in B, C, E 

represent common appurtenances of solar barks, though the goddesses with arms out¬ 
stretched normally stand in the bow, or beside the barks.* The tw'o pairs of feet in E are 
masculine, as the ntr-determ[native indicates, and presumably represent positions for 
statues of Sia and yu, as Piankoff and z believe, as against Grapow 2's suggestion 
of bodies made invisible in the darkness^ and Schafer 2's theory of ‘Betenspuren’.* 
Schafer z thinks that B and C perhaps had sickle-shaped stems with free-hanging car¬ 

touche decorations,^ perhaps comparable to the sterns, collars, and rectangular name¬ 
plates of our Abydos prows. Grapow i* reasonably considers A to be part of a deck 
plan, also, but its relation to the others is not clear to me in detail. The figure in the 
shrine appears to be standing to Grapow, as to me, while Piankoff z thinks he is seated. 

Probably the similarity in head treatment w^ith that of the decan figures in Corridors B 
and has been considered too obvious for mention. 

With regard to Grapow 2*s question of the number of boats actually intended, he 

thinks three are meant, as in Corridor C at sunrise.^ But it appears to me rather that the 
long boats in Corridors C and F combine the nvo short barks into one; and that D of 
Corridor F represents alike the front view of E-F and of B-C combined; indeed D’s 

position in itself suggests the combination of B-C as one vessel,^ 1 cannot prove this, 
if it is provable, but indications of a single solar bark**’ appear to me to exist here, in 
the Corridor C motif, and elsewhere, including this Pyramid Text passage; ‘You sleep 
in mskit^ you wake in Is Phiops moved as he sleeps from one boat to the other? 

Or does msktt, instead, change its name, with its direction, before he \vakes? Should an 
affirmative answer to the first question continue to be taken for granted before the 
second is given full consideration? 

® The boats being prow to prow. For all occyrrenees knenvn to me see JEA 42^ ^5“?^ p circles in mis- 
tykeo for p. 76* n. 5. Cf, the godde^e$ iii Abydo$ Calverky, op. dt. pb. 15* 

* P. 66. 
3 P. zS. 
+ Pp^ 14^51- 

» P. 143. 

» P* 97. 
^ Piankoff and Rambova^ op. cit. r, figs. 137-&; ii^ pis. 146^, 162-71* 
* P. z6^ FiankoflT and Rsinbova, op. dt, 11^ pk. 149-50, and cf. pi. 187. For atioilicr parallel set Montet, 

Aei Citnstni£tiOFis £e iomhMU d'OsarkQn II a Tantit Ip pis. 2ri, 25. 
^ Cfr Grapow Zp p. z6. 

Cf^ my previous statement of this 42, 79, n. 3. 
** i479d (P# Mj N): jtfr-Jfe pti rmhu irs-k m a^ 'spend the night' wouM nm, in my view^ ch^gt tho 

meaning Or fit the implied contrast. 

^ cro • 



TWO UNPUBLISHED DEMOTIC DOCUMENTS FROM 
THE ASYOT archive 

By A. F. shore asd H. S. SMITH 

In 1923 the Trustees of the British Museum acquired a number of related documents 
which were shown on internal evidence to have come from Asyut or its immediate 
neighbourhood. Of the two principal documents, one contained a unique account of a 
trial before a native Egyptian court in 170 B.C., and the other a record of the division of 
family property in 181 B.C. which ultimately gave rise to the court proceedings. These 
and nine other documents concerned with the affairs of the same family w'ere published 

by Sir Herbert Thompson in 1934-' 
There arc two further documents in the British Museum, which arc clearly con¬ 

nected with the Archive both by internal evidence and by the date of their acquisition. 
We wish to thank the Trustees of the British Museum and Mr. I. £. S. ^w'ards, 

Keeper of the Department of Egyptian Antiquities, for permission to edit these texts 
here, and to quote from other unpublished demotic papyri in the collection of the 
Museum. We are also indebted to Professors W. Erichsen and C. F, Nlms for valuable 

suggestions on points of detail. 
Pap.B.M. dcm. 10589, for some reason which remains obscure, was not included or 

mentioned by Thompson in his edition of the Asyut texts, though a description of it 

with some preliminary notes appears in hi$ handlist of Demotic Papyri in the British 
Museum, and references to it arc contained in his manuscript demotic dictionary. The 

document is dated the 12th Phamennth, year 6 of Ptolemy VI Philometor (April 15, 

175 B.C,). It consists of tw'o sheets of light brown papyrus with an average overlap of 
in. It measures 13 J in. in length by 13 in. in height. The right-hand sheet on the recto 

measures just over 4 in., the left-hand sheet approximately g in. At the left-hand edge 
is the join of a third sheet now missing. The papyrus is of indifferent quality, the texture 

indicating rough workmanship. It is, how'ever, in excellent condition, having suffered 
little damage in the unrolling (see pi. VI). The recto contains fourteen full lines and one 

short line of writing across the horizontal fibres. The length of the full lines varies from 

just under to just over 11 in. The verso (see pi. VII, left) contains a list of sixteen witnesses 

written across the vertical fibres, to the right of the join between the tw'o sheets. The 

scribe's name was Imhotep, son of Psi (?), w'ho is otherwise unknown from the Asyut 
Archive. His hand is small and neat, and very similar to others represented in the 

Archive, but not so consistent. No attempt was made to avoid bad places on the recto, 
notably in line 10. 

Pap.B.M. dem. lobot consists of a single sheet of papyrus measuring 5i in. in length 

‘ A FatsUy Arthive from Siut ffom Papyti in the BHliih Museum, Oxibrd, 1934. Quoted u Thompson, 
SmL 
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and in. in height (see pi. VII, right). It contains six lines of writing across the hori¬ 
zontal fibres; the longest of these measures 4 in. and the shortest 3 in. The verso is 
blank. 

6.M. 10569: Transliteration 

Sir Herbert Thompson's system of transliteration has been adopted to facilitate com- 
pari^n with the other documents of the Asyut Archive. Numbers in brackets refer to 
the lines of the papyrus. 

H-sp 6 3^pr jj 12 n Pr-r, Pijclmys *rm Qltcpfr^ n nir{^) fit pr at V mt-nfr t p 
/^stitrtcs ’rm n ntr'ic ™ .. (?) (2) ‘rm n ntr-tv sn-to a nlr(*tE)) mnA(-ir) n nir-ie mr-yt-te n 

ni pr ’rm n ntr ie mr ie-to mw-f t fy nrSe m-bh Brag't mnh t t fy dtm nb m-bh 
/rsiP t mr-sn t terb rrsn' (3) t mr~yi-y at e-te sh n-'m-w n Rr^ R^te-to kb m-w a Hpui^s 
s Ssn v!rb Pt^lmys p Swtr n P-sy at nptSN 'rm Pr-rr Pttvlaiys p atr nt pr (4) at V 
mi-njr t a Gyttfs s Tsites n mrb Pr-r/ Pfto/m’^ Vm Qlicptr' t am i t fy dmo m-bk 
irsn* t mr-m ni n P^sy 

dd grg hyt'‘t bk Wpwy (5) Te^f~hrp s P-te-» i Wpwy-'ts s P-/e-* sa$ 2 mtvd-te Ta-b' 
nwf rn s^htad ’ey’ ta Wptcy-vsmvt't-s Ta-tesr 

St tnte~t r-n t^-n rj a-hr-t tra s^t'i~t (6) tm fy sfit-iv i-t tm rkf hd-t tm ty fhr rm nb n 
p t' mte^n k-t-t n p ss n mr qt hrhr nt e*’r-t V-/ n pe~t ry ni n snt*'t hnr pe-f *nA 
nt V n-frs (7) knr ne-f fcr^-w nt pe-f qty hn^ ni nb nt ty a r-f nt n t *we*t rs *mnt n tme 
P-kyr n Sytot n byn-w n pe-t ry nt kry finr nt nb nt ty a-r-f rs p try Pr-ft (8) mte-t pr 
wr-f mht n tvrhto np ry Miry s Pa^-'am ybt n ivrk tit n Pa-hy p rhty 'mnt n fork to n 
P-te-'s s Fa-hyp rhty tmi n n hyn iB n (g) pe-t fy nt kry hnr ntnbntty a-r-f a te~n n-t 
p fy nt kry hnr ntnbnt ^ a‘r-f n t Sb t n n arA'W nt hasy n snVt ni n i'vm mht n P-ifyr 
n Sytot nt e jse-f hn vf^ (10) sh n p sh n tm sht a 'r-t n-n a-r-w a-te-t n-n A t 11(f) hr p 
fy nt hry ^nr nt nb nt ty ar-f e-n mty aps 2 aty n-t p ry nt kry hnf ntnbntty ar-f 
n t ib-i n ne-t urkm (11) nt hwy nsnt i h't nt e tch-t ty~st n-n e-n sht-t-t ge mte-n ty 

t-t n pe-t fy nt kry nt e ty-st n-t n t ib-t a pe~t ry'^ hd n p kto a^kry R 4t 
(iz) e-n ty n-t ht 300 te-f pi t ht 150 a ht 300 fn n hmt . ,, . . . . 24 a 2 a mr hte Im 
hw 10 n p 'bt rn-f a e-t m-s-n a ty my-n a-hr-t rn n ktr H-mn e-n 'r n-t (13) p st nt hry 
a tm sktt-t n pry hnr pe-f 'nh hnr nt nb nt ty ar-f a e-n m-$-t n phpn pstn tm sift 
a^'r-i n-n t't w «?rA «r a ie-t n-n n i Ibd n n nt tc/j-w (14) ty-st n-t kry n t-sp 6 3-pr ss 
12 n Pr-rf Ptwlmys nt rnk dt a ty 'r-t n-n pe-f hpn ssnb 

sk 'Y-m-hip s P-sy{?) ni st Symt 'rm ne-f mr-w m n lefbm Wptey n nfr-w snm (15) n 
n/r('Hf) wmA(‘ttf) n nirm mr-yt ut n B/r{ w) nt pr 

Witness-iist: 
I. Hr-'w sy P*-kr 6. P-ir-wb's-t sy P'-_ 
z. Hr^P-te-^s 7. P-te-mn-'py P-fr- ,.,. 
3. Hr-bh 'Y-m-htp(?} 8. P-tcr-tytv Wptoy-'w 
4. Dd-hr sy P-ir-'s 9. P-te-'mn-*py sy Ns-hr 
5. Nht-hr sy *Y-m-btp 10. P-te-hr-p-krt sy P*-'mn 

* Appsircntly not P^h^n^s.i, cf. no. 4. 
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11. P-te-iosr sy Gm-is-krp P-te-br-p-krt sy Ns-kr 

12. ^Np-*ie sy P-te-^mn-py 15. Hr sy P-te-'U!pv}y{?) 
13. P-te-icsr^ sy Twt 16, P-i£-y-M~htp sy Qrqs 

Translation 

(Superscript letters refer to the notes) 

Year 6 Phamenoth day 12 of Pharaoh Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy and Cleopatra the 
gods Epiphaneis Eucharistoi; the priest of Alexander and the gods Soteres® and the 
gods Phikdelphoi and the gods Euergetai and the gods Philopatores and the gods 
EpiphaneJs and the gods Philometores,* (and) the Athlophoros before Berenice Eur- 
getes, (and) the Canephoros before Arsinoe Philadelphos, (and) the priestess of Arsinoe 
Philopator, (being) as they are written at Alexandria until their names arc sent;® 
Hippalos son of Sos being priest of Ptolemy the Soter at Psoi which is in the Thebais, 

and of Pharaoh Ptolemy the god Epiphanes Eucharistos; Kineas son of Dositheos being 
priest of Pharaoh Ptolemy and Cleopatra the Mother; (and) the Canephoros before 
Arsinoe Philadelphos who is at Psoi. 

Said the bird-snarer* and sert'ant of Wepwoi,Tefhape son of Peteese, and Wepweieu 
son of Peteese, two persons, their mother being Taba, with one accord, to the woman 
Ewe daughter of Wepweteu, her mother being Taosiri:— 

It is owing to you from us (and) we promise you' not to hinder you nor to cause you 
to be hindered, nor to stand in your way nor to cause any man of ours to stand in your 

way, on the day on which you wish to build or demolish your house, the founda¬ 
tions of which are laid/ together with its court which is to the south of it^ and its 
waste-plots which are around it and everything which belongs to it, which is in the 
south-western district of the village of P-hyr in Asjmt,* The boundaries of your house 
aforesaid and everything which belongs to it (are) 

south the street of Pharaoh, on to which you may go outi* 

north the waste-plots of the house of Matrai son of Pamun: 
east the waste-plots of Pahv the fuileri'' 

west the waste-plots of Peteese son of Pahy the fuller; 

completion of the boundaries of your house aforesaid and everything belonging to it. 
Wc have given* to you the house aforesaid and everything which belongs to it in ex¬ 

change for the waste-plots, the foundations of which are laid,^ which are in the northern 
district of P-hyr in Asy ut, the boundaries of which are written in the deed-of-not-hinder- 

ing which you made for us concerning them, which* you have already given to us for the 

house aforesaid and everything belonging to it ; we being agTeed," the two of us, to give 
to you the house aforesaid together with everything which belongs to it in exchange for 
your waste-plots, the foundations of which are laid already," which you have given to us. 

If we hinder you or cause you to be hindered in respect of your house aforesaid, 
which we have given to you already in exchange for your house,* from today hence¬ 

forward for ever, we will give you money, 300 {deben), the half of which is money, 150 

(deben), that is money. 300 {deben) a^in, in copper at the rate of 24 (obols) to 2 {kitey 
• Of possibly/’-H-’i.r. 
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within ten days in the month in question. You still have a clainn upon us to make us 

withdraw compulsorily, without delay, we having made the above deed not to hinder 
you in respect of your house and its courts and everything which belongs to it. 

We have a claim upon you in respect of the rights (conferred by) the deed-oLnot- 
hindering p which you have already made for us concerning the waste-plots which you 
gave to us in exchange for that which vve have given to you above, on day of Phame- 

noth, year 6 of Pharaoh Ptolenny who lives for ever, so as to make you carry out for us 
the rights (conferred by) it at any time. 

Written by Imhotpe son of Psi,^ who wvrites in Asyut and its suburbs in the name of 
the priests of Wepwoi and the gods Philadelphoi and the gods Euergetai and the gods 
Philopatores and the gods Epiphaneis. 

Notes 
(fl) The Sole res must be intended here, but the writing can represent nei ther ni u/iiw nor nt Ig hb. 

I'he writing of n ntr-w appears to be the longer form which this scribe employ in it ntr-w n 

nir^ and n rttr-w mr te-tc mto t, but not in n fitrw mnlj^ or n fiir^ nt pr. If this is so* 
only five $trokes are left to represent *Spteres\ Thompson had already suggested a defective writing 
of Su^tr^ and Erichsen would read the group interpreting the first stroke as the sign of the 
cartouche. This seems the best readings though it must be admitted that vve know of no other instance 

in Ptolemaic demotic documents of occurring at this point in the protocol, and that the name 
is perfectly correctly WTitten in line 3, w^here it is in place. The Sotcrcs appear sporadically in the 
title of the priest of Alesander and the Ptolemies in demotic protocols of the later years of Philo- 

pator and the earlier years of Epiphancsd but not in any document from the reign of Philomctor 
earlier than the present one; later documents of his reign generally include them.^ It is possible 
that at the time of the change in protocol referred to in the next note the attention of the scribes was 
drawm to the omission of the SotcreSj and they were instructed to include them, ^Phe writing here 
might then perhaps be the attempt of a scribe to fulfil these instructions without knowing cither 
of the usual demotic translations of 'Soteres*. 

(A) I'his is the earliest occurrence of the gods Phiiometores in the title of this priest in a demotic 
documentp and proves that Philomctor w^as married by April 15^ 175 B.C. In Berlin 3112^ dated 
February 175 B.C., and Louvre 3440 (Revlllout, Chrest. dem. 375), dated a day latcr^ the singular 
form Philometor is used. Even allowing for a time lag before the news reached Upper Egypt, the 
marriage cannot have taken place long before February zz. It may be useful to note that Philo¬ 

metor'$ mother, Cleopatra L must have been dead by September 14^ 176 0.C., since B.M, loyab 
(unpublished) of that date has the same formuLi as Berlin 31114-3141 of November t8, 176 ox., 
quoted by Bell and Skeat in jfEA ai, 263 n. 2 as giving the latest possible date for her death. Thus 

at least five months elapsed between Cleopatra Ps death and the marriage; this would appear to leave 
ample time for the obsequies of Cleopatra 1 and the preparations for the marriage ceremony. 

(r) Cf, B.M, 10593/^ Pr-ft hb^ translated by Thompson 'until Pharaoh appoints {them}( ?)\ 
In a note he suggests that the eponym priests may have been nominated in Mesore or the epagomeual 
daySj but that the news may not have reached Upper Egypt until some time later. In the case of 
B.M. 10593, dated Khoiak 17, the delay will have been at least 77 day’s; in the case of B.M. i05S9, 

over si.x months. Causes other than mere diktoriness may have been at work. 

^ E-g. Philopator, year 8 (B.M^ 10377); year £ a (Berlin 3075): year l4(ilauswa!dt 14); year 15 {B.M. 10393). 
Epiphunes, year z (Leyden 373, b. c-; Cairo 30660, 3*700); year 5 (New York Hisi. Soo. 373); year 9 (Rosetta). 
In the later years of the reign the Sotcres are apporently omitted. 

* E.g. Philomctor, year 7 (BM. 1*5^3)^ {B.M. 10513), 
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(tf) owe the Tending of this tltloj hitherto unattested, to Erichscn, who would translate "he 
who prepares bi^d-sna^cs^ For this writing of gr^, sec Erich^en^ Glossary 5S6^ and for Ajif ibid, 270 ; 
the latter word does not appear to be spelt with h elsewhere, 

(^) Lit. "the)' are yours at our hand, we declare to you^; te-n ri must be Present I, though it is 

more normal for st to be followed by an infinitivej see GlanviUcj CatalQgue^ ij 17 n+ Cp 
23 n* b, 48 nn. f and 

(/) The phrase nt l^y n snt t is found elsewhere as a description of houses and, as Spicgelbcrg 
has seen (Ree, trav. 33, 177) must correspond to Coptic ^i-citTe "to lay foundations" (Crum 

346a). The phrase is clearly parallel to such phrases as nt qt hbs ^which is (completely) built and 
roofed’p nt Mjr ^vh^ch is ruined", regularly used in these documents to describe the state of houses; 
and might well therefore mean no more than "which h well-founded". But in lines 9 and 11 the phrase 
is applied to A u*rh was a piece of untillcd ground, often but by no means ahvays attached to a 
house, which was not built on but was used for domestic and general purposes (e.g. dumping rubbish, 
storing pots or implements^ tethering goats, &c.). No such plot had 'foundations" in the modern 
sense, though we have retained the word in translation. But neither did the Egyptian mud-brick 
town house have extensive foundations; generally the ground seems simply to have been dug over 
and lev elled, and a floor of mud-bricks or mud plaster laid upon it, the linca of the vvalls being marked 
at the must by shallow trenches* Even a would require digging over and levelling from time 
to time if it was to retain ita usefulness^ and perhaps a mud-floor might be laid on occasion. Since the 
root meaning of htvy is ^tn beat' (WTs. iii, 46), it is possible that the basic meaning of the phrase 
is something like "to beat a level foundation", more particularly a$ hieroglyphic often seems 
simply to mean 'ground', ^floor' (IVb. iv, 179, 11, 12). (The alternative translation "which is razed 
to the ground' seems to be ruled out by the Coptic c^-idence,) At all events, nt Imy sntt should have 

the same meaning in both cases; If we arc correct, it implies that both properties were no more 
than building plots, levelled off in preparation for future development, 

(^) Lit* "w hich makes for it the south". 

(A) See Thompson, Swf, zS, n. 142. 

See Thompson, S(ui^ Vocab. no. 112 for other instances. 

(j) Thompson read compare Greek /Jaijv (Preisigke, N^iTn^buckj 255a); cf. also Siutf 
\oc3b. no* 405; Sethe, Biirgs. 12S1 5; Berlin 3080, B. 1; 3114, 3; 3140, 4. Nims kindly informs us 
that he considers that the name should be read Greek /Zarous, in every case* 

(A) It is clear from the following object p nt kry that a te-n cannot be a relative form. Nims 
suggests that a here has no s^mtactical function, but is simply a mark indicating the beginning of 
a new section, cf. Thompson, 5imI, pi. g, 13. iS. 24; pi* 10, 2, Erichsen w^ouJd prefer to see here the 
precursor of Boh. ^ik?lcu>TJLt, which is on occasion used to throw the emphasis on the adverbial 
extension (sec Polotsky, JStud^ de syntaxe cop/f, 48-49); translate then "to you we have given". 
The 5tm-f here, as regularly in demotic legal documents, should indicate an action just concluded. 

(/) Q-te-t can hardly introduce a main clause here, since it has no direct object, and the substance 

of what follow's is repeated in the clause beginning e-n tnu below. It must therefore be taken os a 
relative form, the antecedent of which may be cither tcrA-ftr or sh n im sht* comparison with lincis 11 

and t3 shows that the former was intended. The reading fl(?} hr seems inevitable, but the n defies 
explanation. The meaning "in return for' required for in this clause is unusual, but Thompson 

in his manuscript dictionary quotes n sh-t hr p shn "in exchange for the lease" from Turin, Der el- 
Medinah 28, 4 (unpublished); cf, also ty 2 hr rcr "give two for one" (Spiegelberg, D^motka, li, 50). 

(m) Grammatically^ e-n mU can only be circumstantial, and therefore carries on the perfect tense 
of t€-n n-tx but bearing m mind the implication of present state in te~n n-t (see n, A), the translation 
offered seems justifiable. 

(u) h*t does not occur wath the phrase ill w srti^t in lines 6 or 9p snd seems to give vei^' poor 
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sense. Perhaps it really belongs after nl e tpA-l ty-st n-n 'which you gave to us (earlier)’, cf. the similar 

phrase later in line 11; the scribe may first have missed these words out and written ft-t after int-t, 
then realized his error and added them, without however correcting the position of h-L 

(o) ry 'house' must here be an error for tork-w 'waste plots'. 

(p) For the reading and meaning of this expression, see now* Lichthclm, Demotic Onraca froia 
AfeJinet Hahu, 1—5; jdso Erichsen and Nims in Acta Or. 2.3, 132^3, 

(j) Read by Thompson but the form of the sign read Tlm't is unconvincing, and no 
other names compounded with Thoth occur in the Asytif Archive. For our very tentative reading, 
cf. Erichsen, C?/<»rar, 403; if correct, the name means 'The Son* and must refer to Homs. But it is 
unattested elsewhere. 

Commentary 

B.M. 105S9 is an undertaking by Tefhape and Wepweteu, sons of Peteese, to the 
'woman Ewe, daughter of Wepweteu, not to hinder her from building operations on 

a house and court in P^hyr, a village of Asyut. The woman Ewe is well known from 
the Asyut Archive. She was the second wife of Petetum, and mother of Tefhape, the 
defendant in the great suit concerning the division of Petetum’s property' hetw'een the 

children of his two marriages. The house concerned in B,M. 10589, however, formed 
no part of the disputed inheritance, since it 'was Ewe’s own personal property'. It is 
possible that Wepweteu son of Peteese w'as the same man as Wepweteu, the father of 

Ewe; if so, Ew'e exchanged property* with her father and uncle. But the relationship 
is not mentioned in the document, as one might have expected it to be, and Wepweteu 

must have been a very common name at Asyut, where Wepwoi w'as the local god. 
The undertaking is introduced by the phrase st tijie-t f-n ‘it is owing to you from us’. 

This phrase and its variants are regularly used to introduce written undertakings to 
fulfil obligations of a specific nature; for instance, to pay rent,’ to repay a loan,^ to pay 

embalming costs,^ to produce a person at a specified time,** to observe a neighbour’s 

rights when building,^ not to bring a suit against someone.* Specific undertakings not to 

hinder building operations or repairs are not known to us from elsewhere; but a clause 
to the same effect, phrased very similarly to B.M. 105S9, occurs in some sfi wy ’deeds 

of renunciation of claim’.^ The undertakings cited above are always reinforced by a 
penalty clause, and B.M. 10589 follows the rule in this respect. But in another way it 
appears to be unique. In lines 9-10 Tefhape and Wepweteu say: ‘We have given to you 

the house aforesaid and everj'thing w'hich belongs to it, in exchange for the waste-plots 
. , , the boundaries of which are written in the decd-of-not-hindering which you 

made for us concerning them’; and in lines 13-14 they say: ‘We have a claim upon you 

in respect of the rights (conferred by) the deed-of-not-hindering which you have 
already made for us concerning the waste-plots 'which you gave us in exchange for that 
which we have given to you above, on day la of Phamenoth year 6 of Pharaoh Ptolemy 

^ BQirss. It lo; 4^ 6; see p, 14. 

^ Fsyyum Wp line (uTipublishcd), in pcKSses&inn of the Griffith Institute. 
J B.M. 10561 (unpublished). * Biirgi. 7, 6. 
^ BrM, 1050D and 10524 in Gbnville^ 21 > 46. 
* SirapbuTg 18 (x.s. 24); see Bi^rgs. 24, 
^ BrM. 1075O1 A ^^(JEA 44, ^2-93); i*.Mioh.4526 B.M. io774i 10 (to ht published by Kims); Leiden 

37S, 5“6 {AjfSL 57p 247): C^ro 31234^ 19-20. We we the last two referenees 10 Ni™. 

B 7bT0 I 
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who lives for ever.’ This is the date which stands at the head of B.M. 105SQ itself. On 
that daVp therefore. Ewe first gave a deed-of-not-hindering to Tefhape and Wepweteu 

concerning the propertj' she had given to them, then they gave to her B.M. i0589> 
which concerns the property they had given to her. It is clear, having rega^ to the 

opening words of the contract, that B.M. 105^9 ® ‘deed-of-not-hindering, and 
that the two documents exchanged were worded in precisely the same manner, with 
the names of the parties and the properties reversed. There was thus an exchange of 
undertakings not to interfere with each other’s building operations; and it is this which 

is unique. Although the documents were drawn up on the same day. Ewe s document 
is stated to have been made («) h‘t ‘first’ or ‘already’. This signifies that, in law, Ewes 
agreement came into force before Tefhape and Wepweteu’s, though in practice they 
were probably written at the same time; this fact carries with it the inference that Ewe 

was the one who originally applied for the agreement to be drawn up. 
In what circumstances were these complementary undertakings drawn up? One 

possibility that might suggest itseh is that, some time after exchanging properties, the 
parties fell out wnth one another over proposed alterations, and had recourse to a court 

of law, where they were ordered to draw up documents guaranteeing each other s rights. 
But though it was the regular practice of the Egyptian courts to enforce their verdicts 
by calling upon the loser in a suit to draw up a written guarantee, we know of no instance 
where the successful party was also required to guarantee the loser’s rights. And it 
would be very remarkable, had the exchange of property really taken place at an earlier 

date than that of tlic agreement not to hinder building operations, that neither the date 
of the earlier transaction nor the documents giving legal effect to it should be referred 

to in B.M. 10589; for the demotic scribes were normally most careful to refer to these 
particulars. All that is in fact said in B.M. 105S9 about the exchange of properties is 

that it took place ^n) A'td As shown above, this phrase does not necessarily imply that 

the exchange took place at an earlier date, but merely that, in law, the exchange must 
have been prior to the agreement not to hinder each other. Thus, on the analogy of the 

use of (n) h-i in line 13, there is some reason to suspect that the exchange of property' 

and the drawing up of the agreement not to hinder building operations actually took 
place on the same day. This suspicion becomes virtual certainty when we re-examine 

the passages quoted above,^ For the sentence ‘We have given to you the house ... in 

exchange for the waste-plots,. we being agreed the two of us, to give you the house 

aforesaid... in exchange for your plots..which you have already given to us,’^ must 

surely be the actual legal record of the conveyance of the house to Ewe;-* while in the 

passage quoted from lines 13-14, the construction is so loose that it is by no means 
clear whether it is the drawing up of the deed-of-not-hindering or the conveyance of the 

property that is stated to have taken place on the i3th of Phamenoth of year 6—a state 

of affairs surely intolerable in a legal document, unless both had in fact taken place on 

that day. 
If these deductions are correct, then B.M. 10589 and its companion document, in 

' In lin« 10. aflJ twice itt line ti (see n, n), * See lines 9-10. 
• Sm n. «. * See further nn, I and 
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addition to their formal character as undertakings not to hinder building operations, 
made explicit In their opening words and in the description ‘deed-of-not-hindering’, 
also constituted the actual legal instruments by which the properties were conveyed. 

In demotic law, conveyances of property w’ere normally effected by means of the 
sk £tbe kt 'deed of sale’ and the sh wy ‘deed of cession’, used in combination.’ In such 
documents the fact of conveyance is given pride of place. The sh wy may even include 

a clause prescribing penalties against anyone interfering with building operations on 
the property in question.* In B.M. 10589, however, the conveyance is made subordinate 

to the agreement not to hinder. This subordination of a conveyance, though it may 
represent a shift of emphasis rather than a change of substance,^ appears to he unique 
in demotic law. 

A possible reason why the parties in the present case chose to emphasize the guarantee 

against future interference with building operations rather than the actual conveyance 

emerges, if we have correctly interpreted the phrase nt hwy sni-t^ applied to both proper¬ 
ties, as meaning that they w'ere in fact simply building plots ready for future develop¬ 
ment,'* The sort of trouble that might occur with undeveloped property is illustrated 
for us by three cases cited in the demotic 'Legal Code’ from HermopoUs West.® In the 
first, a man is convicted of having unjustifiably interfered with another man's building 
operations, and is made to pay damages. In the second, a man interferes allegedly on 
behalf of a third party, w'hom he is bound over to produce within thirty days or suffer 
punishment. In the third, a man illegally sends a mason to build a house on a site, the 
ownership of which is disputed ; the mason, on failing to respond to a request to stop 

work, is brought before the court, and punished with fifty lashes, unless he is prepared 
to swear that no request to stop work was made to him. Similar interference with 

building is the subject of a complaint preserved in a Louvre papyrus,* and may have 
been common. If then their property was undei^Ioped, it may well have been the main 
concern of the parties to B.M. 105S9 to prevent such interference in the future; and 
this may explain the unusual form in which the conveyance was drawn up.^ 

^ More Accurately renderctl *deed of $pccSc paymtnl' and *dccd of renunciatJon of (" Abstandsekrift^). 
Wc presume that an exchange would have been Treated for doctuneniaiidn purpose as a bilateral con^'cj’anMp 
but we have failed to discover a parsJkl instance of an exchange of real esiate. An exchange of cows in the 
35th year of Danua is recorded in a single document at Turin {sec HevjUoutp Notu^s dw papyrm 
arehikquts, 435, and Griffith, Ryiandi, m, 3tp no. 63,) 

^ For referencesp see p. jfip n. 7. 
* The name jA n fm iht ^deed-of-not-hindeting" given to the document does not imply that thia is its whole 

purpose^ but merely attracts attefiiioEi to that aspect of the transaction which was felt to be most likely to lead 
to future litigition. Professor Bidney Bmith has drawn our attention to an interesting parallel in cuneifottn law^ 
m w^hich there ia a type of legal document called jftrppi la rapami "tablet of not making a pica’; this name does 
not necessarily characterize the whole content of the documentp but only that aspect of ii required if legal 
proceedings arose later^ 

* Sec n. /. 
» G. Mattim, BaU* df rinstitul 23, 303-4- These may be hypothetical cases, hut their inclusion in 

the 'Code' surely argues that the courts were occasionitlly faced with this type of casCh 
* Louvre 2437+2434: see Erichsen, ll. t, 101. 
^ Prof. Nims tells us that, so far as he is aware, there appears 10 be no fecting in villages in Upper Egypt 

today that waste ground is in any sense private pTOpertVj and no notice is taken of mere trespass; it [$ only when 
someone begins to use it for some specific purpose that there rnay be dispute. In other woxdsp private property 
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B.M. 106011 Transliteration 
(i) Tict P-te/tm p ni dd 
(z) Te~f-h<‘p P-te~tm U*y mA 

(3) P -^7 
(4) mn mt e-y fS m~t~k 

(5) ^ h P ^7 
(6) ij fn s/f ‘ ^ 

Translation 

Tupt son of Petetum sa>-s to Tefhape son of Peteium: I am paid your portion of the 

seventeen artabas of wheat. I have no claim against you in respect of it, (namely) your 
portion, (being) the third part of the seventeen (artabas), (its half is) eight and half, 

(that is) seventeen again. Written . . . day 21.’ 

Commentary 

The brothers Tuot and Tefhape arc well known from the other documents of the 

Archive. Tuot, son of Petetum by his first wife, Tshenese, inherited ^vo-th^^ds of all 

his father’s property, while Tefhape, son of Petetum by his second wife, Ew e, inherited 
one third. In the great lawsuit of year 12 of Phibmetor, Chratianch, wife of Tuot, 

claimed that the whole inheritance belonged by right to Tuot, since Petetum had made 

a deed endowing his first wife and her children with the xvhole of his property in year 21 

of Epiphanes, But Tuot had later assented to a deed by which his father Petetum en- 

dow'ed his second wife and her children with one-third of his property, and four years 
before the great trial he had been compelled by the strategos to make out a deed of 

apportionment of one-third of the inheritance to Tefhape, to which Chratlanch had 

assented. When therefore Chratianch presented her pleas in year 12, the judges very 

properly endorsed the Judgement of the strategos, and found for Tefhape. 
The present document is a receipt given by Tuot to Tefhape for the third part of 17 

artabas of wheat, presumably an amount payable by them as joint owners of the land, 

either as rent or tax. It should belong in all probability to the years between the two 
trials, when Tuot and Tefhape were farming the land in uneasy co-operation; perhaps 
year 9, when they worked the land together, is a slightly more likely choice than year 10, 

when they leased it jointly to Agj'los.^ The document is further proof that Tuot, how¬ 

ever unwillingly, recognized his half-brother’s rights, and that Chratianch's case w^ 

untenable. 

rights seem W ht thought of m rights to uiufnirt rather than rights of ownership in our sense. Possibly* he 
thinkB^ B Eimilar feeling may have obtained in Ancient Egyptp i^^herc aJl land tn theory bclongied to Pharaoh; 
if so, this might have led to undeveloped propifrty being treated kgally In a slightly different fashion from other 
real estate in certain case*. On the other handp he has also suggested that the form of indireot convryance 
exemplified by B.M. 10589 may perhai?* have avoided the tax genendly levied on documenta record¬ 
ing property tmnsactionap and have 1>ecn adopted at least, in panp for this leaaon. 

* The reading svs 2i i$ certain; what is wriittcn before it should therefore be part of the dale, but appears 
to defy thia interpretation. Possibly the unread p^oup contains the scribe's namcp but we can suggest no satis- 
factor)^ reading. 

Thompson, Sttit, pp. 18-19, 
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SALE OF INHERITED PROPERTY IN THE FIRST 
CENTURY B.a (P. BRIT, MUS. 1007 s, EX SALT COLL. 

NO. 418) 

By E. A, E. JELfNXOVA 

{Continuid jfrojw 

Trans tation 

(a) D&te 

(1) Year j8j ^nd day of Khoiak^^*^ of King Ptolemy,^* the god PhlLopator Philadelphos^^^ and 
xl'it priesu of the Kings^^^ who sire appointed (to the priesthood) In Alc?^iidria+^*’ 

(A) Coniractjng parti^^ 

Hath declared the merchantp*^^ rcaident^^^ in the Annbicion^^^ which is subject to'®^ the (Greek) 
authc)ritje&***^3' of Memphis, Nekhtncbcf,, son of with the Tncrchant^*^^ Harmakhis/*3i tlie 

Elder, son of Hor-ifp with HannakhiSp the Younger, son of Hor-a^p with the lady Tsheren-Har- 
makhiSj'i^^*^ daughter of I^or-I'fp 

(2) the (last) three persons being the younger brother? and sister of Nckhtncbef afotesaidp being 

four persons declaring togetherp**^* their mother being Nekhtaus/^*^ to the Udy Esm:ii$, daughter of 
Petencfertum,<^<^^ who is called Arles^^^^* her mother being TeUerow%^^^^ 

(f) Main part of tfw coniratt 
(§ 1} Thou hast caused our hearts to agree to the (amount of) money for our house*^*^ which had 

been built and which is roofed over and which is completed by door (and) window^^*^ the dimensions 
of Avhich make i8 divine cubits from south to north by ] divine cubits from w^est to 
east (3)^ and (for) our rtijll,*^^) storebouscs^*^ w^hieh had been built at the door of it, which are 

its northp which are within the Anubieion,^^^ oil the south side of the dromos^”^ of^^®^ Anubls-^^^ 

Chief-of-his-Mountain,^^^ the great god, (properties) w^hich (come) from all that fell to ustnJ g* g 
(hereditary) shared** in the name of the lady Nakhtaus. daughter of Petemuthis, her mother being 
EsoeriSp our mother, the sister of thy mother. 

(§ 2) Their boundaries being: 
South: the house of the lady [,*.***.**** -]^ (?)^^* which (4) in the holding of Teos. 

son of Harsiphre, and w^hich is in the holding of the children^^*^ of his children 
North: the dromos of Annbis^^®*-Chief-of-his-Mountainp the great god. 
West: the house of ^Ankh-ljapit w hich was in the holding of the lady Ta-Merwett^®^^ his daughteri 

and which is in the holding of the children of her children^ 
East: the house of [ + ^ ^ ^* J-ehCp^^^^ which is in the holding of another person; the street being 

between them; 
being the total (of the neighbours). 

(§3) Thine is the house, the mill, the storehouses [aforesaid (?}, of which the]^^^^ dimensions 

and the boundaries are mentioned [above according to that] which is written above. We have no (5) 
claimf*^* on earth upon thee in their nameSt from this day for ever. Whosoever shall come (to have 

claim) upon thee on account of them, we w ill cause him to rcnQunce^+»^ claim upon thee. We will 
make them (i.e. the properties) clear for thee from every contract, every deed, every claim on earth. 
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Thine is every cputract which has been made concerning them^ with e^^ery contract w^hich has 
been made to us concerning them, with every contract {and) every document to which we are entitled 
in their names^ 

Thine they arc with their legal rights. 

[Thine] is that to which we are entitled in their names. 
The oath (or) the giving of proof (6) which shall be required of thee in order that we observe^*** it 

[for thee] in their names, we will observe it, 

(§ 4) The merchant^ resident in the community aforesaid, tlor-a^ son of Petoserapis,^*^^ his 

mother being Tamuthis^ the father of the four persons^^^^ aforesaid, declares:— 
Observe every provision aforesaid. My heart has agreed to them. You have claim on me to 

do for thee according to ev^ery provision aforesaid. That which the four persons, my children afore- 
said^ will not do for thee, 1 will do for thee from [this day till the term aforesaid according to every 
provision aforesaid]. Thou hast [claim upon us, the (last)]^^^ five persons. (7) Thou hast cL^m upon 
the one thou wishest among us* being the (last) five persons, in order to do for thee the legal rights 
of the contract aforesaid. If thou shouldest wish to have claim upon us, being the (last) five per¬ 
sons, thou wilt^^* have (claim upon 

(d) Notary 
Written by Pakhc (?) son of IJar-khem.*^^^ 

(e) Greek registrar's docket 

As recorded in the .^nubleion. Year iS, Khoiak^ and day.^®^ 

(/) Signature of the udiness 

Written by IJor-a^ son of [Petoserjapis.^®* 

(^) Arcitivisfs remark 
Esoeris.^*®^ 

(h) Witnesses 
(1) Pctcmuthis son of ^ ] 

(2) Hor-a* son of Pete- [.. ] 
(3) [....lkhe(?)t..1 

{4) Pa- son of Phre< 
{5) 1:1 or son of Imhotep 
(6) Panofre son of ] 
(7) Tuot son of Tuot 

(8) Harmakhis son of Pa- [« . . ^ « « . . . ] 
(9) Tuot, the Elder 

(10) Mnevis son of Wer- [...,,.., ^ ] 
(11) [Pete]men (?)[.,.,.] son of Pete- [..*..] 
(12) Men (?) son of Pete- [**.**.. ] 

Commentary* 

(1) The same date is given by the Greek registrar's dgeket, cf. (e) above. This docu¬ 
ment confirms that in the fimt century b.c. the contracts must have been registered in 

* The following abbreviations art used in this article other than those a43tomify m this CCG lO 
reference to Spic^gelbcrg, Z?iV demoikehen Denkmater^ voL ii (-hTexie) and voL iii; CD = Crum, Coptic Die- 

tifmary ; DG = Spiegelberg, Die demAtisehe Grumirmtik; DU = Seidl, Die demotische Urkundeniehre; FAS - 
Thompson, A Famity AnJiivefrem Siut; GDT = Junker^ Gramntaiik der Denderok Texte; MDAIK = Millet^ 

tungen deuneken archaeotogachen Instituu Kako* PN = Ranke, Agypfhche Fermnennamm-, PT = Otto, 
Priester und Tempeti RyL « GrifBth, Catalogue 0/ the Demotic Papyri in the jekn Rytands Library^ 
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the grapheion oix the same day as they were drawn up. This contract, together with 

P.Leiden 380 (A) and P.Lciden 380 (B),* issued also in the year 18 ( = 64/63 b.c.) of 
AuleteSj adds 20 years to the ‘Chronicle of Ptolemaic Memphis’, which, previously 
established from Greek sources only, ended with the year 34 of Ptolemy Soter II 
( = 84/S3 B.cO, cf. Wilcken, UPZ i, p. 665. 

(2) Ptolemy; this instance shows an unusual spelling of the termination by -ytes which 
has been noted only in P.Louvre 1,3268,1. 1 and P.Louvre 3264 ter, 1. i,^ both of them 
dating from the year 8 of Auletes, The filiation of the king is not indicated in the dating 

clause of the Memphite contracts after year 41 of Ptolemy VII! Eoergetes II (= 130/ 

129 B.C,), see P.Leiden 373**’ This abbreviated formula must have been adopted 
for the dating clause by the Low'^r and Middle Egy^ptian notary offices during the yeans 

34-40 of Ptolemy VII! Euergetes II, since P.Cairo 30619,1. i (Tebtunis) of year 33 of 
Euergetes H ( = 13S,' 137 b.c.)* is, as far as our documentary evidence goes, the last to 
give the complete filiation of the king. 

iZ) mr-jfi: the identity of this Ptolemy with Neos Dionysos (Auletes) is 
supported mainly by P.Oxy, 2366 (ch P.Oxy. II, 139), issued in the same year as our 
document. The words py nir mr~it tnr-sn are to be considered as Auletes’s official style 
standardized by the three principal notary offices of Egypt in the recording of the dating 
clause from the year 13 of Auletes ( = ^/63 B.c.) onwards ; see P.BibL Nat. 224,1. 1; 

P.Bibh Nat. 225, 1. i P.lnnsbruck, I. r P.Cairo 30610;^ P.Louvre 2411;® P.I^uvre 
2464;* P.Leiden 3S0 (A+B);*^ P.Cairo 50149.^' 

(4) »f sLfi w « rtf Pr~rf'tc rit itti'U! sk n-im w n Rr-^dti the same w’ording is to be found 

in other Memphite contracts such as P.Leiden 374 (I); P.Leiden 374 P.B.M. 
01229;'^ P.Louvre I, 3268■ P.Louvre 3264 ter;'-* P.Btbl. Nat. 224; P.Bibl. Nat. 225; 

P.Innsbruck; P.Louvre 2411; P.Louvre 24641 P.Leiden 380(A);P.Leiden38o(B).‘s In 
the contracts from Tebtunis, howev'er, the title of the .\lexandcr priest was retained 

even in the shortened version of the dating clause, cf. P.Cairo 30625,** P.Cairo 30616 
and P.Cairo 30610.'* The holders of the priesthood are not specified in the legal 

documents from the first century B.c., cf. Gianville and Skeat, JEA 40, 57, n. 57 and 58, 

n. 58. The last documents to give the complete list of priesthoods are P.Vatican 22,'* 
P.New' York 374,“ and P.New York 375,^“ which, contrary to the prevailing opinion that 
the holders of the priesthood w'cre not specified later than 116/115 date from the 
year 9 of Cleopatra III and Ptolemy IX Soter II (sst 109/108 B.c,), In the documents 

* See Leemans, iifoiiujwewfm van htt Ntfdtrlandi. Mustum^ II, pJs. 20S-11 j Sethc, Mtirgsehaft- 
rfckUurktindfftt pp^ 745-6. 

^ See Eevjllouc; 3, pi. aS. ^ Sec Leenrums, opn dt. Xfp pi. 185, 
* See Spkgelber^j CCG tl, 33 ^ 66. * Quoted by Wildtcn^ UPZ 1, p. 610, 
* Spicgcibcrgp Rec. trav. 25, 4-6. Scehcp op. cit 737-4S+ 
^ Spicgelbetgk CCG^ it^ pi. 2q, TcxtCp 36—37. * See /g. 3^ pL 7* 
* Quoted by Wilcken^ UFZ r, p- 6m. See Leemani, op, cst,, pis. 103-11, 

^ ' Sec Spicgclbcii?, CCG 111| pi. 62^ p. 110. Leemans, op. dr. 193-+. 
” Unpublished. See Sp 91^ pi. 
** Sec Wikkenp UFZ it 6so; trav. 25H 4-6, Sethe^ op, dt. 7J7-+5; Spicfielbcrg, CCG tip pL iO; 

Rtv. /g. 3p pL Leemans, op. cit.p pis. aoS-ir. S« Spic^dbeitp CCG ii, 40, T^jr^Cp 77-78, 
See Spkgdbergp CCG ll. 25-26, Ti-xfe, 50-56. SceSpiegelbergp CCG 11, pi. 20. Ttxte, 36-37, 
See Ecv. 3p 25. Ibid. 27. ** Ibid. 26. « See CdB^ no, 25, 14^, 
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from Gebelen, although the shortened version of the dating clause appears there in the 
years 107-103 B.C., cf. P.Adler 6' and P.Adler 7,* the old type of this clause is still to be 

found in the years 93-92 B,c., cf. P.Adler 20* and P.Adler zt,* 
(5) sh: lit. ‘write’. The meaning ‘appoint’ someone to the priesthood, i.e. 'to write 

someone to a (function of) priest (aditnbere), suits here^ for a similar use of sh cf. 
Griffith, Ryl, 3, 3S8 and Crum, CD 3820. The earliest known occurrence of sh with this 
derivative meaning, which replaced the current jmn, ‘establish, institute’, is to be found 
in a contract from Asyut, P.B.M. 10573, from the year 25 of Ptolemy V Epiphanes. 
It is surprising that sh did not penetrate into the usage of the Upper Egyptian contracts, 
where snm is repeatedly to be found. However, sh appears to be firmly fixed in the 

shortened dating clause of the contracts from Memphis and the Fajyum. The instances 
provided by the Memphite documents arc quoted under n. (4); for the Fayyum see 
P.Cairo 30621,30615, 30616 30617 {a -b)^ 30620, 30626, 30625, 30627, 30630.* 

(6) holy', the reading hety was recently discussed by G. R, Hughes in 'Are there two 

demotic writings of Rb see MDAIK 14, 80-88. 
(7) Read rmi. The sign as written must have its ow n value and can in no way be attached 

to the preceding word. The same mode of writing is to be found in 1.4 in the expression 
he-rmt and in P.Cairo 30603,1.4 {end of the line), Rmt Pr-7np, an expression w hich is to 
be found only in the late Memphite documents, such as P.Vatican 22, 1, 13, P.New 
York 374, and P.New York 375; similarly rmt Pr-^Wsr in P.Cairo 30602,1.4 and P.Cairo 
30603,11. 4, 5.7 In this connexion it is worth quoting P.Innsbruck, 1. 9,® which enumer¬ 

ates the categories of people included under rmt Pr-7#j^. They were : vifb = priest, 
vm — pastophores, hwty = official (?), koty = merchant, wyr = peasant, glAri = 
kalasiris, tnm- rmt 7np ^ people (connected with the cult of) Anubis, 
sdtn-rs pf hb = servant of the Ibis, sdm-<'lpf bik = servant of the Falcon, n kmt-ntr 

(n 7np}) = official (?) of the temple (of Anubis) and the necropolis servants, such as the 
taricheutes and choach^tes. 

(8) Pr-7npp the Anubieion of the Greek records, cf. Wilcken, UPZ i, pp. 14-16. The 

location of this village has not been identified. Mariette’s view, cf. Serapeum, p. 10, 
adopted and developed by Wilcken, cf. op. dt. p. 14, cannot be confirmed by fresh 
archaeological data. Moreover, the history of this place is obscure before the Greek 

period. It would be reasonable to suppose that the A nubieion was a foundation of laterdate. 
The documents from the New Kingdom such as P.Harris, 51,1 ff.t® and P.Wilbour” 
say nothing about the existence of a Pr-7ap under the heading'Memphis’. Probably the 

foundation of the Anubieion is to be put in the Saitic period, A shght hint is offered by 

* See P.Aiiitr^ p. 80, ^ Ibid* 
* Ibid* p- * Sec Thoitjpstiii^ FAS p. 35- 

* Se* Spii^gelberg, CCG il; P.C, 30621 = pL 36, p, 74; P,C. 30615 = pi. 24* p. 47; P.C. 30616 ™ 
pi- iSp P- 50; I’ C. 30617 (41+6) = pi. *7, p, 56; P.C. 30620 = pi. 36, p, 71; P.c. 30636 =s pi, 39, p. 78; 
30625 ■* pL 40, p. 77: P.C, 30627 « pi, 40, p. 79: P.C. 30630 = pL 42, p. S3. 

^ Sw Spiegelbe^g, CCG 11, 3-5. » See Spiegetberg, Hr(. trav. 35, 4-6- Stthc. op. cii., 737-45. 
* Tbc evidence in native docixtncnts canceming the Anubieion is too extenajve to be discussed in detail here. 

The following remarks are confined to points not dealt with by Wilcken, UPZ i, pp. 14-16. 
« See Erlchsen, Papyrus HarrU, pp. 57 ff, " Gardiner, P.WUbow, 11, Comm. 125 ff. 
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two stelao found in Sa^arah; Louvro C loi from the year 50 of Psammetichus I* and 
also Florence 1639 (2507),» where we read of it n ’Inp 'Necropolis of Anubis'. We 
are inclined to establish a connexion between the settlement of the ser\'ants of that 
necropolis, which ntust have been later than the New fCingdom, and the Anubieion of 

the later date, since the Memphite legal documents show that the necropolis serv'ants 
formed the largest and, most probably, the chief class of the inhabitantsof the Anubieion 
throughout the whole of the Greek period. The only valuable items of evidence on the 
history of the Anubieion arc provided by the papyrological sources. The native legal 
documents give a solid base on which to reconstruct the most probable aspect of this 

village. We read in our text (cf. IL 3-4) about several private properties which were 
situated southwards from the dromos of Anubis, A similar description is to be found in 

P.Louvre 1* 4? P-Lou\Te 3264 ter, 1, 4; P. Leiden 378,1. 4; and P.innsbruck, 1. 4. 
1 hese also indicate that the western boundary of these houses was the enclosure wall of 

Temple of Anubis {p/ sbd « hwt-ntr tt ?«/*). Hence w'e picture the Anubieion as a 
conglomeration of houses which stood in the corner formed by the eastern enclosure 
wall of the temple and the southern side of the dromos. It is doubtful whether the 

Anubieion could be an independent administrative unity. The description given in our 
text (cf. n. 9) sets out clearly that the Anubieion must have been kept under the direct 

control of the roy^ administration of Memphis; see also Wilcken, UPZ 1, no. 7 and 
no, t22. However, in view of the very numerous legal documents issued there, the Anubi¬ 

eion must have played an important part in the legal affairs of the native inhabitants of 
the Memphite regions and was probably one of their chief religious centres. Further¬ 
more, Patican Z2 and P.New York 375 offer solid support for the view that the Anubi¬ 
eion must have been an important trading centre of the Delta, especially in the matter 
of the free purchase of corn. 

(9) nt hr m skn-w ti Mn-nfri lit. 'which is upon the functionaries (?) of Memphis’. 
This expression occurs frequently in the topographical indication provided by the late 

Memphite documents; see P.Vatican 22, 1. 13^ = P.New York 375^ = P.Louvre 

3268,1. 4,5 Pr-Inp nt hr m shti ta n Mn-nfr; P.Louvre 3268, h 6 = P.innsbruck, 1. 8,* 
pi dmy ti ewet n nt Wyna ^e nt hr nt shi zo n Afn-nfr ‘the village of the Disirict-of-the- 
Greeks which is hr nt shn te-^f Memphis’; P.Louvre 2411,1. 5, pt dmy n tt htst Mn-nfr 

nt hr nt i/uno?« !Mln-nfr ‘the village of the Necropolis of Memphis which is hr nt shn-wt 

of Memphis’; P.Louvre I, 3264, x + s, hm n Mn-nfr nt hr m shn w n Mn-n/r ‘the 
Necropolis of Memphis which is hr nt shvw of Memphis’; P.Leiden 380 (A), !. 4, pt 

dmy-Uy n pt hry-hb.nt krnt skn-w n Mn-nfr n tt htst Mn-nfr ‘the village (pro¬ 
viding) the income of the taricheutos which is hr nt shn-vs of Memphis, upon the 
Necropolis of Memphis’; P. Leiden 3S0 (B), 1. 6, tkny Wsr tit hr nt skn a? n Mn-nfr ‘the 
faubourg of Osiris which is hr nt shn'W of Memphis’; P.Cairo 30^2, IL 4. 5. 13 = 
P.Cairo 30603, II, 4. 5, I^-Wsr nt hr nt shn w n Mn-nfr ‘the Serapeum which is hr nr 

shn-w of Memphis’. Spicgelberg in his translation of P.Cairo 30602 and P.Cairo 30603^ 

■ Revill&ut, NQlKfSt 276 and M^langts dr 4.17+ 
^ SchJapirelU. MustQ archif^logiio di Firemt, p. 3.75, pi, 7. 
* Stc Rrv. 3, p- 6% n. 3. • Sm p. aj, n. 6. 
B7»ra jt 

^ S« p. 63* n. ig. 
^ Spicgelberg, C€0 Textr, 4-9. 
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misunderstood this expression and rendered ‘Serapeum welches auf der Necropolis 
von Memphis (liegt)’. Sethe in his translation of PAnnsbruck* suggested the interpreta¬ 

tion ‘auf den Administrationen von Memphis’. The basic meaning of hr, indicating 
position, is hardly possible here. The context suggests a possible derivative meaning of 
hr, used here as a technical idiom of the language of the legal documents. That hr can 

have a special idiomatic use is shown by its occurrence in the expression nt hr pt 
htp-ntr, lit, ‘which is on the estate of the temple’, already quoted by Sethe in fiurg- 

schaftrechisurkunden, p. 164, § 30, According to Sethe, the preposition hr aims at de¬ 
fining the relationship bet^veen private hereditary property, such as fields, houses on 
the one hand, and on the other hand the Temple, on which estate thU property was 

situated and to which it belonged in theory. The holder of such land could have usufruct 
of his holding and could keep its possession in his family. However, he was under the 
obligation of paying the due fees to the temple. We assume in the light of the examples 
gathered by Sethe that the preposition hr, indicating basically the idea ‘(being) upon’, 

can convey a definite technical sense which could correspond to the modern legal 
idiom *to be under jurisdiction or control of an authority’. There is a similarity between 
the use of Ar in the expression quoted above and the evidence of hr in our text. A village 
‘being upon the administration of the chief tow'n of the nome’ can only mean that this 

village is dependent on that administration, i.e. subject to its orders. The suggested 
interpretation seems to meet the situation as it w'as in hlemphis. We know from the 
Greek sources that the villages situated round Memphis were under the control of the 
royal administration of Memphis, especially with regard to financial matters, see UPZ 
I, no, 122, L 9. Hence, the sources quoted above show not an occasional occurrence of 
a special use of hr but rather the normal construction. These examples are noteworthy 
in the first place from the philological point of view; they indicate an extension of the 

usage of hr apparently first pointed out by JSethe. They also set out clearly the method 
of conveying a legal term for which the language w'as unable at that date to create a new 

and appropriate word. Moreover, these instances throw light on an interesting point 

regarding the organization of the Memphite nome in the late Ptolemaic Period. We have 
here a scries of localities which must apparently have been kept under the direct control 

of the authorities (w shn'w) of Memphis. This method of indicating the administrative 
relationship is to be considered as peculiar to the late Memphite documents. It can 
hardly be a simple alternative for the common expression n pi tS ?t Mu-nfr ' In the nome 

of Memphis’, which never occurs in connexion with the place names quoted above. It 
is reasonable to suggest that this expression must have contained another legal idiom 
which aimed at marking the close connexion between two places such as the capital and 

the neighbouring communities. It has been noted that this expression is chiefly applied 
to the villages which had grown up near to the ancient cult places surrounding Mem¬ 

phis. These localities should be, from the administrative point of view, more closely 
attached to the capital than others in the same nome, at least as regards financial 
matters. This expression might well indicate only the villages on the hSms of the ancient 
Memphis which formed, with the centre of the tow'n, a single administrative unity— 

‘ S«he, op, tit, 73S. 
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the ‘City of Memphis’. The possible date of this organization is difficult to establish. 
The earliest evidence is provided by P.Cairo 30602 from 116/115 

(10) nt skn'Vi is used always in the plural in the expression quoted under (9), 
see above, p. 65, nf shn'W raises the question whether we have here only its abstract 
meaning (cf, Griffith, Hyl, 3, 387, administration, managers, sim, Sethe, B^g- 
schaftrechtsurkunden, p. 73®)j whether it indicates the whole body of adminis¬ 
trative functionaries of a definite centre. This title has had various interpretations. 
Spiegelberg^ considered that it indicated a financial official, taxation officials in general, 

corresponding to the Greek \oyevTai^ although the passage quoted by him in P.Erbach, 
11. 8-9 hints at a rather general meaning: wv ih-w n dmy nt sh'W n mf nt shn-w tit rmi-w nt 

hb n mdt Pr-ft ‘the scribes of villages, the scribes of districts, the shn-w, the men who are 
sent on the affairs of the State/ In P.dem. Wiss. Gesell. iS, 1. 5,^ the shn’W appear to be 
connected with the higher royal and judicial functionaries: nt shn'W wpe tigsU srtikws 
tphits pnr gy rmt nb n pt tf ni iib n mdt Pr-rt ‘the shn* judge,.. , strategos, 

epi states, and everyone who is sent on the affairs of the State’. Spiegel berg interpreted 

this series of titles as indicating ‘Kollegium der agyptischen und griechischen Richter, 
Laokriten- und Chrematistengericht’. The instances of shn, while associated with rmt 
ivi'f ir-shy, quoted in the ‘Regulations’ of the guilds in Tebtunis,^ give evidence also of 

a mere judicial aspect of the function exercised by the rAn-officials. Sethe* w as Inclined 
to regard the shi as some sort of magistral or police official, being in chaise of small as 

well as lai^e administrative units, sec P.Berlin 3080, 1. q, pi shn nt ry<tc n Nt 'the shn- 
official of the Theban districts'; P.Cairo 30753, I. 3, pt shn n it dnit Pwlmn ‘the shn- 
official of the district Pulmen’; P.Cairo 30659+31191,1, 4, pt shn mr n tt dnh « Ptaimn 

‘the r/iM-official of the place of the district Pqlmen*. Thompson’s views on the meaning 

of this title were somewhat different. In T/ie6. Ostr, 39, n. 7, he took the lA/j-official as 
the title of the collectors of rents or other dues belonging to the Temple. This view is 
supported by P.B.M. 10598/ 1. z, pt Ary .4 pt hm-ntr Thwt pt shn Pr-ft ‘the Excellency 

A, prophet of Thoth, and royal overseer’; Thompson thought that the shn was a royal 
O’Verscer of the Temples and equated him with the overseer of the Memphite Temples 

known from the ‘Serapeum papyri’, cf. Wilcken, UPZ i, 44; sim. a graffito from 
Gebel Shekh el-Haradi,® I, 3, pt shn n Min pt ntr ft pt shn n it rpit tt ntrt ftt ‘the 

sAn-official of Min, the great god, the rAn-official of Repit, the great goddess’. How'ever, 
the instance of jA« in P.B.M, 10591 ( = B), V, 1. 7,^ wh Ttvt it mkmk n A pt shn pvs smt 

B pt strkws 'Tuot had made the petition to the A, the overseer, and likewise to B, the 

strategos’, will be comparable to the instance quoted in P.dem, Wbs. Gesell, 18, cf. 
above and Thompson, op. cit, p. xt, n. 82, w'ho considered this official as probably 

having control of the In P.B.M. 10528,1. 2,'® the jAw-official appears as 
having control over the financial matters of the servants of the necropolis. This brief 

’ See Spiegelberj; CCG ii, 3-5. ^ See ZAS 42, 57. » Spie^lberg, Erbitreii, p. 50. 
^ may possibly apply to alJ the titles which foUow. 
^ See P+Caiio 30605, 1* 19 ( CCG ii, 55) md P-Cairo 3iiTi9> IL ao.ai ( ™ CCG [l, s$l). 
^ Sethe, op. cit. 106-S. ^ FAS^ p. and ibid, n, 82^ * ZAS 51, 68. 

^ FAS, pp. 6. 21. ** Glaovillc^ Cct- Bris. Mus. 1* pp, 15, 18 (^). 
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account of the occurrence of the title slitt in the legal documents indicates that it 

might cover se\''eral functions which fundamentally might have been different. The 
evidence shows at any rate that all these functions were of higher degree and connected 

with the royal administration. The rfin-official assumed judicial functions as well as 
super^'ision over the temples and their personnel. He appears also to be connected with 
any taxation procedure. Our provisional opinion is therefore that the title shn might 

mean the trustees of the Royal administration' equipped with wide executive powers 
mainly in the legal and financial affairs of the country'. The suggested interpretation 

would meet the situation at Memphis. It is reasonable to suppose that the people living 
in the villages surrounding Alemphis, as W'ell as the entire administration of these 
villages, were under the control of the Greek functionaries residing in Memphis. Under 

the term m shn-w of Memphis we imagine a body of officials entrusted by the royal 
administration with control over the cult-placcs, including the Necropolis, in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of Memphis. 

{ii) For the reading Nhiy-ab f, see Griffith, RyL 3,300, n. 4. The reading Wr is prob¬ 
able. The writing of the second part of the name is not clear and the reading wr or ft 
would be technically possible. However, in the subsequent occurrences of the name the 
group is simitar to that of the normal w'riting of ft. Moreover, the person mentioned 
here is the sante as the man mentioned later in the same line and in 1, 6 (i.e. the father 
of the A contracting party'), about the readbg of whose name there is no doubt. 

(12) jy cannot form part of the name. The same group is to be found in P.Bibt. Nat, 
224,1.2; P.Leiden 374 (l), II. 3-4; P.Leidcn 374 (11), 11, 3-5. In all these transactions a 

single contracting party consisted of several persons, but only the first person shows the 
title, and the names of the others are preceded by the same group as quoted above. It 

seems possible, therefore, that the scribe used an abbreviated group to avoid the repeti¬ 
tion of the title which occurs just before. The value of this group thus appears to be 
comparable to that of the classical mi-nn, see Griffith, Ryl. 3, 283, n. 3 and Erichsen, 
Gloss. 152. A similar case was quoted by Griffith, see RyL 3. 262, n. 2, in a contract of 
the time of Amasis.*^ In that example, P,Corp. Pap. Louvre^ no. 10, confirms that the 
second member of the contracting party bore the same title as the fir^t person. 

(^3) the same writing occurs in P.Leiden 374, U. 3.6; P.Vaticanaa, 1. 14; 
P.Bcrlin 3145,1. 1, It is possible to interpret this writing either a&Hr-m-iht ‘Horus is 
in the horbon’ or Hr-nty-hy ‘Horns is high’. P.Berlin 3145. I. i, where we meet the 

name of King Harmakhis, confirms that the examples quoted above are to be con¬ 
sidered as the late way of WTiting the name Hr-m-ifji, cf. Ranke, PN 247, no. 17. 

(14) -he- is the most likely reading and this enables us to restore as Tt-Mt-Hr-m-he. 
(i 5) r i 4 n uT rr: lit. ‘being four persons with one mouth’, a common formula defining 

judicial solidarity, cf. Sethe, Burgschaftrechtsurkundeitf p, 162. But here, as in P.Leiden 

379p 7 (Memphis), s appears instead of hi, not all members of the A contracting party 
bemg of the same sex, cf. Sethe, op. cit. p. 2S3. 

(t6) Nhtyw^s'. an alternative reading might be Nhty-he, but the manner in which the 
plural -iyte (cf. 1. 4) is written, su^ests the reading Nhty^^s, cf. Griffith, Ryl. 3, 452. 

» See Wb. IV, 217, 6, md 218, i. » ReviUout, Corpus Pap. Umre, no. 18. I. a. 
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(17) Pi-dJ-Nfr-Tm IS not a common name and occurs only in P.Berlin 3119,1. 4 and 
verso, 11. 2.9. The feminine form is found in P.Cairo 30602,1. 5, For the rather unusual 
way of writing /m, see Erichsen, Ghss. 630. 

{18) De instead of de^tut is frequent at thte period, 

(19) There can be no doubt of the reading which may possibly be the Egyptian 
rendering of the Greek name 'AptiSt cf. Preisigke, Namenbucfi, 46. 

(20) Ty-r-r'tc: this way of writing Ty- was pointed out by Griffith, RyL 3, 257, n. 4. 

(zi) p/y-n fy, most probably refers to the house itself, as the word <'y is used in the 
singular, cf. Glanville, Cat, B.M. 1, p. 6-7, n. {h). We find in P.Leiden 374 (I), h 5 and 

^ P.Leidcn 374 (II), L 6 that the merchant’s house held by the necropolis serv'ants is 
defined as ry^yy n Swty ‘endowed house of the merchant'; sim, in P.Leiden 380 (A), 

E 6 = P.Leiden 380 (B), l. 6, m fy-tc^yy n mty nt mte ps rnh nt hry n Pr~Inp ‘the en- 
dovred houses of the merchants which belong to the rent aforesaid, in the Anubieion'. 
The merchants' houses in the Anubieion seem to have been an endowed institution to 

which a special sort of fund was assigned. These funds could possibly derive from the 

com trade for which these houses were used according to P.Vatican 22, especially 
11. 16-17. It could be expected that in this particular transaction the houses and the 
adjacent property were mentioned only to indicate the source of the benefits, since this 
is the usual practice of all the settlements of the necropolis servants in which the 

foundations arc mentioned instead of the rent they provide. Hence the subject-matter 
of this transaction must have been only the sale of the benefits provided by this mer¬ 

chant’s estate, since the former owner was a woman; now the estate was held by four 
persons, one of them being a w'oman also. Finally, this property came into the possession 
of a woman. In that case, the suggested interpretation appears possible. 

(22) ibe: this writing indicates the same spelling as in Coptic efie, cf. Crum, CD 321 A. 
mh n sbe iff; SSt appears for the first time instead of sy in the common formula for de¬ 
scribing a house in a contract from the reign of Ptolemy IV Philopator, see P, New York 

373^1 h 3.' and, unlike the Upper Egyptian contracts, was repeatedly used in this formula 
up to the date of our contract. See P.Innsbruck, 1. 4; P.Cairo 30602,1. 6; P.Cairo 30603, 
1. 5, 6; P.Louvre I, 3268, 11. 3. 4; and P.Louvre 3264 ter, 11. 2. 3. 

(23) het-Tiicty : this peculiar writing of the word is noteworthy as anticipating 
the spelling he which is to be found in the Coptic ^tiiceTt ‘monastery’, cf. Crum, 

CD 692a. The compound w'ord ^t^mety is recorded only in the late Memphite texts 

such as P.Leiden 378, 1. 3: P.Innsbruck, 1. 5; P.Cairo 30602, 1. 6; P.Cairo 30603, 1. 3; 
P. Louvre 3268,1. 3; and P.Louvre 3264 ter, 1. 2. P.New York 373,1. 3 gives mvty only. 

hivt has not been preserved in the Coptic compound word for ‘mill’ w'here we find : 

vjvmioyT, cf. Cmm, CD 2296. The evidence quoted may perhaps surest that the 
hwi~nzcty is a Lower Egyptian usage since M-Miito-yT occurs only in Sahidic texts. 

(24) mhr: the same word occurs in the documents quoted in n, 23 in an identical de¬ 
scription of private property and is always connected with het-mety. As these instances 

show the full writing of the final r, we may assume we have here a word other than the 
mhy quoted by Thompson in FAS A, L 10 and in FAS Vo, vji, 11. 8.9. The latter seems 

^ Mi'jsTann, 1, pis, 7-10. 
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rather to be, as Thompson suggested, see FAS Gloss, no. 141 > a derivative of mhf, cf. 
IT, 130, or cf. ibid, iji, 7- The argument against their being identical in 
meaning is the phonetic \'alue of the final letter; there is no contemporary documentary 
evidence for the replacement of r by _y when the former is the final letter, cf. Spiegel- 
berg, DG § 4. It is not improbable that the word nihr should be linked with 
cf. Wb. II, 132, 9-10. The latter is a word current in New Kingdom taxation texts, cf. 
Gardiner, JEA 27, 24, n. 2 and j4£0 ii, 212, It was even used as a synonym of snwt, 

cf, Wb, IV, 510, probably being a part of the latter, a small storehouse for com. This 

meaning also would be required by the present case; the purpose forivhich these ir(/ir-eu 
were used is determined by their connexion with the JiH't-tucty ‘miU^ and, moreover, by 

the activities of the owners. This could only be the storing of com and seed. This inter’ 
pretation is supported by the expression see Gardiner, AEO 

(Plates), pi. 9,1. 12. In FAS A, 1. 10, and especially in Vo, Vll, 11. 8-9, mhy is not 
connected with the storage of corn. This formula gives an interesting picture of the 

organiaation of a private estate in the Delta in the Late Ptolemaic period, and it w'ould 
be wrong to suppose that it is restricted to a description of a merchant's estate. The 

subsequent items of evidence confirm that this formula is to be considered as a specific¬ 
ally Lower Egyptian method of describing any house of the villages near Memphb. We 

find the same wording in the description of the houses belonging to the necropolis 

servants as well as of those in the Serapeum. The earliest known instances date from 

the reign of Ptolemy IV Philopator, cf, P.New York 373^, U. 2-3 ; sim. P. Leiden 378, 
I. 3; F. Innsbruck, 11. 4-6; P.Cairo 30602, 1, 5; P.Cairo 30603, L 5; P.Louvre 3268, 
II. 3-4; P.Louvre 3264 ter, 11. 2“3. 

(25) hr-rr'f^ ; see Spiegelhetg, DG § 332, Junker, GDT § 240, and Crum, CD 

920(3. hr-rf must be used with its basic meaning. It appears repeatedly in the description 
of the private properties in the documents quoted in n. 24. 

(26) nt n Pr-Itip hr pf rdrsy n hfty-he n 7np: the same topographical indication occurs 
in the texts quoted in n. 24. See also above, p. 64, S. 

(27) hrpf rd.n hfty~he: the restoration of (pf) is confirmed by the texts quoted in 

n. 24. It Is a usual expression in the topographical indications in the contracts from 

the Fayyum, sec, for instance, P.Cairo 30612,1. 4; P.Cairo 30617,1. 3; P.Cairo 30620, 
1. 6; P.Ryl. 44.1, 7; and from Memphis, cf. n, 24. The earliest knowm instance is to be 
found in a contract from Memphis, P.Louvre 2412,1, 4,^ from the reign of Alexander 

Aegus. The property that document deals with was situated hr tkny rn^-t/wi pt bl sbt 
thny hr ptrd rsy n hfty-he 'ly-m-htp j# Pth pi ntr ft' in the faubourg of ^Ankh-towi, outside 
the wall of the faubourg, on the southern district of the dromos of Imhotep son of 
Ptahi the great god', rd should be considered in the instances quoted above as a tech¬ 

nical term indicating more than the side of the dromos, cf. Griffith, Ryl. 3, 299, n. 6. 
P.Bruxelles 2, II. 2/3* and P.Philadelphia 7^ show the use of mr ‘place, district’ in a simi¬ 
lar context. This word does not occur with this definite meaning in the Fayyum and 

* Revilbiit, Corpus pL 14, Spbgclbcr^^ P.BtuxdUSi, pr 14- 
^ SpicgcIbcTff, P.Bruxflitj, pp. rtccmly Glanvillc, Cal. Brit. Mus. i, pp. iKsril-ixxix. 
3 A/tiruiffi, plft+ 7-S. 
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Memphis contracts. Moreover, it has been noted that in the instances quoted above the 
private houses appear to have been built only on the southern side of the dromos. The 

same arrangement existed in the Serapeum. This may have been the usual organization 
of the villages that grew up on the estate of the Memphis tempira; the northern side of 
the dromos seems to have been occupied by the cult buildings according to P.New 

York ^y~b^P ^ pf ^ pr-Wsr-Hfp hr pi fd nihty n hfty-^ WsT-Hfp pi 
ntr rj the resting place of the.. which is in the Serapeum, on the northern 
district of the dromos of Osorapis, the great god*. 

(zS) n Inpi very often in this text the scribe is at pains to write out the indirect genitive. 

(^9) bf^y~b^ - the dromos of Anubis is known only from papyrological sources, see 
P.Louvre 3268, 1. 4; P.Louvre 3264 ter, 11. 3-4; PXeiden 37S, 1. 3 j and P. Innsbruck, 
I. 4. 

{'io)lnptpy ft(?-/Anubis-Chief-of-his-Mountain,cf. Kees, ^^^58,79; Gardiner, AEO 
II, 29, and Junker, Giza, ll, 52-56; lli, 12-13 1documents referring to the cult 

of Anubis and no archaeological data on the temple of the god are preserved from the 
Late Period. We gather from the legal documents, see especially P.Lciden 379^ and 
P.Leiden 373 c, b,* that the worship of Anubis seems to have been of prime importance 

in the religious life in ^lemphis during the Greek period. This view can be supported 
only by a very small number of invocation texts addressed to Anubis and preserved by 
P.Cairo 50072,® P.Cairo 50110, and P.Cairo 50111,® 

(31) An tit nb a~itph t-hr-rix as far as can be ascertained from the known documents, 
this formula does not appear in the Memphite documents before the reign of Ptolemy 
\ I Philometor. Nt hn nt rtb, apparently the property sold by this arrangement, must have 
been only a dnit-p^t ‘part share’: see n. 33. 

(32) dniti P.Cairo 30620, L lo^ suggests the interpretation n dnU n s^tth ‘as a share of 
pension’. No other documents, how'ever, are known that can help us to determine 

whether the property described above belonged only to the father’s estate or whether it 

was a propeny which the mother inherited from her father. In theoiy, since the father 
had obviously a propriety interest in it {see the clause of agreement), this property 
inight have been that which the wife brought into the marriage. There is no confirma¬ 
tion that the w'ife brought into the marriage a property of the kind described here. The 

dowry consisted usually of money and different objects, see especially P,RyL 16,11,6-8;* 

P.Ryh 20, 11. 5~^5^ P,Ryl, 22, IL Phis was also the custom of Lower Egypt, 
Acoordbg to P.Leiden 373tf‘' and P.B.M, 10229 (reign of Auletes)'* the wife did not 
bring into the marriage any property other than a definite amount of money, from w'hich 

the husband assigned to her her usual allowance. In referring to the most probable 
nature of the merchant’s estate as indicated above (see p. 69, n, ai), we suppose that 

the husband in this particular case might assign to his wife the merchant’s house 

T Mizrmm, i, pb. 12-13. 

® Name of a sanctuaiy^ Howc^tr, ttic meaning la not certain; cf, Wb. v. 169, 11 and ibid. 38, S* 
« S«hi:, op. cit. p. 71*. " Ibid, pp. 734-6. ^ SpiegelberB, CCG iii, pi, 32. 

* Ibid. pL 4S. ^ Ibid. II, pi. 36. » See Griffith, RyL 3, 139 and 171. 
* Ibid, 149 and 377. '• Ibid. 151 and 379, ti Sethe, op. cit. 731. 

** Qiioied by WilckcTij UPZ l, 6ao. 
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together with the mill and the storehouses as the basis of her yearly allotment. By virtue 
of the marriage property settlement, this reverted to the children after her death, In 
support of this theory may be quoted the similar arrangement recorded in P.Louvre 

3268.' 
(33) f/ n ty‘t mwi: ‘the sister of thy mother’ replaces here the words 'thy aunt*. It is 

to be noted that the usual way of indicating the relationship in the Memphite documents 

is always analytic, cf., too, 1. 4 and below, n. 37. 
(34) -^y {’)* interpretation of this name remains doubtful; the reading -by is 

palaeographically more suitable than dy. See the way in which dy is w-ritten in the name 
Pi-dj-Jy~m-htp in the same line. As to -y, we find here the same method of w'riting it as 
in the vcih/y ‘to carry'’. Probably the hliation of this person was not indicated here. 
The lacuna is too narrow to insert the word r/f ‘daughter’ and yet another name. 

(35) the reading is certainly correct; the same expression occurs once 

again in h 4. 
(36) hr Ant hr n/ hrd'w: ‘which w'as in the holding of A which is (now') in 

the holding of his children'. The usual method of indicating absolute ownership is 
here developed. This passage is interesting because it marks out the distinction between 
the present generation of possessors and the most probable first ow'ner; cf. n. 37. 

(37) Ttf krd'W n nty*f Arrf're, sim, later in the same line. With regard to this use of the 

word hrd, the Egyptian language seems to lack words to indicate the various succeeding 

generations as well a$ to mark different degrees of relationship. As pointed out in n. 33 
an analytic method was used which consisted of juxtaposing the fundamental words 
indicating the members of a family. Instances of this method are frequent in the 
Memphite legal documents, see P.Leiden 379,1. i ,^y it npiyy it ‘the father of my father’ 

for ‘my grandfather'; ibid. 1. i, f/ mvt n pfyy it ‘the mother of my fathet* for 'my 
grandmother'; P.Louvre 2412,1. \,tt Srit npiyy sn ‘the daughter of my brother’ for 
'my niece’; ibid, 1. 3, U ttmt n pf it n pyy it ‘the mother of the father of my father’ for 

'mygreat-grandmother’; P.Bruxelles 6033,1.it nfi it n tykJimif*thy great-grand¬ 
father’ ; ibid. L 2, pf sn km n pfyy it 'the younger brother of my father' for ‘my uncle’; 

P.Cairo 30602,1. 7, piyy it pf it n tiytn ntiBt ‘my father, the father of your mother’ for 

‘my father, your grandfather'. 
This method might have had its own legal meaning so as to avoid any possible con¬ 

fusion in the relationship. It might also have been used to stress the hereditary nature 
of the property described in the contracts. It has been noted in the Memphite legal 
documents that the transactions dealing with property transfer of any kind W'ere con¬ 

cluded mainly in the framework of a family. There are no documents preserv ed showing 
a transfer of property to a person outside the owner's family, doubtless from a desire to 
keep the property within the family. As this usage can be investigated from early Greek 

times until the end of the Ptolemaic period,^ we suspect that this fact may have been 
more than a simple usage of the owner's family. It may be presumed that heredity was 
the prominent feature of the holding of private properties in the Delta. 

* Sec Bfv, ig, 2, 91, pi. 25. 
^ See P.Louvre 241^, being the instance; cL P.Bttixetits, p. 14^ 
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(3®) cf. above, p- 71. 
(39) Tiy'n-Mrtcr: the only Instance of the feminine form of this name known to us, 

A/mr ‘Mnevis* shows the full writing of m, cf, Erichsen, Gloss. 168. 

(40) (...,) -kt is palaeographically possible. The filiation seems to have been 
omitted here as at the end of 1. 3. 

{41) The lacuna is apparently too small for the restoration of nt hry. 
i^z) Read Aeis used here as a noon, cf. B, v[, 1. 7 and Erichsen, Ghss. 

347* comparable writing giving e instead of occurs in P.B.M. 10597, h lo { = FAS 
p. 47) and P.B.M. 10598, 1. 8 ( = ibid. p. 77), 

(43) The current clauses are abbreviated in this document. The tendency to shorten 
the usual clauses is to be noticed first in the Memphite documents from the reign of 

Ptolemy I\ Philopator, see P.Ncw York 373^> 1* 5*' nidt nbt npi h only is used 
here instead of the complete formula, for which see P.Hauswald, 10, L 4.^ 

(44) '' dy-wy-f '. the preposition r is written out before the infinitive, so too in I. 6, 
whereas often at this period it is omitted. 

(45) Cf. P.Hauswald 10,1, 5 for the whole wording of this clause, ir must apparently 
have the same meaning as fr in the agreement clause, see n. 49. 

{46) pt pri this late way of writing pr is quoted by Erichsen, Ghss. 13Z. Pr provided 

with the geographical determinative but without further complement is to be taken as 
a technical term indicating a definite administrative entity, as pointed out in n. 9, see 
above, p. 65. 

(47) Read Pi^dy~Wsr~Hf‘p., cf. below, n. 60, p. 74. 

(4S) The reading npt s is correct; see later in the same line. 

(49) Read e-by mdt nbt. The writing is not clear but the reading is certain. This part 
of the text can only contain the clause of agreement. For the ^Memphite* type of the 
agreement clause, see especially P.Leiden 379, II. 7. 8 and Sethe-Partseh, Burgsekaft- 
rechtsurkiitiden, pp, 712 ff. The technical meaning of ir ‘observe’, is clearly set out by 
the instances provided by the ‘Regulations’ of the guilds in Tebtunis; sec P.Cairo 
30605,1. 5;^ P.Cairo 31179,1, 5;'* and P.Cairo 30619, 1. 3.* 

(50) The document b damaged. The meaning of the clause requires fa?-, cf. Spiegel- 
berg, DG § 136 and Sethe, Biirgsckaftrecfttsurkundeni pp. 40—41. 

(51) This part of the text b not clear. The readings given here were established from 
P.Leiden 376.* For this particular clause see I. 20 { = op. cit. p. 208). 

(52) iw't m-wn rpfss occurs here. For the complete version of this clause, see 
P.Leiden 376, 11, 28"29 and Sethe, op. cit. pp, 240^1, § 60. 

(53) fwf m-stp^yt mrty n-im n \ the same wording is to be found in P.Leiden 3S0 (A), 
L S and P.Leiden 380 (B), 11. 8-9.'^ For the meaning of the clause ‘you can hold anv one 
of us responsible for all five’ as in partnership, see Sethe, op. cit, pp, 37, 38, 87, and 
242. 

(54) the reading is certain, cf. P.Leiden 376,1. 30 and Sethe, op. cit. p. 243,163. 

^ Splegclbcr^i I^.Hauswaldj pp^ 34^35- 
^ Ibid. p. 

* ip pi. 3. 
» Spi^^lb^rg, CCG IJ, Tixte, p. 19. 

s Ibid. p. 67. ^ Sethe, op. cit. 305-45^ ^ Sec n. 4. 
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(55) Our text ends with the words e-ir-i hpr. For the complete version of the final 

clause see again P.Leiden, 376, IL 30-31. 
(56) km: this example shows the metathesis of I'he reading km is confirmed by 

P.Leiden 3S0 (A), 1. 9, which was drawn up by the same notary. It has been noticed 
that the notaries from Memphis, unlike those of Upper Egypt, never bear any titles. 
There seems to have been no coimexion betw een the notary' office and the temple such 

as occurs so often with the other notary offices in Middle and Upper Egypt, cf. Otto, 
PT II, 295, n. 8 and Seidl, Dlj\ p. 4. 

(57) Read -3p(Qs-, cf. Preisigke, Nauienbuckf 47-4S. The name of the scribe of the 

grapheion comes first in the documents from the first century B.c., cf. Wilcken* UPZ 1,620. 
The earliest instance is from the year 80/79 B.c. P-Leiden 374 (l)and P.Leiden 374 (II). 
This Arios is known for the first time in the year 7 of Auletes, see P.Innsbruck and 
P.Lou\'re 326S. Except P.Bibl. Nat. 224 and P.Bibl. Nat. 225, all the demotic documents 

preserved from the reign of Auletes were recorded by the same Arios, cf. Wilcken, 
UPZ I, 620-1. 

(58) The reading .HvaycypaTrrcu [tov] iv Tuit is confirmed 
by the docket of P.Leiden 380 (A) and P. Leiden 3S0 (B). The location of the grapheion 
of the Anubieion (cf. Wilcken, VPZ I, 15) is not yet known. 

(59) The signature at the foot of the document is obviously written in a different 
hand. The name Hr-f'i suggests that we might have here the father of the A contracting 
party, cf. 1. j and 1. 6. Therefore the name of Home’s father should have been Pj-dy- 
Wsr-Hrp, cf. above, 1, 6, 

(60) 7si-u'ryit written in the upper left-hand comer of the papyrus, is the name of the 

B contracting party. This is not normal in legal documents. It might possibly indicate 

a more developed organization of the notary archives where the individual persons 
had their own personal ‘ dossiers'. 
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A RECEIPT FOR EMKTKLION 

By T. C. SKEAT 

The Greek papyrus here published was found rolled up with some demotic documents, 

from Philadelphia in the Faj^uin, belonging to the Egyptian Department of the British 
Museum, and is edited by the courtesy of the Keeper of that Department. One of the 
demotic documents, P. dem. B.M. 10750, was published by H. S. Smith in the last 

number of thh Journal; the remaining documents, P. dem. B-M. 10744 A and B, were 
to have been published in this number, but as they have proved to be the bottom halves 

of two papyri at Michigan, Professor C, F. Nims of Chicago has kindly consented to 
edit them, with the associated matenal, in his forthcoming publication of the Michigan 
demotic papyri. It is clear that B.M. 10774 A and B must have been divided by their 

original finders, as is frequently done by illicit diggers; and there seems little reason to 

doubt that the B.M. group are a part of a single haul of papyri, thus affording a presump¬ 
tion that they are of the same provenance and approximately the same date. This is 

supported by internal evidence, though the documents appear not to be concerned with 
the same families or properties. 

Text 

The papyrus had been broken into a number of fragments, which, however, when 
fitted together made it possible to reconstitute the whole, apart from minor defects. 

Unfortunately the first three lines are very badly rubbed, and the writing generally is 

often of so cursive a character that even where perfectly preserved it is very difficult 

to decipher, as the reader can judge for himself from the accompanying illustration 
(plate VIII, facing p. 79). 

British Museum Egyptia.n Department Papyrus 10750 a. r5'3 cm. x 7*5 cm. 

L (F, ^.. Dec. I0(?), 309 B.C. 
iv Kpo{KoB{Xtiiv) 

TTOpQ, Afi ..J....... 
Toy ifarid to eiCTfflfy 
irp6aTa,yp.a irepl eif ; 

?rpoKa(Ta)A9^(aty oiKtav 
TTfV oSoay 0f^(aSfA^c{a), 91^ ypd^ff 

aTToyfy/jd^^at re Nov. 27, Z09 B.C. 
[rjotl rrpos KaAA(KpdT[i}i'i 
Tpj* otKovofiov fcal V^od- 10 

6rfv TOi' j3a(iT^^icdv) yp(a;j,/iaTeV), tjp iTifi^atiTO 

^P. TO 7C^[o!r] Tov iyirv(ifAtou) 
;ftt(AKOu) 7rp{o^) a{pfyijpLav) h <J#fTW = [l^] / ij = 1/ 

icai / ;fa{Aifou) Trp[os^) a(pyipptoy) 
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In addition to the above, there are two very small Greek fragments, one containing 
the word avyypa^ds and. in the line below, ^ the other containing only the phrase 

;fa(A»fou) Tr/>(os) ^(/jyiJpiov). 
Translation 

Year 14, Phaophi 28 (?)... in Krokodilopolis ,., from Ar .., in accordance with the 
published decree, concerning the house in previous possession (?), situated in Phila¬ 
delphia (?), which he reports that he has declared on the 15th of Phaophi to Kallikrates 
the Oikonotnos and Imouthes the Royal Scribe, and which he valued at 100 dr., the 
lax due for enkyklton, copper on the silver standard eight dr. 2 J ob. = 8 dr. 2 J ob,, plus 

interest (?), total, copper on the silver standard 8 dr. 3 (?) ob. 

Notes on the text 

1. The day of the month is very uncertain, but must be later than the 15th (cf. 1, S), the end 

of the line the traces suggest, e.g,, 7*'(7r«iiK«ir) 
2. n-, which actiijs certain, is followed by two rnonogtams, the former of which is very doubtfully 

read as Kpo(iia&iXiifp), though it is difficult to see what else can be intended In view of the fact that 

the papyrus came from the Fatyuro. The monogram «o'(A«) should b« followed by 
T>»(Tr<fai') (d Sfiiw), but the traces are too faint to read. 'I’he Royal Banker in 202 B.C. 

was Euronax, cf, P.Petr. Ill, 57 (&), but it docs not seem possible to read that name here. 
3-4. If ittKpa b eorrcctiv read, Ap must be the beginning of the taxpayer’s name, and rtij in 1. 4 

the conclusion of his patronymic. 
b. 'Fhc papyrus clearly reads njpajraAiji^etfr, but the correction here printed is rendered certain by 

the only other occurrence of the word in the papyri, vh. in the Edfu papyrus partially republished, 
with a valuable commentary, by \llte C. Priiaux in CTArofi/jae d £gyptt, xiv, 37^82. This is a copy 
of a letter from Theogenes, whom Mile Priaux identifies as the DioLketes, to 'Fhonis, Royal Scribe 

of the Oxyrhynchite Nome, written about Choiak 4 of Year 14, i.e, Jan. 16, 208 B.C., only a few 
w'ceks after the date of the present papyrus. The contacts between the Edfu papyrus and the present 
document are so close that it seems desirable to quote the section reprinted by Mile Preaux: 

Otoy^^ SfLvii 

rl TrljjJaicT^air] fprlv 

€K Ttpot^araX^^iif^t ra Ka- ^ s 

K-iii T^v d[ii]oy«7^/iM«W>w 
dmr]vnijifo|rciiF] S' rrrl t^v 

€?Tei f f KCEi €TU ^po^pov cufa- 
TToA^njff K<ii Tiap* iT€p<itv [7T]poa?r€WiifK€v 

iviOK toi/- 

T[d] hia ttpfe 7iAFcVimi[j wpoy twi 
TTp^ p.iy Tipf teal Kara- 

owTfTeA/fl^ai wmw Kara tq npoa^ 

[■rayj/ia otVow^[*Qi^ 

Mile Preaux took €if 7rpo^traTftA#€ti>y (L 15) with tfie partidplc read (though very 
doubtfully) at the beginning of the preceding line, and translated 'ceux qul ont depose I'ivaluation 
(de Icuis biens?) par anticipation\ In the present papyrus, however^ we find the phrase rijiv in 

ohelaVf i.e. the ivord is linked lAith. the house^ and not with any ii^ord expressing 
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valuation or regblration. The normal meaning of TTpomr^Xj^^i^ "prc-occupation', either Ln the 
physical Or in the metaphorical sense, and I accordingly suggest that in ita present context, both 
here and in the Edfu papyrus, it means -previous occupation" of the property, or perhaps even 
'original ownership\ This would be a parallel to the term which signifies the documents 
proving original ownership of property. 

7. The compendium expanded as consists of the letter surmounted by what 
appears to be a A. Possibly the i is conceived of as combined in the vertical stroke of the Despite 
some superficial resemblance^ the compendium is clearly different from that expanded as ifpo{Kci5tA£Lri^) 
in J. 2. 

9-11. KaJlikrates the Oikonomos and Imouthes the Royal ScribCp^ together with an Epimeletes, 
ApoUonios^ recur in a group of documents in Cairo published by GrenfeU and Hunt in Archiv, ru 
82-S4, of which the first three arc reprinted in Wilckcn^ Chrestomaihit^ nos. 224 a-c* These docu¬ 
ments are dated Year 14, Phaophi 30, and as shown below' there can now^ be no doubt that the)', 
like the present papyrus, belong to the reign of Philopator. The documents consist of notifications 
to the EpimdeteSt Apollonios. that declaradons of house-property have been made to Kallikratcs 
and Imouthes, accompanied by statements of the V'aluations put on the propert}' by the owners, and 
undertakings to pay the tax due. The property is described as, c.g. t^v otwiW, and 
there is no trace of the phrase eV As already mentioned these documents are not 
in themselves declarations^ but stattmcnis that declarations have been made^ what appears to be 
the beginning of an original declaration, addressed, however^ lo Imoutbes only, is P.Petr^ hi, 72 
(— Wilcken, ChreU* 222)+ This is^ indeed, dated L 1% 0aS, but there seems little doubt now that 
L tS must be the correct reading. Here again the phrase used is vlniav^ 

12. 1 have failed lo find a satisfactorj' reading of the cliaracters between and eyKv(*fAi3u), 
and that given in the text is offered with the utmost rcser^'e^ It doe? not seem possible lo read 
TO KadijKOif tii TO the phrase found in P+Lond, lii^ laoo, 3. 

13. On the rate of tax, see below, 

14. Apart from the initial k, the first w'ord in this line is to me almost completely illegible owing 
to the extreme cursiveness of the writing. Comparison with in li iz suggests that it termi¬ 
nated with -oiH, In proposing ttdjcov I have in mind the possibility that interest was charged on the 

tax if not paid immediately, a supposition which would also explain why the date on which the 
actual declaration was made is carefully recorded in 11. g-io. The interest due must have been a 
very small amount, even if reckoned at the usual 24 per cent, per annum, and the writer may have 
merely rounded the sum up to the next complete obol. 1 have therefore ventured to restore 3 ob. at 
the end of the line. 

General Commentary 

This is not the place for an extended disctission of Ptolemaic property-taxes or the 
enkykfion^ but I may perhaps summarise what seem to me to be the main points raised 

by the present text: 

(i) The peculiar mte of enkyklion, 8 dr. 2^ ob. per cent., has hitherto been found only 
in two papyri from Thebes, viz. SB 5729, of Year 13, Tybi 4 (Feb* 15, 209), and P.Lond. 
HI, izooi of Y"ear i4,Thoth 7 (Oct* ao, 209), As the present papyrus comes from the 

Fayyiim, it now seems certain that this rate was not peculiar to the Thebaid^ but applied 

to the country^ as a whole, 

(z) Tlicrc emerges for the first time a definite ILnki if not an absolute identitv^ between 
property-tax on buildings and enkykHon. Hitherto it has generally been stated that the 

enkyklioTi was levied only on transfers, or potential transfers, of propertyp such as sales. 
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mortgages, &c. But in the present instance there is no reference to any form of aliena¬ 
tion, and if the interpretation proposed above of the phrase tK is correct, 
the taxpayer was the original owiier still in possession. It seems possible that when the 
tax was first introduced, or at any rate reorganized, at the time of these papyri, it 
applied in the first place to all existing property, and in the second place to all transfers 
of property made after the date of the proclamation' this would explain why such a 
large proportion of the population w'as affected, as is Indicated in the Edfu papyrus. 
This point leads on to the question whether a regular property-tax, in the sense of a 

continuing institution, in fact existed in Ptolemaic Egy^pt ■ the impression given in these 
papyri is that the tax was a ‘once-for all’ levy on house-owmers, for it is certainty 

remarkable that no valuations or declarations of property appear to have survived 

except those dating from precisely tliis period. 
{3) Since the Edfu papyrus, after the researches of Mile Pr^ux, is firmly anchored 

in the reign of Phllopator, it foUow-s that the present papyrus, the Cairo group, P.Peir. 
Ill, 72, SB 5729, and P.Lond. iii, 1200 can be securely assigned to the same reign. The 

undated P.Lond. i, 50 — Wilcken, VPZ116, a return to the Eplmeletes of the Memphite 
nomc declaring the value of certain properties ffara -to eWeWy irpotn-aypa, can also be 

attributed to the same period. As a further result, we can now place the Arsinoite 
officials Kallikrates the Oikonomos, Apollonios the Epimeietes, and imouthes the 

Royal Scribe in the year 209, and identify the last-named with the Imouthes son of 
Homs who figures as Royal Scribe In some demotic papyri of 204-203 (Peremans and 

Van’t Dack, Prosopographia PtolemaicOt l, p, 51, no. 450), Furthermore In P.Teb, 705, 
a letter from Theogenes (the Dioiketes, as Mile Pr^aux has pointed out) to Apollonios 

(doubtless the Epimeietes), which now can certainly be dated 209, the Royal Scribe 
Tothoes mentioned in ll. z and 5 cannot have held office in the Arsinoite nome (cf. 

Peremans and Van’t Dack, op. cit,, no. 475), where Imouthes w'as in post, nor in the 
Oxyrhynchitc, where, In the Edfu papyrus, we find Thonis. 
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A RECEIPT FOR K.SKVKUOS, iog a.c AX AGONISTIC DEDICATION FRt)M ROMAN 
EG^'PI’ 
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AN AGONISTIC DEDICATION FROM ROMAN EGYPT 

By P. M. FIt\SER 

The wooden plaque here published (pi. VlII) was acquired by the Ashmolcan Museum 
in 1930, and bears the accession number 1930.26. It was purchased in Eg>'pt by B. P. 

Grenfell, but no details of its provenance are known. I am grateful to the Visitors of 
the Ashmolean Museum for permission to publish it. 

Measurements; height O'15* width 0'334, thickness c. 0*017, 

waE 

vtK^craf t6v v<l Upov 

S TpuTTjpiKO^ ayw^a, Tra- 

Tpwat^ d^OL^ AtO<JKQVpo{i}s^ 

auES(T})K(k)$f {i)7T* dyadi^i. 

This inscription is not very communicative. It is rudely scratched on a tabula ansaia 
resembling a mummy-ticket, in a manner fashionable in Roman Egypt.’ The lettering 
is stiff and careless, with numerous errors in the carving. In 1. 6 the tau is more like 

a gamma, and the second iota of dto<TKovpo{i}s is omitted; in 1. 7 the cross-stroke is 
omitted from the eta, and the central stroke from the epsilon, of ■ and in 

the same line the central stroke is omitted from the epsilon of The iota at^cript 

of dyuB^Su reflects the traditional and solemn nature of the formula. The lettering is not 
such as can be assigned to any very precise date; it can hardly be earlier than the 
second century, while the absence of j4i;^(i]A£C9;) suggests a date before A.D. 212. 

The plaque contains a dedication by M. Decrius Decrianus, epic and lyric poet, in 
celebration of his victory in the ‘51st sacred trieteric festival* to the ‘gods of his father- 
land', the Dioscuri. The dedication does not state in what class of competition the 

victory was won, but the dedicant probably regarded this as self-evident; the victory 
was in the two branches of poetry which he professed. 

The dedication is a simple memorial of a victory in one of the many festivals of 

Roman Egypt, The dedicant's ethnic is not given, and it is therefore likely that he was 
a native of the place where the competition was held, but in the absence of any indica¬ 

tion of provenance it is not possible to identify either the festival or the city. Even if we 
exclude Alexandria from consideration on the ground that such a rustic monument 
bespeaks an origin in the chora of Egypt, festivals with poetic competitions, in which 

TTotT^Tal of different kinds occur, are known in Imperial Egypt from Memphis, Anti- 

noupolis, Oxyrhynchus, and elsewhere, any one of which might have provided the 

occasion for this dedication.* Similarly, the reference to the fifty-first sacred (i.e. 
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recognized by an emperor) trieieric competition—indicating an original foundation one 
hundred and one years previously—does not help to determine the occasion, for we 
know far too little of the games of Roman Egypt to be in a position to decide which 
might qualify under this rubric. Again, the Dioscuri, to whom, in the role of Trarpolot 
Qtoi, the dedication is made, are familiar deities in many places in Eg)^!, but w'e do not 
know of any place where they were tvorshipped predominantly. Thus there is no possi¬ 
bility of locating the dedication by this means,* The simple description of the com¬ 
petition, without either eponymous title (such as, for example, or statement 
of the rant it enjoyed (tcroAilfurtov, ladicTiov, etc.), suggests that the festival of which it 
formed part was a small one, of purely local appeal. 

Finally, the poet himself. M. Decrius Decrianus, like most poets recorded as victors 
in competitions, is otherwise unknowm.-* The gens Decria plays a very insignificant role 
in history, and there is no means of telling to which member of the family the dedicant 
owes his name and citizenship.® It may be noted that two Decrii with the rank of 
centurion served in the Roman army in Egy'pt, but there does not seem to be any 
connexion between them and our poet.* 

Notes 
1. Cf. Fraser and Ronne, Boeotian and West Greek Tombstones, 179 ff., for such representatiuns 

of tabulae ansatae, 
a. For Memphis see the elaborate list of cphebic victors of a.d. 320, published by M. N, Tod, 

JEA 37, 86-99, with the detailed study of it by J. and L. Robert. RJSG, 65, 1901!., no. 180. For 
Antinoupoiis see P.Lond. tt6+i (a.d. 180) (translated in A. C. Johnson, Raman Egypt, 397-S, 
no. 251); IGRR, IV, 1519 (Moretti, Iscr, Agm. Grec, 84), 1. 23; cf. KCihn, Antinoupolis, rsi-z, 
J. and L. Robert, op. dt. 192-3. For Oxyrhynchus see particularly P.Oxy. 2338, the interesting list 

of K^pvKeSt •nmtjTai, and WfXTftyimLi granted aTtAit* in the late third century; among other agonistic 
documents from Oxyrhynchus arc P.O.xj'. 705 (a.d. 202) containing the record of the bequest of 
Aurelius Horinn (cf. Turner, 38, 84; J. and L. Robert, loc. cit.), and SB 7336; cf, Ln general 
Roberts' introductory remarks to 2338 (where, however, P.OsIo. 189, ts wrongly assigned to Oxy¬ 
rhynchus t its provenance appears to be unknown). For Hermoupolis sec Wessely, C.Pap.Herm. 73 

(S/wd. PaL Papyrask. 5) and cf, Meautis, Hennoupolis^La-Grande, 154-5; 201-3, Johnson, 

toe. cit. 
3. For the cult of the Dioscuri in Egypt see von Bisslng, Aegyptus, 33, 347-57, «sp. 352 ff-i 

cf. also Wilcken, Ctirest. il8; Bell, Cults and Creeds, 17, 63, Apart from the Fayyum, for which 
there are several references, the cult U also attested in the chora at Acorla (sec von Btssing, op. cit. 

349 ff.), Oxyrhynchus (P.Oxy. 254), and Heptacomia (\V. Chrest. 94). 
4. Thus P.Oxy. 2338 (see note 2) contains the names of twenty-two poets all unknowi-n, but since 

their ages range from 15 to 24 this need cause no surprise. For other poets in Graeco-Roman Egypt 

see Calderini, Stud, in onore ll, E. Paoh (Florence, I9S^)' *53^- 43> (33))* 
Similar obscurity surrounds for tlie most part the poets, dramatists, musicians, etc,, who form the 
subjects of numerous honorific decrees of the Hellenistic period (a large number are reprinted by 

Guardued, Mem. Line. 6, 2 (9), 1929, 648-65). 
5. See the references in Schulze, Gesch. Lot, Eigena. 102-3 ^od F1R\ k.v. 
6. See Nicole and Morel, Arch, Milit. du l" siecle {P.Gen. hat, t), of A.D. 90 (= Cavetiaile, Carp. 

Pap. Lat. 106), V. 19, cf. ibid, 26; and NS. 1913, 22 1913, 215). the tombstone of L. Decrius 

Longinus of leg. XXil Debt. (a,d. 68—Hadrian), cf. Lesqubr, VArmie rim. en ^ypte, 413- 
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TWO COPTIC LETTERS 

By J, W. B. BARNS 

These well-preserved sLcth-century letters in Sa^idic were found aroong the Greek papyri 
from the late Dr» Joho Johrisori*s excavations at Antinoopolis, whose edition is in 
progress. Each was still folded and bound with a string of papyrus fibre, which was tied 

with a knot but bore no trace of a seal J It might be suggested that they were duly 
delivered* read^ and tied up agaiUi If, however* as seems probable, they were found 
together, this is perhaps made less likely by the fact that their destined recipients were 
different* whereas the WTiter of 1, Hcraclides, may well be identical with the similarly 

designated Fleracle of 2* It seems probable* therefore* that they never reached their 
respective destinations. 

1. 33"®^ in a neat sloping hand, Heraclides writes to Stephen that 
certain details of a plan of agricultural work for which the latter would seem to have 
been responsible ha\x failed to meet with the approval of the community^ Although the 
writer is senior to the addressee* the tone of his letter is conciliator)'; it gives the 

impression that the policies of the community*s w'ork were the subject of free discus¬ 
sion among its members. 

^ nT(£Tiuij.tu.a^*V,onpi-n(Lift, iijuiepiT uujHp%: iijui*ane^c &T&- 
enfc^e uTeTituinT- 

lyHpe cTTatiHy &yii) iiT&.t€Eu€ cTtc- 
ntijKu iiei- 

AATi€n^tM>& *.peciie ilTco^^-yJ nnuj’i n€;jQpip iioYg;^h 

&YUJ s^pecne 
n^ti 

5 nvcTCY*^ n^i Aitiiii 'xooc 
-SIl 

ciAoy ifg^oYo- ^cmoii ecii(*.M&pecKe ITec ^rHix^Ky TCnpoTjAincic hh 

enci nicTtY^ JKneoyT: g^uiieruHY c^AnojutepoY^ 

j^iwOY 

CKAiicceiTE ^inuA^* niioi r*Ap enuf&nntouf ujApenHCccenc pApirott 

HAIlAlTKAtOn At WllAl HT€Tri«tr"A\DnpeneiA €TTA\'itY 

g itIa- 
_ X _ 

to neicg-Ai iit V ^uTfioKeeiA uTCTpiAc €T0Y*^*^6 ^itooth 
_ ^ _ _ T 

uncecoc^i?^ juuucpfx neon uati^icTiap nn5(^ikp^ *r 

» The string came eemss the gap which, u so often, wbs deai|pMdly left in the middle of the address. 
BTino ^ 
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^ \ ^ ^ 
Verso: 'f ii«epiT TiuiHp<r iXuL^uifiXC 'J'^TF's ^ 

{^Hpik.u\ei<^HC \ 

3. 1, HTCPftYSi®) S" ^Tffwpu^njwfi: sec comm. lO> 5IiiePco^i^e(cTfcToc)^ 

Vfi^so: 4»*^'ii(o)n((>enecTSkToc); tTTi{MiT); "’*•*' "«^W" 

X{irtoc). 

‘I received the letter of your beloved, honoured, and Christ-loving magnificence, and I 

greeted your honoured sonship. And 1 was glad w'hen I heard of your good health 
through it. About the little fieldthe matter did not meet with the approval of the com¬ 

munity. And it is not for me to dispose of any matter on my own account without 
reference to them. If you had gone by the general gist of what the brethren said, the 
matter did meet w'ith our approval; and, believe me, 1 think that they did not make a 
burden of the work^ indeed, some others said that it was rather light. Well, if you like 

it that way, the choice lies w'ith you. For, believe me, not one of the brethren w'hen he 
heard approved of distributing the work among them so as to leave the rest lying on the 
land. For you reall2e that if we share it among them, the rest is w'ont to lie idle; this 
stands to reason. I greet your honoured, Christ-loving magnificence through this 

humble letter. Farewell in the succour of the Holy Trinity. And through you I greet 
the most divinely favoured and beloved brother A pa Magistor the ehartulornts.’ 
(Address:) ‘The most magnificent, beloved, honoured, and Christ-loving son, the lord 

Stephen; Heraclides the humble.’ 

2. HT&Vci-ue: cf. 7 below. 

4. rnetiT^Miieioe, etc.: the constmetion seems elUptical, but intelligible: 'if you had gone by the 

general gist of what the brethren said, (>-00 would have said that).. 
for or {or eit^.) ? evidendy contrasts with 

though the form b not attested by Cmm> Dtet. s.v. neither ia the sense "to make (or deem) 

heavy' which seems required here. 
7. The objection to the scheme is apparently that to share out the work would involve waste of cultiva¬ 

tion and produce* 

i^i. grammar obscure; for -ne 

2, 31X i2'4 cm. The body of the letter and its address are in a large crude hand, 
George, the priest of the hamlet of Telke, and Heracle inform a higher 

authority whose name is illegible about the results of the dispatch by the latter of a 
guard to exact payments in respect of some cattle; all those who were liable have sub¬ 
mitted to the exaction w ith the exception of two men who have r^orted to the im¬ 
memorial practice of the overtaxed Egyptian peasant and fled; they are now in the 

addressee’s own district, and the writers anticipate that if something is not done their 
mischievous example w'ill be foUow'ed by others. On the verso, below the address, is a 

short note in a second, smaller and neater hand, barely legible except at the end; the 
same hand has written the name and designation of a person on a loose slip of papyrus 
measuring 7-1 xS-y cm. which was found folded up inside the letter. For its possible 

significance, see commentary. 
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^L^iepcye un€na>^Ai ut[. .juT^ue j^tt^ftp^nXc 
iieTc^&i n[c]iipoc:T&T(ic nn-^pic p"'^[ 

n&Tiae UTatTeHj^iiTTt[oi?}ic Tuo[o]-Yn4<iioYepwie 

£iio\ juiiii*iTEn[oD]'YE TnpoY 
5 jTpocTa.u4^^o(?iJk Jin^yiK no'Y*. uj^tiTpuiJute 

fiui^q^^ne ciiTt i.'yntiif it^€i UHTn 
t^PM <£ptfTjSlt€TUtll*^rse 

ivitTitCisTi XErrc^ocJY 5u 

iy£k.ttTiL^HKooY<f ^psxJT i'lco'YnciiT ^^r«T&^^op*AH 
10 11*1 OU -f ^iln^OCIC TiriTipOCT^.THC ^tV&Th-Y ^ 

[^] 
Ftfrjo.* (ist h,) un^^o^ic . . ^ *.[(c. 20 lett^fs) nic]\;xi 

(2nd h.) [4fc.]^eiipuixi-e II . * ^ [* ?T^^* ..* Axn^i^ 
ninjy 

1 \ 

Enclosure (2nd h.): 
iUiillCTi^WTllie 

n&no pewit 
itnenoi^ii mye 
fiiMio'Ya 

1. i\t[. ^ seems certain; nor n (see n.)f nieX*xO=Toc) 2. No itJOfii for n[eY]iipoc- 

TiTrtc. At end, letter after p: 1 or 6, More correctly li^aNl^ne iy'^iieY^iJAe 10. I. {it)ii^T 
T 

Verso; i, mr]X4i^(tcT0c) ji = pcfc|iT(oTfX4kpio«)? 5, I. S^a'e. 

‘George, the priest («peJr) of the hamlet of., * Tclkc, and Heracle the humble, write 
to their lord and protector the lord R. . , .; that accordingly as your lordship sent out 

the guard concerning the cow and the (other) beasts, they have all agreed (to pay) their 
respective shares; with the exception only of two fellows with cropped hair, who have 
absconded, each taking his wife with him, and come up to you; if your strict pro¬ 

nouncement does not reach them, spreading mischief every time the day comes round 
for them to pay their dues; they have absconded, and so others see them and they too 

abscond by the incitement of these. Farewell in the Lord, our honoured protector.’ 
(Address:) ‘Deliver to my lord , . ,,, the humble,’ 

(Second hand;) ‘Some people , , . have written to me about . , they have written 

to me, but I have not written anjthing to them, as he is behaving in an interfering 
and insidiously obstructive manner.’ 

(Enclosure:)‘Constantine, sometime priest (dwo Upetav) of the hamlet of Shenanoup.’ 

u enclosure^ and Ryl- V^pL 27® - - - - uAnJiiY* nnrriMe AnHn^fliepe'j’c: nne'noiK«i!9Ei; 
With tbe editor’s o.: h to be noted that For the smaller IogiI subdivbjon^ the clergy are the rcaponaible 
oFFtciala.’ juncnujslu!: (cf. enu^ in the enclosiirc)^ not niu^njc, m Crtim, DkL the word b 
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evidently one of the widely v^Ioub Coptic mmiption^of eVaiViov; cf. KralJ {Rain, ii), 145, where ncnwislK 

AHA la equivaiiefit to eVotvj dira CP. in the Greek aubBciiptidil.' 

nT[,^]nt^tte: Ltiia is die TiXfH of P.Lond^ 1461^ 33; a ptaec oonamonly mentioned in Hermo- 

polite Coptic docuinenta, and variously apelt etc.); mod. Dalph, The letters preceding it 

here afe puzi^Iing; nenomeion nnout HTHkne is Cited by Cmm from P.B.M* Or, 6aoiB; since^ however* 
11 [o^] cannot be read here* possibly the no^ of the B,M, papyrus Is amtBiakefortouj; ifso.supplj v[oyjJnT. 

here. 
Hpa.HXe: sec Introduction. [Note that the second hand in this lettecp though superficially similar to that of 

1* is not the Same.) 

a. p.i^[ : p(o)^at[0c? 

Ci* the detail is perhaps mentioned to assist in their identification. 

%^erso 3 seq£|. The second writer* who is evidently being spied upon by an enemy, seems to have taken the 

opportunity to smuggle a message to the addressee on a letter written by another* The identity of the person 

named in the separate enclosure is uncertain; if his persecutor was named after Constantine may^be 

the WTiter of this note; if some other matter w^as mentioned after ey ^* Constantine may be his enemy^ In 

either case the motive for the separate enclosure was presumably secrecy. If* as seems likely, neither letter 

reached its destinatbn, it is concei^'able that this person's malice was responsible for the fact. 

Enclosure I. 2. nino icpeii*w: for awo, see RyL C&pL, p. 146* n. 3; ibid. p. 254 (index* &.V-)* 

3 seq. nciuiti^ii nutetiaLiioYu is otheTwiae unknown. 

*■ For substitution of for tt before 1, 5cc Rahlfs^ GritcMsehe Winter im Kopiathtn, Sitzb. preuB. Akad., 
1912* pp. 1036 ff. 
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AMICE MARY CALVERLEY 

By JANET I,EVESON GOWER 

[Introduction by Sir Alan Gardiner] 

[Na Egj'ptologist will need to be reminded of the four magnificent folios In which Amice Calvcrley, 
assisted by Myrtle Broome, recorded in photograph, colour, and line the famous paintings and 
reliefs of the great temple of Sethos I at Abydos. Nor is it merely her altogether exceptional powers 
as an artist which make of this work a niQituinentum acre peremtius*, the carrying through of such a 
task demanded an organizing power and a restless energy such as could hardly have been found In 
any other single individuah The genesis of the Abydos publication is set forth in the Introduction 
to the first volume and consequently will not be repeated here. Our readers will, hmvcver, be 
interested to Icam more about the background and the other achievements of one who may certainly 
rank among the most remarkable women of her time, and the account here given by her cousin 

reveals aspects of her astonishing career of which the present writer, a friend of over thirty years' 
standing, had only a glimmering. It was a stroke of good fortune which secured her the admiration 
of John D. Rockefeller Jnr., who not only financed her Egyptian enterprise, but who also, recog¬ 
nizing the great value of her undertakings in Greece, Crete, and the Near East, helped and en¬ 

couraged her in them as well. These short prefatory ivords of mine cannot dwell upon sides of her 
nature which were as marked as her amazing artistic and practical talent: her deep charity and the 
never-failing courage with w'hich she aided her fellow-creatures. We shall never see her like again 

Ala,v H. Gardiner.] 

Amice Mary Calverley was born on 9 April 1896, the daughter of Edmund Leveson 
Calverley and Sybil Salvin. 

The Calverleys were of Calverley and Oulton Hall, Leeds, now absorbed into the 
mining country. Although she was later whole-heartedly to adopt Canadian nationality, 
she set great store by her Yorkshire ancestry, and was especially interested in her 

descent from Sir John Ibbetson, 6th Bart., her great-grandfather, who took the name of 

Selwin on inheriting Down Hall, Essex, and married Isabella daughter of General John 
Leveson Gower of Bill Hill, Berks. Their daughter, Isabella Mary, married Edmund 
Calverley, whose eldest son inherited Dotvn Hall from the last Selwin-Tbbetson, his 
uncle, Lord Rookwood. The third son was Amice’s father. 

Her mother's family were likewise north-country'. TheSalvins had been at Croxdale, 

CO. Durham, since I474. Anthony Salvin was a well-knowm authority on medieval 
military architecture. His restorations may be seen at the Tower of London, Almvick, 
and other castles, and he designed modem ones such as Peckforton. His second son 

Osbert, Amice's grandfather, married Caroline Maitland. A naturalist and F.R.S., his 
great w-ork was done in Central America, to w'hich many volumes bear witness, and his 

own methods of showing specimens of natural history have been adopted in our 

museums. Both Amice's mother and aunt were of unusual artistic talent with ability 
for delicate work. No doubt Amice's draughtsmanship came to her from this family. 

A major in the Essex Regiment, Leveson Calverley left the .Army and was for a lime 
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librari^ at the Cape, whence he took his family to Canada. There he left them and 

returned to England. 
Amice studied her music and earned a Httle by her fine sewing. She went to New 

York and supported herself as mannequin and dress-designer, and finished up at 
Wanamaker's Store. In 1922 she gained a scholarship at the Royal College of Music 

and soon came to England. 
Working for a time with Vaughan Williams, she set her heart on writing an opera 

founded on a story by Mrs. de Morgan. It ’^vas finished (typically at 3 a.m.) in March 
1926. It had many travels, and was given an audition at the Vienna Opera House, but 

to her grief was never accepted. 
At the end of 1926 she was staying at Oxford, encouraged by Sir Leonard Woolley 

to take up drawing for archaeology. Apart from a week’s stippling with the miniatunst 
Edith Davies, her efforts were self-taught, and included upsetting a bottle of ink over 

an ‘immemorial sherd’ at the British Museum. She was urged to let her opera go and 
publish her lesser compositions, but her mind w'as now running on other things, In 

1927 she began her connexion with the Egypt Exploration Society. 
In 1933 she spent the summer in Austria, writing a quartet in F minor, performed in 

Vienna, Ixindon, and Canada, and broadcast from the last. I think it was in 1935 she 

decided to take up flying with the idea of having a plane at Abydos. Getting no parti¬ 

cular encouragement from the E.E.S,, she did not complete her training, though she 

was thrilled with her solo flights. 
In the spring of 1938 she was in Rumania and took a series of exquisite colour films 

with the Carpathians for background, showing folk-dancing and funeral and fertility 

rituals, not dissimilar to those of the Egyptians. 
On the outbreak of war she drove for the Invalid Children’s Aid Association in the 

evacuation scheme, but in 1940 w'as recalled to Canada because of illness In the family. 
She came back to England in November 1941 and was sent by the Ministry' of Informa¬ 

tion to Cairo to be attached to the Embassy for propaganda. After a long journey by 
sea, and flight from Durban, she arrived to find she was not wanted. She contrived to 
visit Abydos and found her people expecting her, having, in their mysterious way, 

known that their beloved lady had flown over them on her way north to Cairo. On 
return she joined the Air Force with a view- to using her draughtsmanship. After the 
inevitable service as A.C.W, and cadet, she was sent to Medmenham where, under¬ 
ground, she was put to figures, not drawing, and her eyes suffered. In 1944 she was 

Civilian Relief worker, Mediterranean, with U.N.R.R.A, 
On her return to Abydos in 1947 there was an outbreak of cholera, and she was busy 

inoculating, with vaccine obtained by her from Chicago, not only her \illagers but 

some 730 British and Americans in Upper Egypt. 
In 1949 her Egyptian work came to an abrupt end. She went to Crete and filmed 

peasants and flowers pending a hoped-for settlement of the misunderstanding. In 

February she took air pictures of Greece under snow from a general’s plane, landing 
during a battle—the first set-back of the Communists, who held much of Greece at that 
time. She returned to Crete and on the boat met a young soldier-musician whose 
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troubles gave her the idea of going back to the front and filming the struggle^ She next 
found herself b the Epirus, and with the Commando Brigade of Colonel Papageorgo- 
poulos—three days' march into the mountains—she stayed to take films and to nurse 
in the forward receiving station in the battle of the Grammos. There w'as but one other 

woman, a nurse, on this front. Aftcrw'ards she was given the badge of a Greek Com¬ 
mando w'hich she treasured proudly. Later she looked up many of the men she had 
nursed, and, shocked by the lack of after-care, worked out a scheme for training and 
establishing the disabled. 

On her return in 1950 her film was shown at the Central Office of Information. She 
had hoped it would be used to raise funds for the wounded, but this small though 
heroic military side-show did not rouse the interest she had counted on. During this 
visit she broadcasted to Greece, and gave a lecture w ith coloured slides of the Abydos 
Temple at the Royal Institution. 

In 1951 she came over from Greece for a few days in a military plane to see about 
her fibn. Characteristically, she had given marrow from her breast-bone to a wounded 

14-year-old and had a dressbg on her chest. She was still in Greece in 1952, recording 
and broadcasting, but not at all in health, though making the usual ruthless demands on 
her staying power. 

Amice was one of those exceptional English women the desert Arab takes to his 
heart. She was at her best at Abydos, where she had made a little garden of sw'eet peas 
and mignonette In the waste. Her high, small singing voice echoed among the pillars 
of the temple while she worked, and bspired the sparmw'S to tweet as they hopped 
around her. At evenbg came her patients, with sores and ailments of every sort, 

humble family groups from far over the desert, to crouch m the sand at a little distance, 
awaiting her help. 

Health and energy she expended recklessly, lavishing her resources on often thank¬ 
less causes. Difficult she often was, but her powers of deep affection and faithfulness, 

her absolute integrity, and almost overwhelming generosity w'iil not be forgotten by 

those who knew her well. 
Her mmd never rested, 'driven on', as a friend has just written, 'by a sort of fury to 

do all she could in her life and express all her talent*. She could never understand that 
the beauties of Abydos, music, poetry, and nature, to which she was intensely sensitive, 
did not appeal to everyone she met—some might even be bored. 

Amice was the product of a broken home, and she felt this keenly. Always devoted 
to my parents, she found in our home a stability she loved to count on. Whenever she 

came back one felt she had never been awuy; and it is still hard to realize that she will 
not come again. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY: GRAECO-ROMAN EGYPT 

GREEK inscriptions (1958) 

By P. M. FRASER 

(t) A^n^^of Gr«li epigraphy by J. and L* Robert appeared in the period covered by this bibliography: 

R£G 71. 169^363. I refer to this where necessary as ‘J. and L. Robert, Butt. 1958’* 

(а) My o^vTi survey of the year 1957 appeared in JEA 44, io3’i6. 
(3) The first part of N. Saun'ERON's TmplesptoOrrmtques et I'OflHKnJ if ^gypte, etpuklvatunu peTKts 

tttife 1939 ft ^954t r^p(T/arr< bibliographi^f (Inst, franc, d arch, orient,, BLbl. d etude, 14) wJH be o use to 
Students of Graeco-Roman Egypt since it contains a general bibliography of the temples: the second part 

concerns hieroglyphic texts. 
(1) Onoma 6, Supplement (bibliofiraphic onomastique), si*-66*, contains a bibliographic onomatique 

de r igyptc piolemaiqtic*, compiled by H. LeCLERCQ as part of the programme of Pros<>p<>grapkta 

(cf. below, no. {38))* It covers the yeare 1914-50, and contains a list of articles and books (and their reviews) 

concerned with ‘the antbropon>Tny and toponymy of Ptolemaic Egypt*. 

11. Nnv Texts . . t-i 1 r 
(5) In .4wji. Serv, 55, 301-34, S, AO-tM publishes an account of his discoveries in the eastern Delta trom 

1950 to 19SS. These include a stamped plaque from Athribis (pi. 9. and cf. 303-4) containing the name 

(cf. the plaque with an identical inscription, 43, toi, no, (7)), and a number of amphora- 

handles (pi. 9, 6, cf. ibid.). 1- 11, , c , L 
(б) In Archaeoiogy, 11, 117-23, A. BadawY writes on the Roman eetnetery of Hemmupolis West (Ash- 

mun!n), a section of w hich he excavated in 1949. His finds include a funer^-chapel with graffiti, of which 

he publishes no transcript but gives a photograph_on which can be read, in gpod lettering, (a) to the left, 

'Oeipit* EJrrolpofe, L ifi. 1 -TO, {l>) 'Ompii [ | [A]7,L,v. \ erwv ly, | 

^fuputv V, Muff lii, (f) 'Oui;nr t | A(tfiwvta L (or -ij), ] 
(7) M. Chameb’s Afehdologisehe ittid epigraphische JCisusiJiluitioft /toptueher Dettftindler des AfempoUton 

Museum of Art, Nm York and des Mnaewm 0/ Fine Arts, Boston (Hairassowita, 1957) contains a number of 

unpublished Christian Greek tombstones of the simplest form, none sufficiently important to warrant 

quoting here. 
(8) In JRS 48, 117-29, 'The Funerary Garden of Mousa’, P, M. Fraser and J. 6, Nicholas publish, 

with a detailed commentary, an Alexandrian inscription containing a report in orutio wfa qf a Judgement 

given by a Roman magistrate in respect of the ownership of a The document in its present form 

is not earlier than the prefectship of Mettius Rufus (89-91), who is mentioned irt it. Unfortunately the actual 

couise of events is not wholly clear, and the teat raises many interesting questions regarding the application 

of Roman funerary law in Egypt, and indicates once mora how often such documents deviate from codified 

law. 
(9) In Arnhw f, Otimiforsch. i8p 279^7. H. B rummer and H. HomMEI. publish a relief of unknown 

origin, mw in Glasgow^ bearing a rq>resenratioii of Amasis and a Greek inscriptipiu The latter, dwcuflacd 

by H. on 284-7, h read by him as J ^<w£A[cuy] [ ^pcMTc[j] [ S /Jouidfui]. The lettering a obviously trot that 

of the Saitc period, and dales it to the end of the second or. more probably* the first half of the fir^t 

century^ b.c.^ although he unfcrtynately makes little attempt to compare it with the lettering of the targe 

number of dated Ptolemaic itiacriptions, comparing only OGIS 182 {sec below). The labda of ia h 

(see below). The third line is interpreted by B. as o a Greek tfanscription (with the addition of 

the Greek article) of Eg. p-stuph. meaning \Ama9ls of Siuph* in Upper Egypt^ which is taken as confirmation 

of Hdt. ii. lyifc 11 I^pou XoiVeai iBJ wvoj^i ^ The 

edge of the atone la close to the omicron+ and since the letters arc widely spaced any letter, including upsilouT 
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13 possible at this pouit^ H. regards the sign l^as a mark of abbreviation the necessity for which he explains 

by the assumption that an object or ii^soription stood iimnediatcly to the right of the break and conditioned 

the length of the line; he compares the contemporary^ occurrence of the sigti In Milxe^ Csiro Cat^ 25* no^ 

9296. col J* T2 However, It would be very' surprising if the word (fr was 

abbreviated in this manner^ explains the inscripliDn as the work of a Greek familiar with Egi'ptian who 

wished to infom'i Greek passers-by of the identity of tbe philhellcne klng^ Thia may be so, but 1 must 
confess that the insciiption as a whole docs not strike me as a genuine product+ 

{lo) In Rtv. PhiJ^ I95^> 9^ ff., P+ publishes * Inscriptions grecques ct chyprioies du petit temple 
d'Achoris k Xamak*. He quotes first of all the graffito from the temple, already published, SB 669S, 

^PtXo^^ov ASftios^ and compares the Cypriot ethnic here, with its occurrence in a fragment from 

Kah^in published by Mitford, A^yptas^ 35^ 84, n. i {cf.jEA 40,140^ no. (90)). He also quotes unpublished 

graffiti from the same ternple, one in Greek, /T^rpovo? and one in the Cypriot syllabary^ 

He dates these graffiti to the first quarter of the fourth century or slightly Later* Unfortunately no photo¬ 

graphs or copies of any sort are given. Another unpublished graffito reads 0iAoKp4<i>v Tipa^ ■EcXt!L^vu^c^ 
followed by a syllabic version of the same. 

(11) In Eo$4B, 2 (Symholag R. TmbffiscM^ 2), 117-19, D> Meredith publishes four inscriptions 

from the amethyst mines at Abu Diyeiba in the eastern Desert near Philoteras+ found by L. A, 

1: a dedication to Ptolemy Philometor, Cleopatra, Pan Epekoos, Apollo-Arocrcs, §€ai^ M* 

prints fi€ya[AD£f] in his icxt^ but the iota is very^ clear an the photograph: correct also J. and L. Robert^ 

Bull. 195S, no. 537^ where M.'s readiiig is repeated. In h 4 correct the lapsus ..] to 

In 1. 6 M. reads /JartVwu twv The last word, if correct, presumably indicates that Paniskos is of 
the class of wial tqjp (see Lesquier, Jnstit^ miliL dcs Lagides^ 82), 2, reproduced upside dowm in 

fig. 3: a dedication [//ovl ffeiZw jfiii] - J- *^^'be lettering closely resembles 

that of some of the third-century synodic decrees (Canopus, etc.). 3: apparently part of a similar dedicatiorii, 

also has a very characteristic hand of the early or middle part of the third century (pis^ Qm£g/i$i omkrom)* 
4: a Roman dedication to Isis, Saiapis, and Pan. This has two final lines which M. mentions but does not 

transcribe: they are not aJl legible on the photograph. M. says (119): Thiloteras is usually beheved to have 

been founded by (?) Ptolemy II PhiJade]phus\ and adds in a footnote: 'Strab. xvi. 4. 5 (769): some of his 

references tq places on the Red Sea coast are geographically doubtful/ But who else would have founded a 

city BO named? Items 2 and 3 arc of interest in this connexion as showing relatively early Ptolemaic activity 
in the area. 

(12) In Ann. Sm?« 55^ J9*“7 Michaelides publishes a portable bronze offertory^box from the neigh- 

bourhood of Memphis, bearing on the lid the representaiion of a curled serpent above which is the word 

M. reasonably regards the box as the property of a mendicant priest or dyvprr^Cu 
(13) In Serv. 55* 203“<6 (and pi. 1) A. Riau publishes an arehitraval dedication from Euhemeria, 

now in Cairo. The dedication is to Prcemaircs on behalf of Philometor and Cleopatra. Rjad dates it, on 

account of the absence of any children, to 172/t- li runs: wrEp nTv?i€^ou toQ IJtoX^pmv kcI 
PaaiXiCtt7}i KXeaTrdrpas^ ™ Ot t™, TO TTpowvXav /7pe/«ipp?5^t 

^ewt /acyoAotE, ei5^ir. R. notes the other dedications to Prcjcmames (the deified Ammcncmcs lit)* 

(14) in Ma^under, 10, 79-82 (and photograph) A. Sadursra publishes an inscription from the collection 

formerly in the Lyceum Hosianum at Braunsberg (now BianJewo) and now in Warsaw. It is a late metrical 

tombstone of poor quality in a sunk frame. S*'s text as here published, contains some errors. A partially 

corrected version, (w ith stiggestions by F(eek))j appears in BibL Class, Or, 2, 3-5 (and cf. J* and L. 

Robert, Buli. 1938^ no. 529). 1 reproduce the text as in the latter publication, emlKHiying some necessary 

comeettons: d^a d^apnjt, j ^twra rdB' dpirdfaoa 
rmy- \ ^op^vcs iv irdvrrffcri ttdi *0t5^ «>'i J ^vcu pd <rmrrpaffti ^Tr)cir*^ Tr€p | 

d jfcv £vd' d^4AAi>iai On the left frame «^Ir, on the right ci^[cur]aT5ff. 

Line i, Z'aTtfjfCtv corrected by P. to TmT^xd-n- Line 2, S*, *0pjip7^^ S= (P): the t of opapr^i is 

visible on the photograph. Line 4, and : of course the omicron of w'hich is clear on the 

photograph. Line 7, ^ ck (nk) and but the latter in a footnote accepts* as 
confirmed by a study of the squeeze, a suggestion of P*^ pg ?u&0Sf for /lev However, the photograph 

shows that the last letter of L 7 cannot be labda, and seems to be a coarse, retrograde nu (>1). The 
BTflfTa H 
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correction is minimali and the ^risc of the line ts BnaUy rcco^^red by the alteratioii of to 

Li net ti-i2p \ €C}iotpii | ii^[dv]aTOf (urotigly accented and 

punctuated, but correctly translated *Sei glUcklichl Kcmer ist unsicrbHch') In L 2 is strange 

thus used* F^c€ S,:^ tliere is nothing Christian in this epitaph. 

IIL Studies of preiiomfy published rnjfrrjprionj 

(t%) Blanche R* Brown's Ftofmaie Painiings and ^Tmmc$ uud tfie Alexandrian Sfyle (Monographs on 

Archacolog)^ and Fine Arts, Arch* Inst, of America, 6) is among the most substantial works in the field of 

Ptolemaic art to appear in recent ycars+ and in some respects supersedes Pagenstecher's Nekropoiis (1919)* 

It is largely concerned with the painted stelae of Alexandria^ and thus falls within the scope of this biblio¬ 

graphy, The epigraphical obscn-aiions, which play a coiisiderabb part in the argument^ are from the pen of 

C. B* Welles, who, howevetp worked from photographs only, except for thesteke in New York. Ch. I giv-es 

the first full account, based in part on unpublished material in the archives of the Metropolitan Museiimp 

of the "Soldiers' Tomb' of the third century' b.c,, discovered at Hadia in 1^84, which yielded a large number 

of Hadra vases and painted stelae. This chapter sets the w hole hitherto uncertain infomiation regarding this 

tomb and its conicnts in some sort of order, and also provides readings of a considerable number of inscrip¬ 

tions on Hadra t^ses which had remained unpubllBhed or had been published onJy in photograplis. Among 

the virtually unpublished items from the tomb are the two inscribed vases, reading respectively AnMatvlov 

and )ti-ro€k MBinplycv (cf. Welles, S, m i^), and one inscription, largely indedphcniblc, painted on a vase 

of a shape not otheEM-ise attested from this tomb: the inscription is given thus {no photograph) - - - -d£| 

oT-n,».ntrv. Welles points out that 
it would be possible to read o .*15iui^[ir] at the end of I. 2, and that 'in 1 4 the almost certain 

suggests a follow ing but that is- almoist pure speculation'. 

Ch* 11 contains the catalogue* with detailed descriptions and excellent plates, of the painted slabs and 

sieSae, nos. i-ri being from the 'Soldiers' Tomb'. 1 note here some points concerning the inscriptions. 
No. I (Pagfenstechcr) 19) is now read as - - - ^ ^ ^ - - - - - instead of merely-^au - 

sug^ts the begirming rather than the middle of a name, and there were probably two inscriptions, one 

(of which an initial alpha is perhap visible) on the left for the man and one on the right for the wife. 2: the 

ref. in the lemma {in note C; it is a great inconvenience that all the kinmata are given as footnotes) should be 

to Pag, 63.3: inscription unchanged (Pag. 32). 4 (Pag. 54) previously read as... *Aot. . *, now read as 

eeccroAtk. The photograph shows most of the first name, but should it not be 5 (Pag. 46) is now 

read as - - taraot 6 (Pag, 52); inscription unchanged (cf, Welles, 17, n. 15). 7 (Pag, 23) is now read 

as JoAct-mu (cf. Pag. ad loc.). B (Pag, 31), 9 (Pag. 25): reading un¬ 
changed (B. seems to attribute the readings of nos. 7-9, as also of nos. zi to Launey, the last person to 

refer to them; in fact they were the readings already given by Ncroutsos and other previous editors)* Nos. 

12-19 3 selection of stelae (some uninscribed) from other tombs, mainly from the largjc collection of izi 

pieces In Alexandria Museum. 14 = Br(eccia) 239, Pag. 6i^ no change. 17 ^ Br., ibid* 234, Pag* 5, 
20 = Sr., ibid. 242,11 =- Br. 237 (very illegible, read by Br. as --and by Rcinach as 

- - - - [rjoAiiTBjff. Rostovticff, SEHIlW i, pL 19, no. i, after inspection of the original, preferred Br*'s 

reading and B. retains it also; it is unlikely that a Galatian wuuld have a pure Greek name as early as the 

beginning of the third century bx. It is remarkable that the same word could be read so difretently)* 22 — 

Br** 23, 113-16, read by Br. as-1 A€ama*<oVr. -.1^* and now^ by Welles as - - - of 

I*H]TT€ipib77f^ {for which both here and in the Index B* invents the novel ethnic 'Epciretan')* 33, given by 

Neroutso^k 18B7 (2), 212* no. 51* as KaMarSivov^: the stone now bears the inscribed 

insenption of w^hich WcUcs Says: T believe that the rather banal inscription w^as 

added long after the original preparation of the stele, possibly replacing a faded dipinto on the same surface," 

Since Ncroutsos could not fail to read the present iriscription (pi. 15) had he seen it, it seems certain that 

what he saw was the original pinted inscription, and that the present inscribed version, with its impossible 

etacism md its strangely irreconcilable forms* ia an attempt made after the date of Ncit>utsos's publication 

to perpetuate the fading inscription* Sufficient time elapsed betw^een the discovery' of the inscription in 

Randeh in 1S75 purchase by the Louvre in 1SB6 (see Rei.nach, Moh, Ptbt, iB, 43, esp. n. 2, for details 

regarding the purchase of the pieces by the Louvre; cf. also in general B* 19) for such revrarking to Itavt 
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been effected with the object of cnbancing its comnicrcial value: there ib no indication when NeroutBo^, who 

did not publish the stone until 18S7, it for the last lime. 24 - Pag. 16. 26 = Ann. Mui. 

1940150k 35 f., Nixavmp /O- Wclles translates simply 'Nikanor^ a Macedonian^ but the dUTicuky 

to which 1 drew attention in 40^ ti6^ no. {ii) by a question-mark still persists: what is the interpreta¬ 
tion of the JO towards end of the line ? It clearly cannot be part of AWSwf unless that name is r^ded 

as a patronymic^ jVaK€l5D]i^[^ jIfawrtStip], which w^ould be a strange coinctdencci even though 

MaK^^y as a proper name is attested later (AtL Mitt. 32,37. no. 19, K 10; Mihailov, iii^fr. C™ec. Bu!g. 14, 

1. 17; 213). 27 = RosTOVT/sFFp SEHHli r, pi, 37, unchanged. aS = Pag. 6. 29 = Pagn 17. The inscrip¬ 

tion was given by Briccia, Raf>p. 1912, 27, as \ Mfca. KX^iuy {KX\Hn. and the form was 

reproduced by Pag,, and here, where the second name is given as [-] €a. The excellent photograph (pi. 21,2) 

shows a surprisingly wide hlank space with surface preserved before the cpailon, with no trace of a letter. 

^P- 33 ff" contain, in continuous enumeration with the preceding chapters, a selection of the loculus-slabs 

with false doors, most of which arc uninscribed. 30 = Pag^^ fig. bip is a notable piece, the metrical inscrip¬ 

tion of which is still unpublished, and of which a brief description is given by Welles (n. 87), whosa>-a that 

the WTiting of the inscription is 'of a good semt-cunsivc of the first or second century of the Roman period*, 

and B. correspondingly regards the w ailing women represented on either side of the inacription, and the 

inscription itself within the tabnl^i ansata—in fact eveiyT;hing abov'e the representation of the door—as a 

late addition, the tomb itself being of the third or second century b.c. (so Pag. 187: for his discussion see 

89 ff.: B. 37, 4i”43, n. 85, says that Breccia, Rapp. 1912, 23^ doted ihe tomb to the second century b.c. on 

the basis of the decoration, palaeography, and associated finds, but 1 cannot find that he did \n fact date the 

tomb either there or anywhere cbe). This seems to me doubtful; when I saw the piece in Alexandria I had the 

impression that the inscription might he Ptolemaic cursive, and, pace B^, the wailing women are paralleled 

even on an i4ttic vase (see Fraser and Roxne, Boeatian T'otnPstoftes, 64 and 191, where this representation 

is discussed). Aloreover, such mcticuloua writing and decoration are surely unlikely in a reused tomb of 

the Roman period. In any case, it is essential, that this important document should receive a ffill publica¬ 
tion, 33 = Pag., fig. 59, The inscription has always (Botti, Breccia, Pag., B. herself) been given as 

(on B. ad Joe., and 46 ahe has become 'Xenarchc'), but all tJje phoiographa seem to show that the 

first visible letter is pi: perhaps ['£]jrap;ii;i (cf, *E7r<ipx^^)- 39 ff- contain a detailed discussion of the chrono¬ 
logy of the Alexandrian necropoleis. B. here rebuts in particular the vtew^ of KleIxSIS, Tan^afiguren, that 

the Chatby cemeter>^ should be dated wholly to the third century and not at all to the fourth {cLJEA 39, 

89, n. i)p and then discusses the chronology of the painted stelae themselves on stylistic grounds. Her 

results, though reached by the application of new criteria^ do not seriously alter the generally accepted 

chronolog^'k On 47“+®► csp. n. 41, there Is a valuable bibliography of the faience oinochoac. Her discussion 

of the 'richer tombs', i.e. hypogaea (53-60) of Mustafa Pasha, Anfushy, and Ras cI-Tin, is followed by 

a new section of catalogue (nos. 38-47)^ this time of polychrome Hadra vases. The only Inscribed vase 4 

45 = Si^En Exped. if, 3, fig. 54, ^EppoKXiov^ XLou. ^7-^3 (nca. 4S-52) deal at length with the chronology 

of Alexandrian mosaics. 48 is the famous representation of Alexandria^ Rostovtzeff, op. cit. i, pi. xxxv, from 

Thmuis (E. Delta), the inscription of which, Welles here dates (67, n. 197), by comparison 

with some Pergamene inscriptions, to the late third or early second century B.c. It could be Cdnsiderably 

later, and this would agree with the Pergamene stylistic parallels invoked by B. in the stylistic analysis 

(7^“7+) ''hich are of the mid-^cond century^ But in any case the real problem is that posed by Roscovtzeff 
(loc. cit.), and not touched on by B., wheiher the w ork is a copy or not, of an earlier work, not necessarily in 

the same medium: historically this seems likely. The work finishes with a brief but sensible discussion of the 

problem of the 'Alexandrian Style', in which B. comes firmly out against the notion of such a separate style^ 

(16) In 1CP53,169^ n. 5, C* Edson diicusscs the meaning of trw uTpaticm^i in the epigram from 

Coptos, Wilhelm, SB Wren. Akad. 224 (i), 38 ff., no* which Launcy maintained (Rechercheij ti, 1097, 

add. to I, 293) meant simply *s soldier of the royal army\ Edson maintains that it prohably refers to native 
Macedonian immigrants enrolled in the army. 

(17) E. Gabba's Ismsioni gre^he e ialine per !o studio della Mibbia (varying from whole texts to very brief 

extracts) contains a few items from or eonceming Egypt: 1 ;= OGIS 726s III th SylL^ 585, IL 13S-9 

(Ptolemy Macron at Delphi: cLJEA 44, 114, no. (45)); YJ = OGIS %ail — OGIS 129;'xi — CIJ 

1450; XIV CIJ 1510. Each is provided w ith a brief but useful coimnentary- 
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(iS) In /fT* Expkr, y<mrn. S, 145, fig* z, J, Lejbovitch, illuitr^tbg the chthonic significanoe of the female 

grifiin with its fcMi on a sbe-spoked wheel (of which he here publishes an excellent example with an inscrip- 

lion dated A.D. 210/2JI from the neighbourhood of Gaza), reproduces in line-drawing the Alexandrian {?) 

funerary relief in the Mnseo Civico of Boiognap of the Imperial period, bearing a representation of a dead 

child reclining in Toteiunahr position p pointing at a small figure of a griffin; the inscription reads L 

/3p f ^ Striking example of the unreliability of such line-drawings that L/a drawing omits 

the last line altogether)r This inscription ivas first published by K. ScttAUEN’BERCp 6Sp fig* fig. 23* in 

his article TIutdn und Dion>'flos", where it escaped my notice; he describes the stone {70)* but do<H not quote 

the inscription, S, says 'als Fundort wird Alexandria angegeben*, and this is accepted by L. But Ducati* 

del Mui. Cm di fiy (where the piece was originally described), says only 'Agjqitcn', and there 

is nothing in the inscription itself to suggest an Alexandrian origin. 

(19) fL W, Plkket*s publication of the Greek inscriptions in the Museum at Leiden* Otidkeidkundige 

Medtdeiingen uli het Rijksmu^eum tw Chtdftetm fe Lriicf^n, Nieuwc Reeks XXXVllIp Suppl., contains as 

no. 55 (and pi. x* 55) a new publication of OGIS joj, the dedication from Tyre to T. Furius Victorinusp 

Prefect of Eg}^pt (159/60) and praefectus practorio* by Fortunatus, ZfjSoorou 

ivtrpoJTQs ^pona^nH^ The text contains no signifiicant alteraiions. P. follows 

C. ‘^0^*AT| IGR iijp iiojj w ho Suggested that the inscription might have been brought in modem times to 

Tyre from Egypt p and says 'since Fortunatu& h fTrhpQrros- of the finances of Alexandria it seems reason- 

able to assume that the stone comes from Alexandria". This is possible. but it Ls surely misleading to give 

^Alexandria' as the provenance* Nothing is known of the circumstanoes of discovery (the only source, Bull. 

So£. AnL 190T (a):> aaS* say's simply ^dccouvcrtc h TyT*), and the mere fact that the offices held by 

the dedicant are Alexandrian docs not prove an Alexandrian prove nance; w^ould P. regard, for example, 

CIJ 91S, from Jafia, as of Alexandrian origin? 

{20) In Ay A fiz, 369-77* G. M. A. Richter discusses 'Ancient Plaster Casts of Greek Metalware' apropos 
of the recently published casts from Bcgram. In this connexion she discusses the w^ell-knowm material from 
Memphis published by Rltensohn, Flrllenhihches Sllber^erdi m aritik^ Gipsobgilsten (igtl J. She maintains 
that this is not early Ptolemaic, but Roman* on the basis of the painted inscriptions on one piece, *Efnp^)(ou 

and pifTjp4xm.-ci, for the date of w^hich she quotes Professors Guarducci and Turner to the 
effect that (Turner) "there is no compulsion for the third ceniury' date; any date between the second century 
D. C. and the second century a.d. is conceivable, but 1 my'self would incline to prefer the first century b.c/ 

She concludes that the plaster reliefs 'were cast in the Roman period from examples of Creek metalware 
that were still extant at the time". 

(21) In his critical sunxy of G. E. Bean's publication of the Creek inscriptions of Side in Arif Mufid 

Mansel, G. E, Bfan and J, Ixan, Ihe Agi^a vqu 3ide tind die be^iirltbarirB Bauten^ Ber^ liher die Amgrub. im 

Jaltre L. RoBEFt, Rev. Phil, 195S, 15-531 refers to severaJ Inscriptions from or concerning Egypt: 

see below; nos* (26). (27)1 (39), {47)* 

(32) In C&h. Anh. 9, 99-115, 'Lc Linteau copte dit d'AJ-Mdallaka^ (the '^suspended' church in Old 
Cairo)* E^acOi^ulO republishes in a detailed study with excellent photographs the figured panel in the 
Coptic Museum in Cairo bearing the inscription in relief-letters published by Jouguet in M. Simaika's 
Guide sommaiee du Mtisie copte (1937). The panel portrays the entry of Christ into Jerusalem and other 
episodes in his life, llic inscription reads : - - - a/io? iyXdms Ac^iirptiWrai iUK’n}p.iivs Fv&a 

unTipKiimv TfAijpuj/tfl T^t Bcottfro^ cuj €{m}oti'p(cu^)/ov(??) JTi™ (so J^ follow'ed by S.: ilTri^ovpavwv 

is difficult* and on the photograph I seem to see flfcmjTDff [*f]a4 tt&u rouj [ [-dyJycAcw S xoi* as usually 
but not always in this inscription) ^oms (jral) "dywy 

ayiov el ice wAijjnjE 6 oufpa)™? (ifal) ^ (row yap ireirAiJ^tTai ttJe 
XionyrtK fnpv, iTipAuctknr^A)>a;fM* «e on €v ou(pa) Oui^TOE <mI' i7QitcD\QiS (frV) ^ ei^O^ie^^fras 

TOiv ^pfiUTBic tm¥ - - - I ovwjTpap^vat eic dflrJiJpoj'Spou AfopiaE" yevov 

AljS^d &€o^ibpouTTpo^fiov{siCf for dative: in the form^ apparently', ) (kuL) JVcvpyiVy Sta#f(dp'^) (wed) ^lKoir6p.tp 

followed by the date* fi(ijvos‘) /7a(j^*gv) tV(&) y*dioK[AYndj'oiJ), i.e, a.ej, 335, S, discusses the theology 
contained in the hymn, and places it on grounds of content between 335 and 356 (the date of publication of 
the first three discourses of Athanaaius, whose doctrines she sees summarized in the inscription) and 431 
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(the absence of any ftfcrcnce to cstabiiahcd as an ofliciaL title of the Virgin at the Council of 

Ephesus m that year). It is a pity that the years of the era arc not v'ciy clear on the photograph. 

(33) In CA™. d^£g. 53, i 13-34, Vandersleykn' publishes a detailed discussion of the inscription on 

the base of Tompey^s Column’, OGIS 71S {/Ci?, ill* 106), with reference to the much-debated name of the 

prefect Ln L 4. He retails at length the history of the early copies from Lucas to Wilkinson, tracing the 

sequence of the different editions* etc- He arrives at the conclusion that by the end of the nitictecrLth century', 

when Dotti read the inscription and took a squeeze of it, the name of the prefect was^ as Botti admitted, no 

longer legible, and maintains that the only two authentic readings (as opposed to conjectures) are those of 

Salt, /ZwiScor* and of Wilkinson, fJov^Xias^ He follow^s Grenfell and Hunt in aiding that since a prefect 

Publius of the reign of Otocletian appears in two papyri, P.Oxy. 1^04 (of 299) and 1416 (undated)* it would 

be a rare coincidence if there had been another prefect Fosidios in the same reign, known only from the 

inscription. I may make one contribution. Nobody* so far as 1 know* has ever published a photograph of this 

Inaccessible inscription. 1 have an excellent one m^-self, taken when the sun was bricBy at the right angle, 

and this seems to me to show^ an upsSlon, faint but certain, in the third place in 1. 4. If this is correct* then 

- - -J must be the name. Tfiereare, Indeed, possibly even traces of the second pi, /7o#[Ae<>^ - - -]. 

Further, Y. says that the name of the prefect can only have been of eight letters: that there ta no room for 

more before i-rrapxos- Measurement of the apace on my photograph show's that in fact there ia room for six 

letters between the upsilon and the first letter of iw<ipxci- Read therefore iJoiJWfAKw 6]. 

rV, Rtltgion 

(24) In hi9 article on dedications made by Gentiles to the Jew'ish God Ek BicKermAi^, Rev^ inL drr droits 

di Vmt. 5* 137-64, "The Altars of Gentiles", discusses instances of the inclusion of the God of Israel with 

pagan deities in dedications, etc. In ihia connexion he discusses (137^) SR 1323* the tombstone (of the 
second century a.d.) of Arsinoe^ war teal Nepineai 

dcvpev ray nV ^dppam ivot'iqot ^ ^ai ™ Bavartp ij 

(25) Tlie seventh and eighth volumes of E, R, GoopeNol'Ch"s Symbols^ Tagan Symbols in Judaism" 

contain, like their predecessors, a vast amount of interesting material and speculation. These volumes are 

concerned particularly with the symbolism of lions, trees (vii, 1-^134), miscellaneous divine sjTnbols 

(rosettes, wheels, masks), and (viii, 1-117) erotic and (121^215) astronomical symbols. These subjects are 

treated with the customary vigour and wealth of documentation, and w'helher or not one agrees cither with 

the author's premisses or his conclusions the volumes are a pleasure to read* They contain, however* no dis¬ 

cussion of epigraphieal material from Egypt, so I pass them over^ 

(26) In Rev, Phil. 1958, 32-33, L. Robert discusses the dedication of a e'errta to Sarspis at Side (see below, 

no. (47)) p and quotes in this connexion SEG viii, 6&S, from Kom el-Ahmar, where, he says, the lerni seems 

to have no connexion with the hearth of a *culte familial, civique ou d’association' and probably is used in 

the sense of 

(27) Ibid. 44, n. 2, L. Rodert points out* in a discussion of washing-places in synagpguea^ that SB 27 

(= 6210) = NiKokdotr uTf^p ictrroy koI TtJv ywaixo^ tq thpoXoyiQV iroi 

TQ ^pcq/9, is not evidence for s^magogal practice, for even if Elcaaar is a Jew he is clearly here making the 

dedication in his iTiilitar>^ capacity as a ilfyepuhv, 

(28) In CAflrfwns* Studien xtht Geschkhtc des untiken Ilerrscfierkuites^ i, F. Taeger discusses the eiddence 

for Ptolemaic mlcr-cult. Unfortunately, the volume as a whole is essentially based on the old standard 

collections of material—particularly OGIS—and needs cGntinual arnplification and correction in this 

respect. Tlierc arc also vety few references to modem discussions (sec Taegeris remarks on this point in the 

preface). Thus, though there are many interesting obsen^ations and also general conclusions, and though it 

is useful to have a fulbscaie treatment of this subject, instead of one of more limited scope, as is usually the 

case, it is rather a jumping-off ground for further studies than a definilh'e treatment of the subject^ and its 

theses need to be tested in the light of the large amount of material w^hich has accrued in the Last fifty years 

or so. For the Ptolemaic cult in the Aegean see 243 If. (Aegean Islands), 247 (Rhodes)* 25:1^2 (Cyprus); for 

the state-cult of the Ptolemies sec 287-303, for native Egyptian infEumce on ruler-cult see 416-26 (418-20 

contam a brief analysis of the s>Tiodic decrees). 
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Poiifical S^fcial ftc, 

(29) As of gTfncral intcwt 1 max noic the paper of L. Amundsen^ Acta Cotfgr^ Madvig. i, 251-6];, The 

Classical Greek Background of Ptolemaic Laiv\ a clear statement of the facts with psiticulaf reference to 
the divergences of PNaL i {Dihaiomata) from Attic practice. 

(30) In A/wj. iVotct, Sf ^1-98, A. A. Boyce discusses the instances in which Caracalla bears the cognomen 

'Scvcms^ The ev idence is mainly from the coins of Alexandria and Thrace and Mocsia, but she also dis¬ 

cusses (S3“9o) that of papyri and of inscriptions from Egypt. She maintains that the evidence of these^ as of 

the coins^ show^ that the name was not introduced until after the death of Geta in 311, She Sav-s of JGR t, 

11S5, in which Caracalla apparently occurs with the name Severus, that it must refer to Septimius Severus 

and Geta, and not Caracalla and Geta. However, the first emperor named Ln the inscription beam the name 

.Antoninus, which did not form any part of Septimius* titulature, and thus this inscription seems to show that 

CaracalJa at least on occasEona bore the name Severus before the death of his brother* In L 4, end, of the 
same inscription, perhaps^ restore [ifciCTTptjjv] rather than [ 

{31} III a more general field I may note that E. Brcccia has published a third edition of his Egitto, Cnto 

e Romano. Its difference from the first edition (the second, of 1940,1 have not seen) consists Ln the addition 

of tivo chapters, one (89-106) a survey of the Italian excavations of Antinoupolia in 1934-40, and one 

entitled 'll piCi importante pacse del mondo', and in the omission of two chapters on Petosiris and his tomb. 

There arc also considerable additions to the notes, some apparently already included in the edition of 1940, 
others referring to recent ivorh. 

(33) In Etu 48, 3 (cf. above, no. (11)), toi-15, C. Kunderiwicz publishes his study on 'revolution 

historique de la responsabilitd des fonctionnaircs dans I’figyptc ptolemaique* (cf, JEA 44, iia, no, (28)): 
tlie evidence is all from papyri. 

(33) I^ IJoXt'ittov, 6,7-16, “Tir TO!' /7ToA«^aroir A. N, Oikondmides discusses the oombined 

evidence of IG (X, 56, the exedra at Thermos bearing the statues with inscribed bases of Euergetes I and 

his family, and P.Haun. 6, the papyrus (of which O, is eng^cd in a new edition) containing a summarized 

biographical account of the Ptolemaic dynasty in the third century B.c., to throw fresh light on the sequence 

of the sons of Euergetes, He suggests that the natural sequence for the names on the exedra is that the crown 

prince nreAtfUiTos stood at the left end of the blocks joining the two extremities, and the next eldest at the 

right end, the place occupied by Magas, From this assumption O. proceeds as roHjows. He maintains that 

Polyb, 34t uif y^P &ttTTvV IlTo^^fituos o ^iXonwTijvf^f ftfTaAAd^Gi^roc tcC ntiTpcSj, fjmvfXofitvot 

riv aS*?u^v Mdyttv. ..TTapeXa^ Ttjv Aiyvirrov Swoortlaf, show's that Phibpator only ascended the throne 

after he had disposed of Magas, who therefore had evidently more right to it than he had. Since, therefore, 

Magas is shown by his location on the exedra, according to O., to be the second son, and since he could not 

have had more right than Philopator if the latter had been the first-born, it follows that the fiist-bom of the 

exedra is not Phiiopator. JIc maintains that this age-relationship is supported by Polyb. xv, 35, 3, which 

shows that Philopator was too young to role (this being done by l^ibius and Agathoeles), and P.Haun. 6, 

which shows that Magas was sent on an expedition to Asia during the lifetime of his father. The eldest son, 

he srpics, must at that time have been of ripe years, but (a) Polybius as cited above, (t) P.Haun. 6, which 

describes Philopator as rraiy v/of and (c) App. Maced. 4, which calls him a Trarj, at a considerably 

later date (see below) all show that Philopator was still a child at the time of his father's death. O. oondudes 

that Philopator was the youngest son of Euergetes, and consequently restores his name in die missing space 

(f) on the exedra. He assumes that the eldest son of Euergetes, (b) of the monument, and also Alexander, 
(g) , the third son according to O., both died before Euergetes. 

T he errors in this paper art obvious (quite apart from O's unawarencss of previous work upon the papyrus, 

notably SzhPE. Au. Pmu Accad. Rmdic, 19, 268-80 and MoMtGi.uno, CQ 44. 107-16, cf. also ibid. ii6~ 

18}, and, errors apart, it contains some very strange things. In the first place O.'s view regarding the sequence 

o the princes on the exedra, i.e, that they were arranged in descending order as follows, (i), (4), (3), (2), 

rath« than m the normal descending order, (i), (3), (3). (4), seems cntitely arbitrary. Secondly, by a 

"C has not seen that the two passages which he quotes as direct evidence for the youth 
of Philopator, P.Haun. 6 and App. Maced. 4, refer not to that prince but to his infant son, Epiphanes, while 

the other passage quoted in support of this contention, Polyb, xv, 35, a (on the position of which sec P. 

AS, MRartgei Gregoire, t, 443-8), is a 1 ist of the crimes of Sosibitis, and provides no evidence fortheagtof 
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Philopator; it show* only that PhUopator wm a weak ruler under the influence of Sosibius, Morem-er, the 

atatemern in P.Haun. that Euergetes sent Magas on an expedition to Asia, is no more significant for his 
seniority than tlat m Plutarch {C!^. 33) that Sosibtus feared the popularity of Magas with the army (a 

p^ularity which is now expkined by his earlier pnisencc on campaign), for he may have been no more than 

a boy at if he was in the company of an experienced general. Finallv the passage of Polybius fv u 

1 quoted above) which is said to show that the claim of Magas was stronger than that of Philopator, though 

It might literally ^ so interpreted, evidently should not be so. for had Magas been older, this, and not his 

^pularity with the ^my, would have been the cause of his danger to Philopator, and would certainly have 

found mention. In brief, both the foundations and the conclusions of this article seem chimerical. The 

second part of the paper (15^16), ‘ 7/wu //roAepofoo F’ is fantastic. I have not 

seen tlies^c author s article, 'Apx^lov, 2, a 1S.27. ’Xpav^iytiav^tooirpdf f7T«AttHifo. 

iUito. icai ^ ai^v miifiaxfos but the remarks of J. and L. Robert, 
HiiU. 1958, no. (63), suggest that it too is based on misapprehensions. 

(34) In a«//. Acad, (Ctas« des Icttres etc.) 44. 199-2,7. Cl, Pniaux writes on ‘Tradition et imagina- 
uon dans la civilisation heilenistique d’Eg>pte’. 

{35) W/. 1938, 35, n. 3, L. Robert contests the view of Wilhelm that the ethnics of BiiECCtA 
lsatz.,^0. 165 (WiLt^vi, Bcitrdge, 224, no. 337), arc Alexandrian demotica. He restores in II. 5 and 6 the 

ethnic and points out that the names are mainly CIlieian. Wilhelm, foe. cit., had already noticed 
and discussed this fact, and his preference for the view that the ethnics rvere Alexandrian dcraotio is hard 
to understand. 

(36} I may also call attention to C. Sasse's Die Constitaiio Antotdtuana, a detailed account of P.Gicss +0 

and of work done upon it There is a great deal of grammatical and linguistic analysis (some of it surely u^ 

necessaiy), but the work as a whole is a very useful guide to the controversies sunounding this diflieuli text, 
it contains esp. 134^43) a vast bibliography, 

VI. Pr^opQgraphy 

volume of PriMopograpfm IHoiemaica did not reach my hand in time for inclusion in my 
previous bi hography, ^ 1 ^y notice it here. It contains the prosopography of the clergy, the notarial and 

Ic^l ^aal. It opens with a ist, in which inscriptions play some part, of the eponymous priests of Alexander 

and the ^Icmics at both Alexandria and Ptofomais. It embodies the results of the recent papers of Clan- 

viLLE and Skeat JEA and of Hi>’TZE in Mitt. ImU Oruntfocfck. (cf. JEA 41. 135, no. (19)). and also 

^ntains a good deal of previously unpublished information. This list will no doubt long remain standard. 

A lew odd points concerning the epigiaphical evidence of the rest of the volume may be noted. b303 ff the 

I«t of i^pcis rciTTn,'^!. I recently collated this inscription, which is carved on very friable sandstone, in 

die Depai^ent of the Louvre, and it is barely legible. The names in U. 10 fl. are particularly 
difficult to read, b308; the patronymic is apparently not but 63(19, the patronvinic is 

probably Hpoirof and not Up^iK. Occasionally the caution exercised in assigning a priest to a specific 

cult seems excessive. For example, 6307 and 6394. ‘pretre dc Zeus et de la B.i the mark of imer 

rogation seems unnecessary: the relevant inscription, OGIS 733, is a dedication to these deities (and to the 

ffcoi by Apollonius and Machatas, Macedonians, described simply as oi Upth. It docs not seem to 

me at all likely that the priests of another cult (presumably the contingency envisaged by the insertion of the 

question-mark) would make a dedication to deities other than the deity whose priests they were In this 

p^cular the pre«nce of the article s«ms decisive. (Incidentally, the location of the cult given for 

M07 and 6394. Magdok, is wrong m itaelf-it should be Pelusion, the sitcof the cult mentioned in P.Eitt. n 

11. 2-3--aiid m any case a cross-reference to 6644 is essential.) The same argument applies also to 6398 
where the dcdicant 0^ plaque to Agdiatis is called A tfpfth, and again to 6551, the twin dedications to Poseidon 

Hippios by Coni^t with this practice that of, for example, 6410, where a dedication to Ptolemy VI 

only IS made by Nikomachos d Uptis toB4i6s, the cult of which he was priest bearing no immediate rektion 

to the d^n^tion, and also (less cogently) 6382, where Cleon, the dcdicant, calls himself Irpew rev duw: here 

the dedication is not only to Zeus Olympios and Zeus Sjmomosios, but also to thcTheoj Adelphoi. 6438 
the consent IS 'Mtis doute dTsis cl d'Anubis’i surely here too there can be no real doubt. The cult here is 
said to bt at Bu^iriSp but the inscription is from the other Abukir. Le, Canopya, 
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(5S) In Eos, 48,1 {d, above, no. {ti% 121-32. W. F^miANS and E. van T. Back publish 'Notes egn- 

cernani PSl xiii+ administrative letter of the first century b.c. addressed by one Achilleus to 

Seleucua. They identify Sekucufr with the orpar^y^ Jioi ejrlr^v irpccrdSti/t? of BGU1761. etc, (Pros. PioL 330)^ 

and discuss possible candidates named Achilleua for the author of the letter. Id this context they discuss StG 
viiij 5J2k the dedication of a 'year 10' by to rdir iv iinrecijr m honour 
of J7ToAr/ioroy ouy/Einj^* oTp[iTTjy{5ff. and Toi? ^nd suggest that the father of 

Ptolemaios is the Achillcus of the papyrus. They propose to identify the 'year 10^ with the tenth year of 

Cleopatra HI and Ptolemy Boter II, 10S/7. rather than with the tenth year of Cleopatra VII. as proposed 

by Otto and Bengtson. I have collated the inscription and am inclined to think that palaeographically (ptfce 

Reh^t quoted in Qtto and BenOTSOJ^^ Ni^dergong, 179, □. 5, and 233) 10S/7 is perfectly pcjssibLe. TItey 

suggest a further possible identification with AchUJeus. the JicAoyicrrjjff of P.Ryl. 6g. In connexion with the 

phrase In the papyrus, wpo^ ttji TTpigcrrafTtht katA [toJv they discuss the office of Socrates 

d ^jt£L\icmi toC trpot Sid wpoioTHficrag mentioned in one of the Thcadclphia asylum-documents {SB 
m6i, second copy 6156)^ 

(39) In Rev* FML 1958.35. L. Robert discusses the name "Piiwii? on the Hadra vase, CGIS 86. 
aJid also in WiLHELM. Btrfrdge, 224, no. 227 (cf. above, m* {35))* where it appears as 

TapAovSav 'Fojiior, fla - the last word of which R. would restore as but what is given 

in Breccia's text as a pi. and by Wilhelm as a dubious pi, seems to be a mu. This was my own reading, 

when I collated it. and it seems fairly clear also on Breccia's photograph, pt xxvi, even though there has 

been some misf^arving. 

Vn. Lexk^^opftyt eic^ 
(40) In their study of the word tn civil and judicial admimstration in Egypt. jyP i 141-66, 

H. Kurjasw^esiti and J. Moduzejewbki quote the phrase ^ koiv^ Jt^peoU of the Philae proskynema. GIG 
4896, and refer to the of the dedii^tion to Philomctor. OGfS to6, by three chrematistai. an 

eisagogcus, and a fcijpcTijf. 
(41) I may also note the lexicographical study of C. Spicq, Sttd. Theoi, (Lund). 12, i69r-9J, 'I^ Phi¬ 

lanthropic hcllenistique, vertu divine et royalc^ in which are collected numerous instances of the word 

from inscriptionB and papyri., 

(42) In yourn. Bihl. Lit. 77, 339-49. * *'Stewards of God"—the pre-Christian Religious Applicatiom of 

Oikonomos in Greek", J. Reumann notes (3391 n. at) the secular occurrence m the edict of Tib. lul. Alex, 

of an eiTiTpcKffoj Tou Kvplov ^{1} mxQvapjo^^ and {344) d an obiovQfiDs ciTCKiSi^ in the Socnopaiou Nesos 

inscriptions OGIS 177* 179* also the royal oikonomos of ibid. i83^ He points out (345) tliat the use of 

to designate the treasurer of pri^-ate societies, guilds, and clubs is attested by OGIS 50. 5i> He 

is particularly (345 ft,} concerned with the of the Memphian papyri, espedaUy UP^ 56^ and the 
Prin^-Jonchm Ostra)Li, whom, following Wilcten. he regards as sacral ofRcials and argues from this (349 

ch 343) that the oixopop.01 of Ijischr* M&gn, 99 (the decree relating to the cull of Sarapia) may also be cuh- 

officials. 

VIII. Geography 
(43) The Tairuki Imperii Romani, published by the Society of Antiquaries of London, is enriched by 

a new map. entitled Coptos, compiled by D. MekeuITH* It contains a s^aluabk archaeological map of the 

Eastern Desert, the area to which M. has devoted especial study, and is preceded by a useful introduction. 

bihUographyt and list of publications contaijiing inscriptions from the area. 

IX, The Ptolemak: Empire 
(44) In BCH 82, 77-02. Bousquet publishes a new fragment of the Amphict^^onic decree authorizing 

acceptance of the festival of the Ptokmaiela instituted by Phlladelphus ('fivergitc*, Bousquet, 78, top, by 

error) in honour of Enter, of which t^vo fragments were republished by myself in BCH 78, 49 ff. The new 

fragment, which forms the top of the stela and contains only the Amphictyonic date-formula, does not join 

the other fragments, and is associated with them by B. on grounds of lettering, measurements, and texture. 

The new fragment raises problems of considerable historical interest, for it is dated by the archon Flciston 

to 266/5, while the famous decree of the Ncaiotic League accepting the same festival. Syli.^ 390, is commonly 

dated to e. 280 d.c. B. maintains that none of the arguments in favour of this date is decisLvep and that we 
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must suspend judgement as to the date of the Nesiottc acceptance. His arguments against the tiatc €, aSo 

are imfortonately not developed beyond the interpretation of the phrase , hiaB€^a^vov ^mriXtiav^ 
and even if be is right in maintaining that this cannot be pressed into sendee on behalf of the early datc^ 

there remain other mnsiderations which fa^ur a date considerably before 266 for this text. Thus it is ai 

least possible that the Arnphict)'onic acceptance may have come some years later than that of the Ncaiotic 

l.eaguc, which u-as immediately under Ptolemaic suzerainty^ I hope to return to this question elsewhere. 

In regard to the text of the inscription the new' fragment establishes the length of line, previously con¬ 

jectural, and is able to reduce the length of my ncsEorations, while accepting my corrections of Fomtow's 
readings. 

X. Nubia^ tic. 
(45) In Rw. Stud. Or* 32 (2) {Siritti in oriore Furlam^ 3), 749^56^ E. LiTTMAT^N discusses some Greek 

monograms from Syria and Abyssinia. The latter, which alone concern us^ are graffiti on Christian wine- 

jars from .Adulis published by Pahibenl, Man. Anf. tS„ cols. 551-21 fig* 59^ He makes various attempts to 

explain their m^'steties^ but his solutions seem arbitrary and reinforce Faribeni^s remark that elucidation of 

these signs la an *impresa ad un tempo ardua c sterile', 

XL The Egyptian Gods 
(46) I may note briefly V. van Gonzes'BACh's UnSersuikungen den Knobentceihen tm Isiskuh der rdmuchrn 

Kaiserzeit (Antiquiias, 4), which contains a catalogue of all knowu instances (all of the second century a.d. 

or later) of dedications of reprcsentaiiDna of children w ith the characteristic lock of Elorus, many from Italy. 

She prefaces the catalogue by a full discussion of the origin and signiftcarLCc of the type. 

(47) In PhiL 1958^ 32, no. 52, L. Robert republishes the dedication to Sarapis at Side published by 

G. E. Bean (cf. above, no. (21)) Ad xai roff owvdot^ &iOi£ foriW 

(4S) In the year under review Ch^ FtCARO lias published three articles entitled Xa Spbinge iric^phale dite 

“Panthifc" d'AmphipoIIs et la demonologie ^pio-akxandrine^ concerning primarily the inscribed reliefs 

representing a composite type familiar from Egypt (see especially Gui^HAUOt Ann, 35,424 fr.)*The most 

important of the three articles is that in Mon. 50,49-84 (the other two articles are in CRAI1957^ 35-46 

and (essentially the same article) Act* Antiq. (Budapest)* 5, 228-39) which P, republishes a monument 

of the same type from Amphipolis, long regarded as lost and republished by Seybig, Ann. Sera., Ibid. 197- 

202, from an old copy, and since 1949 in Budapest Museum. The inscriptions on the relief were originally 

published by Perdhizet, BCH 22+ 35^1^53 (who saw the stone): ZnuiX^tv too KwaaoifSpoa to 

the left;, and inrvoii i? KXiLStoi to the right. The deity 

IS identical with the who occurs in the similar reliefs from Egypt. F. discusses (after Gucraud) 

the inscriptions containing the latter name^ He also discusses an unpublished dedication to by 

Flap^^woti fiom the ^rapeum of Thessalonika, the publication of w^hich by M. Makaronas in the 

memorial volume to G. OiKONOMOS, U ^px- *9S3/4p 2) P- forecasts (unfortunately the second volume 
appeared without this article). F. gives finally a detailed study of the various sphinx-reliefs of this class from 

Eg3?pt^ and (80 ff.) the evidence of the jAlexandrian Imperial coins. 

nnm O 
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A puzzling Inscription 

The follo%\ing lines intend to make known a puzzling and obacure inscription in private possession. 
The object is fiat and approximately reciangular in shape, measuring 6 cm* by 4 cm, with a thick¬ 
ness of cm. '‘Fhe kft side b complete^ the others are broken. The lotser edge appears to be 
virtually complete in view of the intentionally rounded comer, which assumption b supported by 
the situation on the reverse. The same is possibly the case on the upper edge; there a certain bevelling 
suggests an edge or margin, so that only at the right side a piece of uncertain size is mbsing. The 
object b made of a very hard, volcanic stone of dark brown colour, presumably siler. The reverse 
b plain except a shallow groove i*i cm. from the preser^^ed edge* Thb groove fades towards the 
tower end, thus supporting the assumptiem that the tower edge b almost complete. 

The apparently upper surface b inscribed with tw^o short vertical lines; ^ J ^ ^ 

Nir nfr nb b a common designation of the king, as b the following $i ifr, although the combina¬ 
tion is not very frequent. ^ Accordingly we have here a text designed for a king, giving part of hb 
titulary* The second line reads thb last w'ord having no determinative* The meaning of thb 
phrase b puzzling* One is inclined to connect it with the preceding and thus consider it as a name 
following Si J2r', but such a name would be highly curious and unparalleled* If is not the name of 

* This cembinatian is itiHinly attested from the Middle Kingdom l Ammenemes 1 = Gauthier, Uvrt des 
rais, 1, ^58, XIX a; SesDstris I ^ ibid. 272, XXVl; 176* XV b; 270, LV B; Ammcncmes II — ibid. 291* 
XXX and Seknenre* It — op. dt. u, 159* Ih The presumably related form fi/r a Rf' la attested aJready 
for Chephren [ZAS 36, 11) and for the Middle Kingdcmn (Sesostris 1 = Gauthier, op. cit* l, 274, XXXIV a; 
275, XXXIX^ Sebekbotpe V — op, cit- ir, 40p iV A, Bj 41 V and Khian = ibid. 136^ VI* VII), Smiiiaily* cf. 
fi/r nfr dtei insy n = op. cit. II* 55* V)* 
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a deity,* the name might perhaps be rendered 'he who creates fury' or *he who is created by fury’ •,* 
neither version is particularly convincing. 

Nothing is knoun about the origin of the piece. As for the date, determined by the papyrus 

roll speaks for a date later than the Old Kingdom, and yet ^ for a points to an earlier date. 
Hans Goedtcke 

On the origin of the hieroglyph ^ 

In a recent issue of the Joumal Mr. I versen* put forth a new explanation for the origin of the hiero¬ 
glyph t^|. While the form in which the sign occurs from the Twelfth Dynasty onward had long 

been identified with the lid of a quivcr,+ its older form ^ defied explanation. In his paper Mr, 
Iversen postulates a word it meaning 'lid' and that 'any form of lid could originally be used to 

represent the hieroglyph, but from about the Twelfth Dynasty the lid of the quiver became its 

standard representation'. 
Support for this explanation Mr, Iversen derives from an Old Kingdom relief at Karlsruhe.* 

He considers the scene as 'representing a man apparently closing some sort of a box with a lid . . 
Unfortunately the representation is marred at the crucial point by the juncture of two blacks. The 
other figures of the group are engaged in various activities connected with the making of bread. 
The woman next to this man is grinding cereal on a flat stone, whiie in the low'er register a woman 

is kneading dough in a large Jar and another is tending the fire in which the bread is baked. We 
thus have here a coherent group depleting different stages of bread making, and it seems justifiable 

to postulate that the person in question was engaged in the same activity. 
The representation is accompanied by the legend ‘sifting flour',* The scene, not 

infrequently found,^ was commented on by J unker,* who cited a modern Nubian parallel to the prac- 

ticc. The verb expressing the depicted activity is written hers Other spellings are 

and 
The spelling occurring on the relief at Karlsnihe as well as that from the tomb of Ti opposes the 

reading f/f adopted by theW’Brterbuch'^ and it appears inevitable to read Hi as proposed by Montet.** 
In the light of the two above-mentioned occurrences the sign used in this connexion would have 
to be transcribed s{. Montet illustrates the hieroglyph in question by two specimens from the 

mast aba of Ti and explains it as a sieve with a handle. Since the phonetic value of this particular 
hieroglyph seems originally to have been H, its identity with the sign so frequently used with the value 
ir is questionable, apart from a possible confusion, especially as it is difficult to see how a word 

denoting a sieve could be linked with it ‘back*, the most frequent meaning of the phonogram. 
!n the mastaba of Nb-ktw-Hr, north of the Unas causeway, I observed a particularly interesting 

specimen of the hieroglyph for fr, contained in the word itd, the frequently mentioned feast.*-* The 

north wall of the chapel where the sign occurs is exceedingly well can-ed and the individual hiero¬ 
glyphs show a great deal of detail. The sign under discussion is represented as a rectangular 
object to which a rope is attached. The latter runs partly along the upper edge of the rectangle, 
while the free end stands up at an acute angle and has a loop at its end. The form and arrangement 

* One could think of a defective writing of m. hot this seema rather unlikely. 
» In muTijes is attested only from die Middle Kingdom; cf. Ranke, /‘erjonnmiiMfH, i, 334, a-6. 

J JEA 42j S4-57« 
* First suggested by Bnigscb, W&rtttbtifh, iv, iiS3^ cf* Gardiner, Eg. Gramm. Sign-liat M iS. 

» WicdemAim und Partner, Ag. Grabrflurfi zu KarltruJu, pi. 5, 

* k is imcertam if the hieroglyphs behind the person have to be added here. 
T Mnntct, Sibnes, 23+ f. ' Junkerp Gha, xi, 161. 

Leps. Dtttkm. ErgaioiLing, S£U ** Junker, ibid. 160 and fig. 64. 

Montel^ op. dt* 214 f. 

® StdndorflFi Ti'* p\* 8s a 
tVj i6» 9-10. 

iVp sSp a- 
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of the rope closely resemble c^jefally drawn examples of ^ J In this instance it seems clear that 

the rope attached to the harpoon was shortened in the hieroglyphic depirtion for the sake of the 

balance and clearness of the form, A simibr arrangement is likely to prevail for the sign under (Ms- 

cussion, which thus has to be recognized as an object of rectangubr outline^ with a long rope ending 

in a loop attached to it. 

An object of this particular shape occurs on tw^o royal reliefs of the Old Kingdom^^ where it is 

carried by archers and apparently represents a quiver* On the older example from the temple of 

WesertaO the object filled with arrows is hanging over the left shoulder. The second occurrence is 

of uncertain date, but in all likelihood belongs to the Old Kingdom.® A group of archers in a crowded 

arrangement are shooting their arrows.^ On the back of each man hangs a quiver emptied of the 

arrows, %%hich arc held in the drawing hand. In both instances the object is a container of rectangular 

shape with a rope attached which is tied around the shouldersn 

It is particularly the latter instance which has a striking similarity to the hieroglyph The 

way they carry the quiver on the back seems to suggest that it was from this practice that the word 

derived its principal meaning "back", or vice versa* that from being carried on the back the term 

was applied to the quiver. As far as the technical point is concerned I am inclined to assume that 

the rope on which the object was suspended was firmly connected with it on one side. On the other 

presumably existed some kind of knob on which to fasten the loop at the end of the rope and so 

to facilitate the putting on of the object. 

This form of quiver,^ as I am inclined to term the object under discussion^ occurs only in con¬ 

nexion with soldiers in the Old Kingdom, whereas in the hunting scenes in the mast abas of this 

period the quiver is not depicted. 

W-Tien the quiver is considered the origin of the hieroglyph the later development of the 

sign becomes better understandable. 6 ts the lid of a quiver* and the hieroglyph thus remains 

within the range of its original pictographic value, though replacing the depiction of the entire 

object by that of a presumably significant part of it* a praettee well attested in the formation of the 

hieroglyphs. Goedicke 

* Cf. for mstanccp Jdqoier* Man./tittr de Pfpt, u# pi- 49- 
^ Tbb not necessarily m™ that the object had rectangular shape; a e^Iiiidricai form would likewise 

appear ns a rectangle in an Eg^piian repregentarion. 
j Ir is probably also depicted in Petrie, Dtshashek, pt 4, in the top register to the left. 
* Dr. Smith gave me his kind pemtlsssion to quote tliis example and supplied me with his drawing of the 

drawmgp for which I wish to express my sincere gratitude. 

» The piece, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art under inv. no, aa. 1. aj:, wias found re-used in the 
p^Tomid of Ammencmes 1 at Lisht. A detailed publication of this interesting objeo is intended in the near 

future. 
* A similar scene was recently found by Ttof SeLtm Hassan during the excavation of the causevii'ay of the 

pyramid of Unas. 
^ Cf J4quier» Frisks d*objtU, arg, figs. 587-911 where no rope is indii^tcdr Of particular interest U the model 

found at (Chassinat-Falanque, Fouiliti dam la jt/cropoi^i d^Asstotil, pi. 13* i), according to which the object 
had a cylindrical shape, w'hich would appear in the drawing as a rect^gle. 
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Ramesses III: notes and queries 

Recent interest in R^uncsscs III, hb sons, and hb successors* leads me to j-«coni a few notes and 

queries put down in the Queens" Valley In 1953-4^ in tlie hope that further investigation along the 
lines indicated will provide additional evidenci: for this perplexing period. 

Ramesses III was surely^ as Campbell understates it, ^somewhat frugal in recording wives" names'^ 
—and children's, he should have added Seele has now pointed In fullest detail to this ^frugality' 
in reliefs at Medlnct Habu and Kamak; but no one* to my knowledge^ has suggested the pc^ibility 

of a carry-over to the Queens" Valley, Here four or five tombs Ibted on the 1926 Survey Map^ as 
'prepared for an unknown queen' are strangely reminiscent of religious papyri prepared for an 

unknotvn buyer whose name w^ig never entered in the spaces resen ed for it. Tombs 33^ 40^ 73 
contain one or more blank cartouchesvrhile 36 has spaces only; nty notes fad to include these details 
for 73 and it b likely that its present anonymity was not original, particularly since its extensive 

plan differs widely from the others.* 
These notes, made for another purpose, are totally inadequate for conridering the possibility' of a 

relation of these tombs to Harnesses HI. But they do show' that enough decoration remains on the 
walb of the four for comparison and approximate dating. The overall plans available to me tend to be 
short and wide, rather than long and narrows The outstanding quality' of 40 is comparable to that 
of Ncfcrtari in some respects^ while its 'canopic room' in particular appears to be too individual 
for anonymous conception.* Thus lack of names in these tombs seems more puzzling than their 
absence in the temples. Does the coincidence have a meaning that perhaps would help explain the 

practice in both cases ? 
In contrast, there was originally no dearth of names in the sons' tombs in respect of the father^ 

Harnesses 111, or of the owner: 42, Prathiwenmaf; 43^ Sethikhopshef, Ramesses VII or VLII;^ 44^ 
Kha^emwese; 53, Ramesses^ Ramesses IV;® 53, Amenhlkhopshef, Ramesses VL The docoration 

in all cases appears to have been much the same, while the principal characteristic of the plana 
b length and narrowmeas m 43, 44, 55—as in the presumably unfinbhed tomb of Isb, 31, the 

mother of Ramesses VI, who provided the tomb, and the queen of Ramesses III.'^ 4:2 and 33 differ: 

* Seek, AgyploS^ygiJ^hf Studitn H. Grapow zum 70. Gihurfstoi; ^^lidrrut, Z96“3l4; Nima. BibHathtaa 

Ori^tatls, 14, 136-9; 44. 26-30; Cem^, JEA 44p 31-37; specifie ttferencea to these articles is 

ustifllly omitted below. For the tombs discussed, see the pertinent pages in Porter and Moss, T&p. BibL r, 

pt. a {2nd ed,)p and in Schiaparelli, Relasione, I, neither availabk to me mt present. 

t PWnees, 5. ^ Sheets E t-Sn 

^ Since the cartouche could be used for ro)-al deughteTS, it is usliaJIv impossible to distinguish queena and 

princesses here. They are wives of Osiris, of course, with no reference to earthly consorta^ if any, 

s C6, ton, Ghampollion's count of four tombs 'pour des rcints ou des princesses dont le nom ne fdt pas 

6critV Bruyire> Bu!L imf- fr. 25, 156. The latter^s theory of tombs held ready for immediate decoration at the 

death of a member of the royal family deserves consideration, but for me it has no beartng on she final omb- 

sion of names. None of the five had doors in 1954. 

* This tomb, espeeblly* warrants publication. 
^ Since Nims (p+ 138) removes the obstacle of noted by Seek,would it not be more reasonable to 

assume the identity of prince snd king than lo presume for the latter a second uidividoal of whom almost 

nothing is know.7i? If $0, Ramcsscs-Seihikhopshcf would be Ranicsscs Vll or VIll, depending upon whether 

or not RBmcsseft-Itaman WPS the son of Ramesses VI. No Kings' Valley tomb for Sethikhopshef b now known, 

but I have noticed twodbtinct stales of decoration in the Riamesses IX tomb, no. 6; several of the ceilings and 

arehitraves are much fio.er in workmanship thsm some at least of the W'bIIs- Does evidence of possible usurpa¬ 

tion cxbt in the tomb or on the ostraca ? 
* Identified by Yoyottc and Cem^* In addition to Yoyoite, for the other four princes' tombs see Bmyire, 

op. crt., especially ppi- bis opinion that the future nous lendra peut-^^tre d autres tombes . 

^ Aa'Cern^ demonstrates, k it possible that 51, simtSaT in plan to the princes" rather than the other queens', 

was originally made for another son ? Only 52, the tomb of Queen Tyty, is comparable m design. It should be 
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the roughly square sarcophaguB room of 42, reached by a single comdorp is supported by the only 
pillars of the group; 53^ shorter and vAitr than ‘normal^ adds a large room off to the right at the 
end of the main axis and was to have been enlarged still further from this addition. Thus on the 
basis of typology alone it h more likely that 53 wus re-inade, rather than made, for Ramesses;* 

and re-use should be considered for 42 also. 
On this basts, too, it is possible that the anonyTUous tomb next to 42 on the north-cast and distant 

only a few feet, 41, was originally cut for a sixth son. Immediately upon entering, 41 impresses one 
as being the typically long, narrow^ type used by Ramesses III. Like 53* it is Hsicd on the iga6 
survey' simply as 'uninscribed' i I did not look for fiagments or other evidences of original decoration. 
My memory^ is that of a damaged tomb, whether by intent^ time, or accident, particularly in the 
room off the corridor on the right. The floor is everywhere covered with debris and the tomb 
thoroughly blackened from fire, as commonly in this Valley: for example, in 42* 43p 53p 55, 68+ 7ip 
74, 75^ If Pentiwre of the harem conspiracy was^ indeed, a son of Ramesses III, as Seele believw^ 

w-as this tomb to have been his ? Or could it be the open* unused tomb attributed by Papyrus Abbott 

5, 3 in Year 16 of Ramises IX to children of Harnesses II 
^\^lether or not this question of specific ownership can be answered, it would seem certain, as 

Yoyottc has proved with regard to 53^ that a thorough examination, with plans to scale, of all 

tombs unaccounted for in this w'adi would be rewardingi And less evidence, as he says+ remains each 
day. Elizabeth Thomas 

krptvtyw 'bystanders^ 

In my note 42, 36(71) on S5, I hazarded a guess that the sense there of tspiviyw^ 

lit, 'messengers", might possibly be ^bystandeTs". Since that note was printed I have seen Camiuos^s 
comment on P.Sallier iv, vs. 4, i, in his iMie-Egyptian Miscdlanies^ p. 347, where he calls attention 
to a wwd written (P.Kah. 9, 2- 16) or (P.Sall. IV) which means "household^ 

later extended to *crow'd“. It seems not unreasonable to suppose that the obscure w^iyw In L^bms- 
mvde^ S5, must in that context have a somewhat similar sensct in which case my guess of *bystander$^ 
may not have been unduly wide of the mark. R. O. Faulkneb 

Dh\ wdi^ rdi 

In texts from the Old Kingdom onwards w^c meet ivith three apparently aynonymous verbs which 

are wTitten respectively o, and ^ or i_a (var. or Of these, the last is by common 

consent graritcd full independence^ but according to 41:4 fk is to be regarded merely as a 

variant of T believe that this conclusion is mistaken^ and that is a verb in its own right. 

The first point to be noted is that whereas the basic meanings of & are "givc',^ 'placeS+ those of 

are 'place"'throw";* a survey of texts from the Old Kingdom to the Eighteenth Dynasty has 

iretnetnhered, too^ that 41-44 form quite d compact group at the end of the southern branch, while 51-55 are 
m continuous line In the principal wldi—if 54, unfinbhed accardinf to the 8urve>', is omitted; it should be 
investigated, how'ever. 

^ A question mlsed by Yoyotte, since 'two fuccc^lve decorations' are beyond dispute. For the dependabiUty 
of ptaru cfx Hayes* Rcr}'^ Saroipha^, 6-7+ 

Feet, Grmf Robberifif I, 40; 11, pi. 3. Is it likely that such a tomb of Ramesses tll might been 
assigned St ihb time to Rarncsses I [ ? The mbbert" prtCtiEre of buTning coffins in the tornhs is, of couraep well 
known and probably Bcccunis in part for the blackening. 

* oA* 82^4 SloA, tbSlal; Urk* I, 91, 7J Davies and Gardiner, Ammmhti, pL aj, 
* Pyr. ibe. 3112. 650; Texfer reL 14, 4; iS, 29; Urk. IV, 221, 7; 261, 5. 

* 299^. 4'65f; Sethe, 75, 17: Ebrrs^ 19, Terser rtL 1* 9. 
^ Gardiner* Ncits on Sintihe^ 49. 
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not yielded a single instance of ^<=3 in the sense of ‘give\* so that and are synonymous only 

in part. Further. c== has a masculine infinitive da?, in vertical columns written $ee NavUlCp Derr 

el Bahariy m, pb. 6z. 72, 75; Davies and Gardiner, loc, cit,j=* var. & Vrk. iVp 309^ 5^ whereas the 

tertiae injirmae verb ledt has a feminine infimti%'e Urk. iv, 339. 6; 353^ 3. This alone is 

suilident to show that dis is distinct from both tedi and rd/p the latter wTiting its feminine infinitive 

^ ^ That thb verb da? is not a biliteral but belonp to the ultimai infirmoi class is shown by 

the existence of geminated forms 52AP 8o7f. 1775^; Urk. iv^ 260, 13). In the parallel texts of 
656^. 1249&P and 12541: & and occur side by side; in Spell 527 the two forms are com¬ 

pletely interchangeable^ for 1248^ has in all three versions^ whereas 12490 has only =i and 

t249^p as already stated, has both. In such cases it is not impossible that & may indeed be a mere 

Yariant of but it is equally possible that one is a genuine alternative for the other; these 

instances do not invalidate the case for the real independence of the tw'o verbs. It is of interest to 
note that in the Pyramid Texts d(fc) in its sense of "place' is far more common than 

The relationship between die and {r)di is of a rather different nature. In the period under review 
they are rarely confused in the script, the only instance that has come to my notice being ‘put 

to shore‘p Urk. iv, 9,6, beside the more usual e*g. Urk. l, 104,16 (with det. ^); iv, 309P 5, var. 

Kaville, locc. dt., apart from the strange medical idiom 

discussed by Breastedp P. Edwin Smith, 134. Here some corruption has un¬ 

doubtedly occurredp and it seems probable that rw may be die true reading out of which the 

others have been corrupted. On the other hand, the semantic and phonetic relationships between 
dte and (r)!// arc closer than between dw and tedi. The two former are much more nearly synonymous^ 
both sharing the basic senses of "give^ and "placed and, in those forms of rdi which have lost the 
initial fp the pronunciation must have been very similar to the corresponding forma of in fact, 

if we are right in reading the geminated form ^ as dd, it is not to be distinguished, so far as the 

consonants are concerned, frorn the gemination ^ of dw. Only in the infinitives and ^ do the 

two verbs show any essential phonetic difference once the initial r of rdi is dropped, and this may 
explain why, in texts subsequent to the Old Kingdom^ dw occurs much less frequently; it is prob¬ 
ably being progressively replaced by (r)<//. 

It cm hardly be accident that three more or less synon>TnouB verbs should all have only one strong 
radical and that radical d. I have suggested elscw^hcfe^ that from the ancient word yd *hand^—lost 
in Egyptian but preserved in Hebrew^^—whence the hieroglyph ^ derived its value d, there sprang 

a denominative verb tdw "act with the hand*. I believe that this verb survives in the form and 
that tedi and rdi arc secondary formations from it which have been assimilated to the general class 

of tertim infirrme verbs* It is surely significant that the basic meanings of 'give\ "pbce‘p ‘throw^ 
which these three verbs share between them arc all activities of the hand, and I suggest that it is tn 
the one radical d common to all three that the implication of manual operation lies. 

R. O. Faulkner 

* The apparent exception rv?dt Tjr n imy-r , * * ' to give the name to the chief prophet . . / Urk. 1, 
282^ 5 IB a shortened expression for "to pur the name on the list of'; even in English the um of ^give' here is 
figurative. 

^ CertainJy an infinitive: 'the giving of oil'* 
» OLZ^ 195S, no, 1^2, coh 31. 
* I have failed to rrace what I beUeve to be the original form M or idw, end It would seem that the original 

[nitial i waa already lost by the time wc first meet this verb* Thaekcr s view and Egyptian Verbal 

Syittms, 74 ff;) that in =* and we are dealing with a verb dfiy is, 1 thifili;, ruled out by the gemination 

which could occur only if the d w^ere a penuJtinnate radical to which the weak final is asslrrulatcd; idi or tdw > 
dw fills this condition, and does not. 
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Mtst "knee’ 

In hia Oftomoifica, vqL ii^ p. 244** Sir Alan Gardiner rejects the rendering ^knec* for ^ m^si, preferring 
to tranakte as ‘thighs'* *lapV* see lUso Earns. Rom. Pup, p. 16. While this word can undoubtedly have the 
meaning 'thigh'* ^haunch' as a joint of meat, this sense is surely secondajy; that the basic meaning b *knce‘ 

is indicated by the verb'^ ‘kneel' Pyr. i0'57* ^535^ ■Ram. Jti* A I4r ed. Bams, while the 

attitude of mourning ^ 12, 20. must be 'head on knee", for ‘head on lap" 
would be an impoesible physical contortion. Finally, in dc Buck, Cofjin Texts^ Spell 30 i[jp 56), referring to 
the resurrection^of the deceased, we read: 'Geb has opened for thee thine eyes which were blindp 

^IZ be has straightened for thee thy knees which were bent, there b given to 
thee thine heart (i6) which thou hadst from thy mother, thine heart (A/^y) which belongs to thy body"^ Here 
there is a dear allusion to the early attitude of burial with the knees drawn up, an attitude w'hich GA 
rcmo^'cs when he restores the body to life. We conclude therefore that mfst is rightly rendered as ‘knee‘ in 
irA., w'hile in the case of animals 'hock^ is probably the best translation 'Kniestiick’); when used a3 a 
joint of meat this part of the animal usually includes some or all of the haunch above the hock. The ‘hnces‘ 
of a quadruped are on the forelegs, w'hich in Egyptian are Apf* R* 0- Faulkxer 

The^Cayer Anderson Jubilee Relief of Amenophis IV 

In my article on the beginning of the EI-^Amarna period in the foregoing pages of this issue It wdll 
be seen that by implication I date the Gayer Anderson limestone relief at Cambridge^ to the first 
jubilee of the Aten in regnal year 2 of Akhenaten, in view of the fact that the nomen of the king was 
originally inscribed in its Amenophis form. This dating, hotvever, w'ould appear to be controverted 

by the evidence afforded by the inscription on the left of the relief where the Aten is unequivocally 

described as ‘at (the House of) Rejoicing in Akhetatcn\ a building w'hich was not erected and 
occupied much before year 6 at the earliest. I am not disposed to accept Fairman's tentative sug¬ 
gestion that this Pr-hry m ikt-iln was at Hermonthis.^ 

The explanation must rather be that the qualifying phrases referring to die Aten were inscribed 
on this relief latcr^ probably in or after year 6 at the same time as the king's nomcn w^as altered to its 
Akhenaten form- The epithets of the Aten appear to have been crammed into a space not originally 
allotted for them and the feeble minuscule glyphs are in marked contrast to those forming the rest 

of the inscription. 
Moreover* apart from the reference to the Southern On, it is certain on other grounds that this 

relief came from the temple of the Aten at liarnak and not from Akhetaten as Griffith seems to 
imply. It clearly reflects in its nervous draw’ing and rather inept carding the characteristic style of 
the first years of Akhenaten^s reign, and should be associated with similar reliefs which have 

come to light as a result of recent elearaitccs around the Second Pylon at Kamak, Above all, its 

me^urements conform closely to the standard dimensions of all such Theban t&latGtes.* 

C. Aldred 

Note on a hleherto unknown technique in Egyptian bronze-working 

The fact that the Egyptians used a great variety of alloys of copper, tin, lead, zinc, and other metals 
has been evident for many years, and that alloys of differing proportions and properties were 

■ T9C^ whence this Is quoted, omics J* but the daiuagcd mg yidds the correct reading. 
^ !n the Fitiwillkm Mufitiim, No. E.G-A. 2300, 1943. Griffith, 5, ti ffi, uid op. dt+ S, 199 ff, 
5 H. W- Faiimin, COi4 ill, 193. 
^ J* Lcdant, Orien^a/e*, 24, 299. 
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deliberately chosen for tnanufacturirig the different parts of bronze objectSp parts which were sub¬ 
jected to diifering kinds of wear or secondary tr^tment, has been amply proved by such metal ana- 
]ys& as appear in the publication of the Buchis burials at Armant.* Now I behev'e that I have found 

evidence for a technique in which a bronze casting was coated in sonie manner with a thin layer 
of a significantly difFerent alloy of the same metal* 

Fig- I* Portion of surface of situls. 

(Magnibcaiionx 4'a) 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art recently purchased a bron^ aitula of the normal late period 

typ^ it was submitted in due course to the Conser\ ation Department for examination and 

» Mond and Mj-ers, Thf Budieum, n pp- 105-6. In two bronze situlne the body material v&Hcd fitmi the 
handle matcrisil in »uch a way as to suggest that the former was choaim for its suitability for secondary cajA^ing 
and engraving, and the letter for its hard wearing properties. 

^ Accession No. 58. -^6. 5* At pre^ni unpublished except for a photograph which appears in the Parhe- 
Bemet Galleries (New YoHe) Sah Cataio^uif May 15, im p. Up no,61. It U to be the subject of a forth¬ 
coming article in the Museum BniUtin^ 

S7*T0 P 
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t rcatiTtent. Preliminary microscopic escamination revealed in many areas the presence of a surface layer 
having a glassy bluish-grey appearance (fig. i), and Mr, Murray Pease, who made the exiamifiation 
and to whom 1 am grateful for the results here published^ was of the opinion, that this layer was not 
the nartnal result of the cotrosion of the bronze;^ but was ^a deliberate application made at the time 
of the object's fabrication’ and perhaps w^as of a vitreous nature. I therefore agreed to his suggestion 
that he submit specimens of the body and layer materials to an outside laboratory for spectrographic 

analysis. The results of this analysis are as follow^ 

Com mtiai Coating 

Copper . Major Major 

Tin 1 Minor O’* eau 
Arsenic o-x Not 

Lead O'X (low) Major 

Iron Q-x (low) O'ox (high) 

Antimony O'OV o'oox (low) 

Silver . O'&X 0"OX 

Nickel . o-ox (low) Nor found 

Silicon . 0 DOT o x (high) 

Maipiesium 0-eox O'CSX 

Aluminium ^ Not found o^x (low) 

Elemems checked but not found: zinc^ cfttimiunip chromium, cobalt^ vanadium, tungsten, bismuthH titanium. 

From these results it can be seen that there is an unusually high proportion of lead in the surface 
layer only, and since such bronze alloys wei^ sometimes used in the late period to simulate silver^ 

it can be assumed that that is the purpose in this case. 
It only remains to discover how the layer was applied, Mr, Pease's preliminary^ suggestion tha 

it T^-as of vitreous nature was not fully bom out by the analysiSt since this shows no sufficiently high 

proportion of silicon for it to have been a typical enamel glaze. There is, nevertheless, a quite wide 
variation in the proporttons of silicon found in the two samples and some sort of scmi-vitreolis 
coating, involving alkaline metals, now' lost, may be a remote possibility. Dr. R. H. Bed of. the con¬ 
sultant laboralory' and Mr, Pease agree in suggesting that It was a heavy plating of lead-copper 
alloy’, applied by dipping the casting into a molten mass of the alloys 'subsequently re-chased and 
polished to simulate silver*. As one would es:pect, no trace of the coating was found on the inside of 

the situla, though the rim and the rings for the bail handle are coated. 
It would have been interesting to compare an analysis of the handle, but unfortunately this part 

of the situla is lacking. 1 should be grateful for any information on situlae or other objects exhibiting 
a similar technique^ or having varying alloys in their constituent parts^ and I hope that this short 

note may lead to the re-examination of some of the bronzes in our collections. 
E. Young 

* The laboratory, Lucius Pitkin, Inc., quotes the following quantitative definitions of the terms employed 
in the anfllysls: Major=above $ per cent, eitimaled. Minors 1-5 per cent, estimated, o-jc, oox, o-ooxs 
concentratjon of the elements estimated to the nearest derimfll place; e.g. o 0af=O‘Oi“O 0^ per cent, estimated. 
'Not found' means not detected in the particular aample by the technique employed. 
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Tombs^ TtmpUs and Anetmi Art. By Joseph Linton Smith, edited by Corinna Lindan Smith. University 

of OkJahoma Press: Konnarij i^sS. pp. and 47 half-tone Ulustrations. 

In this dtlightfidly readable book are described the lifcwork and experiences of a highly gifted American 
painter in many difftreiit lands, hui above ail in Egypt, Most of his original work having found homes in 
his own Country', the British public must rest oontent with the many samples here shown in photography^ 
the majority being reproductions of ancient sculpiure in relief and in the round. It is not the business of 
this Joarnal to dwell upon the author’s artistic tdcni, nor yet upon his Htemiy ability, but it is a pleasure, 
if a melancholy one, for the present reviewer to testify to the faithfulness of the lively glimpses afforded of 
the eminent excavators and scholars concerned in The great discoveries at Thebes in the first quarter of this 
century'. The rapid pen-ponraits of men like Maspero, Feme* Reisner, QuibeU, Carter, and Weigall, as 
well as of Theodore Davis who financed the digs, bring all these old friends to life again. A great debt is 
due to Mrs. Linden Smith for having so ably edited and abridged the diaries kept by her husband throughout 
the long life of eighty-six years which terminated in 1950. 

Here w'c must concentrate our attentlou upon the two sensational disco%^erie3 in the Valley of the Tombs 
of the Kings where Lindon Smith was not merely an eye-witness, hut even an active participant. The account 
that he gi%'CS of the finding of Iu>'a and Tuia is less instructive than diverting, but the reader w'ill derive 
much amusement at what he has to tell about the VM.P.s to whom special deference had to be ahowm. Of 
greater importance are the twenty pages devoted to that ’so-called Tomb of Queen Tiye' which I discussed 
in my article in JEA 43, 10 folk The sequence of events attending this discovery is described in minute 
detail* and here Lindon Smith must at least be regarded as first-hand evidence. According to his narrative 
it w'as he, not Theodore Davis, who first entered the tomb and even removed wuth his own hands the sheets 
of solid gold which covered the mummy. AL that we are here told has, we are made to understand, been 
taken from notes made at the time, but it was only forty-two years later that Lindon Smith aliowcd himself 
to be convinced that the mummy found wiis that of Smenkhkarec and that he ventured to put forth a theory of 
his own largely de|>endem upon the conclusions reached by Engelbach and Derry. This is not the place 
to thresh out the problem afresh, but I cannot refrain from using this occasion to modify my own contention 
that the coffin w^ made for Akhcnatcn from the start. I ow^e to C. Aldrcd my conversion to the view that 
it waa originally intended for one of the 'Amama princesses and only secondarily adapted for the king. 
Aldred takes as his poirit of departure the justified assumption that .Akhcnaten, from the very beginning 
of his reign, will have started preparing for himself a funerary equipment not vastly inferior to that which 
ultimately fell to TutfankhamOn’s lot; clearly the coffin now recoivstructed in the Cairo Museum, though 
not unw'onhy of a royal princess, was not up to Fhaiaonic standard. [ confess having overlooked the im¬ 
portance of the uraeus b^ing the name of Aten in its later form; this had obviously been later affixed to 
the head in order to transform a coffin not intended for a king into one which muJd so serv'c. I now also 
see that the excision of words at the beginnings and ends of the long bands of inscription is explicable only 
by the desire to eliminate all reference to the princess w'ho was the coffin^s original owner, and the replace¬ 
ment of these words by kingly titles would naturally have the effect of throwing Into relief -Akhenaten^s 
ultimaie ownership. However, I still adhere to my opimon that the inscription on the foot-end was largely 
prompted by the example of those earlier and later coffins which placed a speech of Isis in that position, 
and ] attach great weight to the pronoun of the and person masculine in the words put in the mouth of the 
female speaker now seen to have been the originally intended occupant; if she, and not Akhcnaten whose 
name is so prominent on the coffin, Avas that intended occupant, then the pronoun in question can have 
only been used to express the hope that she would continue to live in his proximity to all eternity; or in 
other words, this princess's coffin had been designed to find a place in the family tomb at EI-'AmIma. 
The same conclusion emerges also from the Avords ’who shall be here living for ever’ left standing after 
Akhenaten’s cartouche both in the horizontal bauds and on the foot-end of the coffin, f am happy 
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record Aldred^^ agrcfrmcnt TAiih me that the mukcrs of the final interment believed that they were bun'mg 

the heretic ting himself; we both find the teadmony of the magical briefca incontrovertible. 
The particular problem to which so much space has been given above naturally forms but a stnail part of 

Lindon Smithes moat interesting book; but it chances to be the part most likely to appeal to readers of our 

JbirrKo/; and that muat be my excuse for having dealt with it at such length. Alak H. GahOiKER 

Lfs Maximes th By ZsVnEk 2Xba. Editions dc Tacademie tchecoslov-aque des sciences. Pragucn 

igjfi. Roy. 8vo. Fp. 17b- Price 40 crowns. 

[ do not think that any literary genre is more essentially Egyptian than the book of wisdom^ the manual of 

manncfs and day-to-day living. Such works were favourites from at least the Third Dynasty until Egyptian 

culture lost its individuality with the coming of Christianity^ 
The Precepts of Ptahhotep claims in its introduction to have been written by the vizier Pta^otep in the 

reign of Asosi of the Fifth Dynasty, U is therefore a very old book indeed, and w^e are fortunate that it stir- 

vives entire in the Prisse Papyrus which dates from about the beginning of the Thirteenth Dynasty* Most of 

the text ia also covered by duplicates of later date. 

Dr. Ziba opens wdtb a preface, and follov^^s this with the three sections of the book proper: the tcxti. the 

translation, and the Commentary. Finally there is a bibliography of books consulted. 
The text is hand-written in clearly made hieroglyphs, and is set out verse by verse, numbered according to 

the system introduced by Devaud. With one small esception every known version of the book is included in 

full. The exception is the fragments of the B.M. Papyrus No. 10509, now to be found m Caminos's Lherary 

Fra^enis in /Ae Hieratic Script^ which were not available to Dr. 2dba for publication. In every case the verse 

as it is found in Piissc is written out first, whilst immediately beneath come all the other versions. The com¬ 

parison of one version w iih another is thus made as easy as is practically possible* This is a great help in 

translation, as the later texts often throw a welcome light on the difficulties in that of Prisse, This publication 

of the complete text of the Precepts of Ptahhotep is tn itself sufficient to make the possession of the book web 

worth while, because no other up-to-date transcription of this very important document is available. 

'^rhe translation is printed, and is complete and separate for each vcision of the text. This is a valuable 

feature since it enables students of other disciplines to m^c full use of every aspect of the evidence presented 

by the variant versions. 1 have studied the translations w ith great care, and the more 1 have studied them the 

more impressed 1 have become with the great acumen and scholarship shown. Every single verse has been 

translated; a feat of skill and courage; indeed a great contrast to Erman's rendering in his Literature of the 

Ancient Egj'ptlana with Its summaries, dashes, and plain omissions. Naturally not even' translation of Dr* 

2dba's will be accepted, hut many an improvement w ill stem from hts suggestions, and nothing can detract 

from the general success that has attended his efforts to find coherent meaning in this notoriously difficult text, 

'I'hc commentar^^ runs into no less than 68 printed pages. In it Dr. 2aba has defended hia translations, 

sometiincs at length, and has provided invaluable discussions on grammar^ syntax, and vocabulary, 1 have 

found this commentary most useful. 

1 have no hesitation at all in recontmending Dr. 2dba^s Lm Maximes de Ptahhotep^ and 1 look forward to 

the detailed study of the orthography of the manuscripts, of their relation to one another^ of the arrangement 

and contents of the book^and of historical and literary aspects of the text^ as w^ell as to the complete vocabulary 

and index of ideas w'hich he has promised for the future. 

I have noticed the following misprints and errors: 

P. 7, n. t, I. 5. The number of the British Museum papyrus should be “10509* not '10409’. 

F* 45, verse 364. ^ is to be read, not in the middle of the line. 
P. 5T, verse 44S. is omitted after 

P. 75. The line number in the translation of Priase should read “107“ not '104'. 

P. 13a, note To Verse 220^ last tw'o lines. The refcrcnoc should read ^109 note z* not *108 note i*. 

134, note to verse 239. The paragraph number in the last line should read “496“ not '446’, 

F* 144, note to verse 320, etc., first line* The quotation from should read ‘n not ^ ^ 
See p. 41, verse 320, and also the B.M. facsimile. 

P. 14&, note to verse 335^ second line. The verse number should read ‘334* not *335^ 

C* H. S. SfaulC 
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Hieratic Oitraca. By Jahoslav Cehn^ atid Auin H. Cm>iNER. T. Osfordp primed for the Grffitli 

Institute at the University Press by Charles Batey% t^S?- Folio. Pp* x+j:5p pls+ 115. Price £6, 6j, 

For years we have been tamalized by references to the Gardiaer Cstraca, the Petrie Ostracap and others. 

Now, thanks to Sir Alan Gardiner and 10 the devoted labours of Professor Jaroalav Ccrfi^ a large part of 

these collections is pubiished and so naade available for the use of all. 
Ever^xine wdl know the collections of ostracathat have been published by the Cairo Museum and the French 

Institute of Cairo. The present volumCp in effect:, forms an addition to these but far surpasses them in beauty 

of presentation, for the paper is of high quaJity, the printing is a delight to the cye^ and the plates are superb. 

This book contains over 300 new ostraca, the core of the work being the specimens from the collecttona of 

Sir Alan Gardiner, the laie Sir Flinders Petrie^ and the Leipzig Egyptological Institute, In addition there are 

numbers of specimens from the collections of the Rev* ColLn Campbell, the Rev. Dr* G* O. Nash^ the British 

Museum^ the Ashmolean Museum, and other sources. 
The ostraca in this book ate from the Eighteenth to the Twentieth Dynasty in date and are, with one 

exception, all from Thebes. The contents are both literary and non-literaty, comprising such subjects as 

extracts from the Anastasi Papyri, various h^mnsp the Instructions of Ammencmes and of ffardjcdcfp the 

Lansing Papyrus, love songs, magical papyri, the Satire of the ProfessionsT as well as accoumSn work journals, 

legal proceedingSp letters, lists of goods, lists of nam^, oaths, and payments. 
The oBiraca are described individually plate by plate. In each case the name of the collector or other owner 

Is followed by a statement of the material of which the ostracon is madc,^ how it is inscribed, whether it is 

complete or not, the nature of the contents, and references to other publications if any. 
The places, which naturally form the main mass of the book, reproduce the ostraca full size. Numerically 

these pbtes run from 1 to 115; but this is deceptive^ for there are 115 plates of hiemgljrphic transcription in 

a beautifully dear hand made by Professor CemVi 78 plates of excellent hieratic hand facsimiles, and 4 plates 

of collotype facsimiles, making iqy plates in all* In the case of the 33 plates for which no facsimiles arc pro¬ 

vided a single line of the hieiatiC is given to illustrate the style of handwriting for most of the osiraca 

concerned. 
The book is provided with an explanatory note which gives the principles followed and details about the 

technical terms and syrmbols used. There are tw'o indexes^ one (Index A) lists the ostraca by the names of the 

collections and owmers, the other (Index B) lists the ostraca by contents in two groups, literary and non- 

literary. C. H. S. SfaUU.. 

PmaU Tombs at Thebes. VoL L Four Eishteeath Dynasty Tombs. By Torckt Saw-S5derbEH0H. Oxford, 

printed for the Griffith Institute at the University Press by Chartes Batey, 1957.4to. Pp. xii'-5it pb- 7^^ 

Price £4. 4J. 

When Norman de Garb Davies died in 1941 the Griffith Institute in Oxford came into p<^Mssion of a 

large amount of unpublished material which he and his wdfe had collectedi+ This material has been used to 

produce this book, which Is to be the first of a new series of volumes on the private tombs at Thcb®* More 

of the material will be utilized for the projected future volumes. 
This book, as alwa^-s with the publications of the Griffith Institute, is finely printed on good paper. No 

effort has been spared to produce the best practicable record of the tombs in question, which are very badly 

damaged. Mr. Davies's drawings and descriptions have been used as a base, but they have been studied, 

revised, and also collated with the originals in Egypt^ The records made by early travellers have been 

examined and used to complete details which are no longer extant^ 
The plates depicting these tombs arc mostly line drawings in black and white, but ihere are a number of 

excellent photographs of details and objects. These plates are preceded by some fifty pages of detailed 

description. In addition there is a Foreword by Mr. D. B. Harden, a note entitled Acknowledgements, lists 

of contents and pbtes, and a series of indexes covering Names of Divinities, Roj^l Names, Names of Private 

Persons, Titles and Occupations (gclcctivcjt General Index, Refenrncea to Urkunden, TV, and References to 

VVrcszLnski^ Atlas, 
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As IS stated Ln tfie four tombs are described in this bwkp numbers 73t 155* 4®" hto^ 73 tbat 
of sm odicial tvhDse name is lost but who lived in the tune of I^latshepsuti. i’lt was the Chief Stoi^ard of the 

king and held the same posts as the famous Sennmit whom he probably fiucoeeded in ofHce. No. 155 belongs 

CO the Great Herald Antef. who also lived during the rdgn of Hatahepsut and who otvned the Louw stela 

No. C. zt. No. ij belongs to the Chief Fh^-sician Nebamun and is probably to be dated to the rctgn of 

Amenophia II. No. 4S is of the time of Amcnophis JH and belopgs to the Chief Stew^ard of the king, 

Amenemhetp called Suren 
With regard to Surer an interesting point for it is stated that the tomb was mutilated twice* once 

under Amenophis III and then ag;ain when Akhcnatcit carried out his campaign to remove the name of 

AmOn. The explanation adopted is that Surer fell into disgrace. It seems to me that there are objections to 

this because the tomb was never finished and because fragments of costly statues and burial furniture were 

found Ln it. It is hardly likely that such equipment would have been put into an unfinished tomb so that I 

W'Ould suggest that Surer died before his tomb was finished, was buried, and that soon afteiivards his family 

fell into disgraoet whereupon the tomb received its first mutilation. 
Each of the tombs published in this book exhibits items of considerable interest. In No. 73 Jiathor-beds 

are showai exactly like those actually found in the tomb of Tut^ankhamun. There are also two elaborately 

decorated three-sided screer^ drawm w^ith the sides spread out into one continuous line, and a scene sbo^ving 

the smoking out of artificial hives to collect honey, which is uncommon. No. 155 contains the w-elbknowm 

hippopotamus hunt and a fowling scene in which appears a crocodile seizing a fish. The vintage depicted in 

this tomb from the picking of the grapes to the storing of the new wine is most interesting. No. 17 has a scene 

in which a rich Syrian and his wife am shown visiting the physician Nebamun, perhaps in search of medical 

ircatmeni. Connected with this scene are a Syrian ship and some chariots drawn by hump-backed oxen. This 

tomb also contains detailed scenes of the ancient burial rites and of the ceremony of the opening of the mouth. 

No* 48 has portraits of Amcnophis HI seated on his throne set inside a number of pavilions; curious pairTs 

of figures of the hippopotamus goddess^ of the god Bes^ and of a lion* all standing upright; and also a series of 

scenes in which the king gives thanks for the harvest. 

At the very end of the book are two plates which show the remarkable and elaborate gifts presented to 

Tuthmosis IV which Are depicted in the tomb of the Chief Steivard Thenona* No. 76. 
C. H. S. SPAlTLL 

La(e-Egypfian Misceifames. By R. A. CamjnOS EgyptoIoguaJ Studies, Vol. I). London, 1954. £4. 4J. 

This volume contains the results of work for a doctoral thesis prepared by Dr. Caminas at Oxford under 

the supetx'ision of Sir Alan Gardiner. The subject Is the translation of and commentaryon those texts pub¬ 

lished by Gardiner in his volume of the same title in the aeries Bibhotheca Aegyptiaca. They consist of short 

passages, often in the form of letters, in which a multitude of subjects is discussed. Favourite topics are the 

discomforts of the soldier's life, the hardships of life abroad* encomiums of the king, the superiority of the 

scribe's profession above al] others. The passages are ooUected on papyri of varying length* and it is usually 

understood (following the opinion of Erman) that these collections were prepared for the use of student 

scribes. When Gardiner made his publication he said in the Introduction that he was unable there to under¬ 

take a discussion of the nature and purpose of these papyri: 'The difficult problems involved in such A dis¬ 

cussion arc better reserved for the Commentary which will follow in course of time,’ Dr, Caminos has now’ 

provided the Commentary^ but he has not, unfortunately> written any general remarks on the nature and 

purpose of the papyri which contain the individual texta^ This b a great pltyi because he must in the course 

of hb work h^\'t formed many ideas about the Miscellanies which would only resuU from intimate know'ledge 

and close study. May we hope that be will some day provide us with an essay in which the problems discussed 

by Erman in Dk dgyplirchen SdiuieriiandsckFffien are further examined. Such a study could also profitably 

include an examination of the ph^'sical characteristics of the papyri. There is still much to be learned about 

Ancient Egyptian book-production and about scribal traJning. Why, for exAmple, do such relatively well- 

writtcu papyri so often contain 'corrections* of signs? Are they fair copies or are they student products? 

There arc many questions of this kind to be answered. Let us hope that an attempt to answer them may soon 

be made. Even negative results have their value. 
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The present volume difFci:s in its scope from die earlier purely textual publicaiion in the addition of 

a fuller text of the miscellany Turin Ap of which further fragments were found after the appearance of 

Gardincris volume. Transcriptions of the more complete sections of the Vitrs^ of this document arc included 
tn an Appendix at the end. 

Caminos deals with the texts by the method of simple translation and commentary* The various sections 

of each miscellany are taken one by one^ First he gives a list of previous translations followed by hia own 

iranslatinn; then comes the commentary, in which the difiicukles and points of interest arc discussed in great 

detail. This is^ in general p a lextccgraphicai commentary rather than a commentary of exegesis. It* purpose is 

to support and explain the translationp not to interpret the meaning of the texts. The bulk of the textSp how¬ 

ever, is such that some limit had to be placed on the commentary^ There can be no dDubt that Dr, Camlnos 

was wise to restrict the first coinmerttary on these tests to one aimed at establishing a reliabk translation by 

a careful consideration of all the textual problcnts and by seeking to determine as closely as pOi^i blt the precise 

meaning of the many rare and unu*ual words. A number of the pieces of compositioii included in the Miscel¬ 

lanies contain long lists of materials and objects; the purpose of these lists was, in all probability, to test the 

student scribe and exercise his cate in copying what was unusual. Such lists are often so full and long that 

they could be classified almost as Onomastica, and the only satisfactory way by which the meanings of many 

of the words can be established is that followed by Gardiner in Andmt Egypiiim On<mmdm. All relev^ant 

material has to be collected, all other occurrences of the individual words examined In their contexts, and 

conclusion as to their rneamog can then be drawn accordingly. This encyclopaedic technique has been fully 

mastered by CamLnos. His assiduity in ransacking Egyptological literature^ as demonstrated In this volume^ 

IS surely unsurpassed. There can be very few'discussions relative even indirectly tq the Miscellanies that he has 

failed to disoaver, Tbe notes that he has then written are admirably brief and alw'ays clear. One may com- 

plairi that in some cases the lists of references for parallel uses and occurrences are accompanied by too little 

commentaryp but had Caminos enlarged his discussion further, his book w'ould have been very much longer. 

What Df« Caminos has done here is to provide an important tool for the Egyptological scholar. The volume 

b packed with valuable and interesting discussions of words and many new meanings have been elicited for 

rare words* By including almost one hundred pages of indexes Caminos has made the book easy lo consult 

and has ensured that it wilt bq consulted. It will surely be of the greatest use as a work of reference and is 

indeed a mine of information. 

A few small points, mostly of transtation, may here be mentioned r 

Bologna 1094, 3, 4. The idea that the v-erb skf includes both the processes of ploughing and sowing and 

requires the translation 'cultivate* is graphically demonstrated by tomb scenes where both activities are 

covered by the one word; see a note on the occurrence of ih in the Middle Kingdom letter Hel^nakhte I, i 

in JVie HthoHokliie Papers and olher early Middle Kingdom Documents, at present m the press. 

Bologna 1094, 7^ 5* C. translates kt b your condition that 1 long to know daily'. More strictly perhaps 

translate *it b you (cw’ you are the one) whose condition I long to know daily/ 

Arkastasi I!, 9, i* At end C, translates, 'may poverty outstrip wealth"* The words translated'poverty* and 

^wealth^ ffiwAw and wsr^ are elsewhere in this section iranslaied ^ihe pcxsr (man)" and ^thc rich (man)', and in 

no csise is the seated-man determinative added. Perhaps, therefore, at the end we should translate, 'may the 

poor (man) outstrip the rich (man)*. 
Anastasi 111, S ff. In this passage»in which the writer describes the sufferings of an army officer from 

the liveliness of hb horses* there is a difficulty^ over pronouns^ The masculine singular pronoun b used both 

for the officer and apparently also for hb team (undoubtedly, as C* suggests^ understood by the writer as 

htrLf although this word h never uaed)^ Much of the passage remains obscure, but perhaps the words hy f 

sto m tbty n tbw should be rendered, *They (the team) make him into sandals for (or of) a sandal-maker^ not 

'He makes theui Into^ etc*' The writer seems to be describing what happened to the officer, and a little 

further on he writes: *They (the team) throw' him into the thicket.^ He ts perhaps describing how' the officer 

was fiayed by the rough treatment* T* G. H. JXMEs 
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A Papyrfa of the Lnii Middle Kingdom in /Ae Broohtyn Museumn By W* C. HAirES* New \orkj 1955* 

The dwiimciii studied m this volume is one of a number acquired in Egypt in tbe late nineteenth centui^' 

by Charles Edwin Wilbour. It ™ presented to the Brooklyn Muscunn in 193 S Wilbour's daughter and %i 

now bears the number 55« 144^- In its present form, the result of the piecing together of several hun e 

fragments, it is iSa cm. long and Hayes estimates that origmaJly it was approitii^tely aoq cm. long. 

On the vefio the principal text is a register of people^ mostly men^ brought to Justice for having deserte 

from oonscfipted service, probably state service in most cases, on the land. The register ia arrang^ in three 

Columns, and in each column the individual items are entered under seven separate heads, Lettered a to^ by 

Hayes: a gives the name of the person, £ some fact about him to facilitate identification ■ c states the sex of the 

person: d contains a directive to the Great Prison to release the hostages held in place of the malef^or and 

it specifies the law he has transgressed: € registers the fact that the fugitive has been captured and is at or is 

on his vi*ay to the Great Prison;/contains a statement by a scribe of the vizier that action has been taken 

against the fugitive and that the case is closed; the g entries consist of a single sign in each case confirming 

that the matter is finished. 
The directivea of the if entries are dated mostly either to year 10 or to year 31 of a king not directly named 

but identified with considerable probability as Ammenerncs III of the Twelfth Dynasty- Inasmuch ^ the 

various entries were made by different hands> some of which are thought to exhibit ^chaructcrislics of 

Thirteenth Dynasty hieratic, it is unlikely that the document uua wTJttcn out at one time; it must have been 

compiled as the various cases reached completion. The statements of action taken in entries e to ^ seem in 

every' case to have been added subsequently, Hayra suggests that the document formed part of the ifd n 

hhnty nty tenn m hnrt wt *ihe Criminal Register which is tn the Great Prison^ which is mentioned in the 

Duties of she Vhieri but he cannot explain its undoubtedly selective nature. 
Three smaller texts. A, B, and C,^ were inserted in blank spaces within the main text of the recro. Text A 

is a copy of a letter written by a lo-i^ offrcial; its substance is mostly lost, but Ha>^s surmises that it had a 

close connexion wiih the main register of runaway conscripts and that it indicates that local officials of this 

kind (the man in question is a ^bty n w) played an important part in assbtjng the Gr^t Prison to execute its 

functions in bringing fugitives to Justice. 
Texts B and C are copies of Toy’s! edicts issued in yxiars 5 (?) and 6 of an unnamed king identified by 

Hayes as a predecessor of Sebkhotpe III, possibly Sekhemre* Wadjkhatu SebkemMf I, who is here taken to 

be a Thirteenth Dynasty king. In B the vizier ^.AnMiUj probably the famous vizier of the Thirteenth Dynasty^ 

IS mstructed to arrest a man Pay^ accused of doing some wrong to a fugitive in his charge. In C the king grants 

a petition that the servants of Pay should be handed over to another w'hose serv'ants had been forcibly 

carried away* 
Although the meaning of the texts on the recto is obscured by insufficient understanding of their back¬ 

ground and by their uncertain relationship to each others tt is surprising what a wealth of mformation the 

editor has succeeded in extracting from them. He has made what arc basically rather unpromising texts the 

vehicle for a number of penetrating studies of late Middle Kingdom social life and adminiatration. In par¬ 

ticular his examination of the Gentries of the main text is full of rewarding discussion—the character of the 

Great Prison, the precise meanings of technical terms concerned with fiigitives, the nature of the n 

dd-rmt ‘the Office of the Ffovider-of-pcQplc\ and e.xamination of the laws by which the fugitives were 

brought to justice. It may be said in criticism that the commentary is at times so full that jt prevents easy 

comprehension of what the dinrument says. In his treatment of the main reefo text Hayes discusses each 

group of entries separately^ and it is not until the end that the reader sees what is happening. Perhaps the 

summary Containing one specimen case should have come at the beginning and not at the end. If this had 

been the case the significance of each group of entries would more readily be grasped by the reader. 

The Vitso of the papyrus contains one principal text and three subsidiary texts closely connected with the 

principal text. This principal text b a List of serv^ants, or possibly slaves, which Hayes associates with text C 

of the recto^ according to which the houseboLd servants of Fay are to be transferred to another man. More 

than half the servants listed arc designated Asiatics, the remainder being The former bear in 

many cases names that arc identified by Albright—whose findings arc presented in brief in this volume*— 

* For a fuller discussion see J.4Q-S 74^ zaz-33. Sec also, Posener* ' Les Aaiadques en £gypte sous let xiri 
et xtlP Dynasties' in Syrio^ 34, 145 ff. 
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as riortli'wes: Semitic. The great interest of this Ibt b, as Hayes points outp ihe new light it ihrow'son the 

Slit of the Asiatic element in the population of Egypt during the late Middle Kingdom- In this one household 

there were more than forty* Hayes suggests that as we have no esidence of large-scale Egyptian miliury 

Dperations against Asia it should perhaps be assumed that there existed at this time a considerable trade in 

Asiatic slaves tarried on by the Asiatics thcmselv^. Such slaves were probably prisoners of war taken in 

skirmishes betw^een Asiatic states. In general their skills were supeKor to those of the native Egyptian 

peasant-workman^ and this fact Is reflected in the titles held by the individuals named. Many of the Asiatics 

are weavers while only Egyptians were humble field hands or gardeners. The majority of the 

names held hy the Egyptians consists of the simplest Middle Kingdom types p and Hayes maintains that this 

fact also points to the servile status of their holde!^. He considers that this colourless character of the names 

^suggests that these people and their parents were bom slaves and had Inherited their state of servitude in 

each case from a, perhaps remotep anccstor\ It may be thought that this is reading too much into names. 

One is reminded that most Middle Kingdom names are of common and frequently of colourless types; Ipys, 

HetepetSp Rensonbs and the like are to be found in almost any list of names, and the vizier ^ Ankhu was himself 

content with one of the commonest of names. Nevertheless, it w'ould be difficult to deny that the list on this 

document presents good evidence for the existence of slaves in large numbers in private households in the 

laic Middle Kingdom. 

Subsidiary Text A of the verso la a docket recording the transference of the slaves listed to their new owner. 

It is dated with almost complete certainty to year 1 of SekhemrS^-Scwadjtow^ Sebkhotpe, whom Hayes 

would make the immediate successor to Bebkemsaf L Text B Is a semi-legal Instrument by which the new 

owner of the slaves makes over the slaves along with his other property to his wife Senebtisy. This text in 

form closely resembles the bnyt-pr of the Middle Kingdom and early New Kingdom and the marriage settle¬ 

ments and similar documents of later times. The confirmation that this gift had been made is contained in 

Text Cp a short docket inserted between the columns of the main text of the verso^ 

Hayes completes his study of this papyrus with a section of General Comments in w hich he considers the 

nature of the documentp the dasses of labour mentioned, the light it throws on the adminisiration and 

judicial organization of Egypt in the late Middle Kingdom, and evidence it provides for the history of that 

period* Here he brings together in synthesis the condusions arrived at In the more detailed Commenta^ 

which has gone before. In particular, his study of the administrative and legal organization of the period is 

most valuable* and his method of utilizing other evidence of a nature equally tenuous to that of his ow n 

document is a lesson in unextravagantp moderate scholarship. 

A few small criticisms may be brought against the presentation of the text and oommentary. In the first 

place, the formal is such that the photographic reproductions of the papyrus are in size about two-thirds of 

the originaL This is scarcely sufficient for comfortable reading* as the writing is on the small side. The 

student who washes to examine the text in difficult places is thus hampered, and the absence of facsimile 

copies of doubtful passages is equally 10 be regretted. On the reHo Texts A, and C are written upside 

dowm in relation to the mato text; the transcription gives them the same wTiy up. This inversion facilitates the 

consultation of the texts^ but it greatly hinders comparison between the hieratic origuiaJ and the transcrip¬ 

tion. There is much to be said for arranging a transcription closely aa possible in the same manner as the 

hieratic original. Lastly^ the non-use of hieroglyphic signs in the body of the Commentary means that the 

author has to refer to particular signs by de^ripiionp an unnecessarily clumsy method of reference* 

This book is, nevcrthclesSp a model publication of its kind. An initially unpromising text has become the 

inspiration for a study which is both learned and humane* both fruitfiil in discussion and very well written— 

a book of the sort rarely met with in Egyptological studies these days. 
T.G-H. James 

AJtdgyptisch GTommaitk, Part L By E* Edel. Analecta Orientalla vol. 34- Rome, 1955. $20. 

One of the problems facing the writer of a Grammar of Artcicnl Egyptian is the limitation he is to pla^^ on 

the scope of his work* The so-called classical period linguisiically is that of the Middle Kingdom- At this 

time there was a remarkable homogeneity in the language used for all written matter whether historical, 

literary, religious, philosophical, or private. Each group of tex» has, from its partioaUr nature, certain 

Q BTSTD 
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charactcnslics of style and syntax which distinguish it from other Hsntemporary groups, but in genei^ these 

charoctcrisiics sue few jn number and they do not kinder the writing of a grammar that can with considcfabLe 

truth be called Middle Hgj'ptian. With Late Egyptian the case is far mberwise. The Un^^c u^d in secular 

documents of the New Kingdont is maikcdiy different from that of literary texts; official inscriptions of the 

period are written in a modified Middle Egyptian^ while the language of texts of the Amlma Period can aJ^ 

be distinguished by its own particular giammatical characteristics. Erman in his T^£udQ^pttsche Grarnr^tik 

drew his evidence for gnunmaticaJ forms somewhat uncritically from these four groups of texts. 1 n con¬ 

sequence the ovemlJ picture of Late Eg^fpiian gamed from this study is one which Bts no one group of texts^ 

He failed to moke it quite clear that certain forms are to be found only m particular types of texts. The prob¬ 

lem ia basically one of the definition of terms. What is Late Egyptian } Some might say that it is only the 

language found in the secular, non^Uterary documents such as letters, legal documents and official records. 

Wl^t then is Old Eg^qjtian ? 
When wc consider the material that sundves from the Old Kingdom it becomes evident that we hav'e to 

use a different criterion when we seek to distinguish what may be called Old Egypliarii Secular texts are rare 

and few^ have been published. There arc in fact two groups of texts which must be considered. In the first 

place are the monumental inscriptions found mostly in tombs, of the type published In l^rkundfn L Secondly 

there are the Pyramid Texts. It might be doubted'whethcT it is fitting to treat these two groups of texts to¬ 

gether from a grammatical point of view. The Pyramid Texts form a group which is restrjcied temporally to 

a relativ ely short period of time, at least from the point of view of being wTitten dow n, tf not of composition. 

They arc by their very nature unusual texts in w'bich unusual language and perhaps unusual forms are used* 

The monumenul textSs on the other hand, are somew^hat elirsive in yielding up iheir grammatical secrets 

because summary wTJtings arc common^ 
In the w^ork here reviewed Professor Edel has made use of the tw^o groups of texts to produce the fimt 

systematic study of Old Egyptian. We ore here offered the first part of the work, a final Judgement on which 

must wait until the second port has been published. The legitimacy of including Pyramid Texts and monu¬ 

mental texts in one grammatical analysis has been doubted above, but it must be admitted that there is much 

to be gained from doing so from the point of view of the study of forms. Jn the Pyramid Texts full writings 

abound and they supplement largely the summary writings of the monumental texts. Edel has used the 

evidence of the fuller writings to construct a formidable pattern of forms in which the scmi-vowcls i and fc 

are appreciated to the fulL 
The first part of the Old Egyptian Grammar is devoted chiefly to a searching analysis of grammatical fonns. 

After an introduction on the character of Old Egyptian and its relation to later stages of the language and 

sections on W'riting and phonology come three sections concerned with Pronouns, Nouns, and Verbs. In the 

part to come we can therefore expect the study of Particles and Prepositions and a systematic examination of 

the synux of sentences. 
In the section devoted to Nouns (which includes Adjectives and Numerals) Edel subjects the Egyptian 

substantive to a rigorous examination based on the analysis of root-formations and on endings and formativ'o 

prefixes. In the case of nouns formed with the p refix m attention should be drawn to the long additional note 

given in the Natktrdgf [p* xxxix) where Edel enlarges on an obscrv'ation of Hintae that when the first con¬ 

sonant of the radical word is a labial, m is replaced by n, e.g. npF 'com' from prt ^produce, grain'. 

The greater part of the volume is that w4ich deals with the verb. The same exhaustive study of the sources 

yields here what is probably the most comprehensive and valuable study of the Verb in Old Eg^'ption since 

Sethe wrote Das dgyptiich^ Verbum—a w'ork to which Edel frequently acknowledges his debt. In Chapter 

XI11 he studies what he regards as a new form'—the sdrmsj. The uses of the differ not at all, it would 

seem, from those of the simple sdm'f. Instances arc confined to certain verbal dosses, and ail ore to be found 

in the Pyramid Texts apart from one so identified in Urk, i, 7. Can it be that we have here not a 

new verbal form but some variant of the sdm'f with which it should be classified and from which it should 

not be distinguished ? Alternatively it might be a usage confined to the Pyramid Texts, I'hc solution of 

such problems of classification cannot, however, be satisfactorily achieved while our knowledge of ancient 

Egyptian vocalization is so meagre. A similar problem which is much illuminated by Eders study but is by 

no means solved is that of the prothctic i {hisj-Augment^ see ^ 449 ff,). The vast majority of the cases occurs 

in the Pyramid Texts, and it is not clear whether the presence of this J modifies the sense of ihc verb or not- 
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With this problem, m wLih rainy others^ one can only collect examples and point to distinctions of form; 

distinctions of mcani ng are huder to clticidaie and one wonders whether the evidence will ever be a^'aiM>!e 
to effect satisfactory explanatioos. 

Other discussions of especial interest and value in the general treatment of the verb are the examination of 

differences between pcifcctive and imperfcctive participled (§§ 634 ff.), the treatment of the Relative Forms 

(Chapter XX), and the study of the Inhnitlve used substantivally as a complement (Chapter XXlll). 

This volume ends with very full indexes and a series of tables with paradigms of muas and verb*. The 

verbal paradigms which include tables of forms for all verbal classes and tho&e of other selected verbs of 

special interest—11, Irl, wdf, Aurf, and tdfi—provide a useful prospectus of the verb in Old Egyptian and should 
prove of great value to students. 

Two points should be mentioned in connexion w ith the system of irausUteration used by EdeL In the first 

place, by using the evidence of the fullest wTitings to be found, especially in the Pyramid Texts, he produces 

trairsliteratioiis which seem perhaps unneccssartiy overloaded with unwritten 1*3 and The common 

practice of indicating by means of brackets letters unwritten but understood is here not followed. Secondly, 

no indication Is given by means of stops or hyphens of additions to verbal and nominal stems; *my nose' is 

fndi, 'they have heard" is sdmTm, Surprisingly the transhterations given in the paradigm tables arc pointed 
in the more usual manner. 

The volume has been splendidly produced with large type and ihc use of a hieroglyphic fount. It is laid 

out dearly and is refreshingly free from excessive theorization. Explanations arc kept short and are admirably 

lucid. The author has made the task of consuJtation m easy as possible by providing an excellent table of 
contents and full indexes. 

A few^ misprints and omis&tons have been noted: p. izi, L 4 at end^ add 71b after p. 289^ read ^ 

for **1; in a large number of places the fitt'-bird has been used in place of the very similar y-bird^ c.g- § 315^ 

1. 1; § 336. L 4^ 1445^ 4; p. 221, L 2; § 505, L 9 twice; § S79. h 4- 
T- G. H. JxMES 

A CorpHj cf inscribed Egyptian Funerary Cams. By the late N. pe GaiuS Davies, edited by M. F. Laming 

Macadam. Oxford, printed for the Griffith Institute at the University Press, 1957. Pp. x. pis. 45 (un¬ 

numbered). indexes (to unnumbered pages). 

This long-awaited volume is a notable addition to the meagre literature conoerfied with those objects in 

terracotta known as Funerary' Cones. It consists principally of drawings of 6[ 1 impressions found mostly on 

cones. The drawings are largely facsimiles made by the late Norman de Garis Davies during the many years 

he spent in the Theban Necropolis. His aim waste csiabJish in as many cases as possible a final text, assembled 

often from numerous imperfect examples. He himself collected a large number of cones which he eventually 

presented to the British Museum and the Ashmolean Museum (a fact not mentiDned in this publication)- He 

also had excellent opportunities both in the field and in travelling for examining specimens as they were 

found in the Theban Necropolis and examples in old collections in Museums. The fruits of his assiduous 

searchings are here presented and they form a most improsivc body of evidence, far surpassing any earlier 

collection both in number and fidelity^ The facsimiles are reproduced In the sizes of the originals and are 

splendid examples of Davies" skill as a ^-eful draughtsman. 

The drawings have been assembled for publication by Dr, Macadam, and to Davi^' collection he has 

added a number of his own finding together with hand-copies of examples found in earlier publications but 

of wbich Davies had made no facsimiles. Macadam has also written a Preface to the plates in which he 

explains the arrangement of the cones on the plates. The volume b completed by indexes of names and titles. 

These latter are not, it seems, part of die volume as originally planned, because Macadam states in his preface 

that indexes would form part of a future volume which would also include lists of correspondences with 

previous publications and a Hat of correspondences with tomb numbers. He also looks forward to a further 

volume In which the cones and their texts will be studied llnguiaticallyi historically, atchiceciurally and in 

other ways. 

B7S70 q 2 
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With so much to expect in future publEations it tB difficult to criticize the present volume for ub ora^mna. 

It must be said, however, that as it stands, the hook is not easy to use and is a disappointment. It« sur¬ 

prising that the editor could have considered publishing die plates without mdates and one ^ only ^ 

thankful that indexes have in fact been supplied. They have not, imfominately, been cempded 
accordance with the principles of arrangement adopted by Macadam and described in his Prtface. The teats 

are grouped according to whether lines are vertical or horizontal and then by the number of linw on an im¬ 

pression; within each group the texts are arranged alphabetically. Thus Macadam reads or “ as tmy-r 

and texts containing titles embodying this word are arranged accordingly. The compiler of the index® has 

however, read it as mr. Similarly, words which Macadam in his Preface reads ipaiy. t^wty.^^d ikdw are 

indexed wfwty, ^htety, and (t)^. In com 45s one difficult title has been read Ihily n Tina'bw-keeper of 

Antun' (Preface, p, viii); this title is made of'uncertain reading' in the index, ^ 
A volume which claims to be a Corpus should have as one of its aims completeness in the publication of 

the relevant material. There seems to be no indication in this volomc that a real attempt has been made to 

each cone exist (an omission which should he rectified in one of the future publications promised) the reader 

is unable to judge which collections have been examined. The British Museum collection, which is large, 

could itself have provided much supplementary material. In many cases it possesses examples which provide 

better Impressions from which doubtful signs in Etevi®’ copies could have been confirmed or corrected. 

Thus B.M. ^38 giv« a superior text for Macadam 60; B,M. 35472 is an almost perfect example of Macadam 

377; B.M. 35688 has a more complete text than that of Macadam 358. B.M- 65189 and 65190 have texts not 

given in Macadam, A drawing(not faraimile) of the text on 65189 is given in hg. i. 65190 bears a rectangular 

impression of which very little can be made out except the name of the owner ^“3^- 

were presented to the British Museum by Sir Robert Mond and came originally from his excavations in 

the Theban Necropolis. They do not appear to have been published in any of the reports ofthose excavations. 

Reference to the report by Mond and Emery in JJvtrpool Anmib^Yol. 14, revealed another cone-impression 

not included in the present Corpus—that of a rf whose name is lost (p. 23, fig. 15). 

It is to be hoped that Dr. Macadam will soon publish the next part of his study with the remaining 

indexes and correspondences. An index of Egyptian words apart from that of titles would be of much use for 

the identification of cones with damaged texts. Another useful list would be one giving, wherever poMihle, 

the find-spots in the Theban Necropolis together with a map showing the position of tombs. In most cases 

the find-spot is unknown, but there must be many exampl® for w hich some evidence of discovery is avail¬ 

able, Until these additional indexes and corrspondences arc published the use fulness of the present volume 

will be much limited. 'T. G. H. James 
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jDj> Cmstiliitio Antonintana. By Christoph Sasse. Oito Harrassowitz. Wiesbaden, 1958^ Pp. 144, pl^ i- 

D.M. i«. 

One of the papyms documenta treasured by the University of Giesaen is a copy of some edicts of the 

Emperor Caracalla, Its tattered opening poltiniin is the most fatnouSp for it was identified by its first editor as 

the Constitutio Antoni nianap the edict which conferred Roman citizenship on the whole Roman world. 

But it is in sorry oonditton. The inktal portion of the surviving lines is tom aw'ay: the considerable amount 

of loss can be measured by the standard form of imperial titulature to be restored in the opening line* and 

by comparison with the succeeding column. What remains has been mutilated by worms. Nevertheless^ the 

general lay-out of a grandiose pronpuncement can be discerned: four sentences marked out by punctuation 

and spaces* the words 7f[oA4r]ctav Can the details be filled in with any 

confidence? All analogy counsels caution. There is a special reason in this case, recognized by the author, 

though the principles involved are not discussed by him: the test is founded on a version in Latin. It is not 

clear whether the Greek text should be cciisidcred a parallel version to the Latin drafted in Rome by the 

emperor's ah episluHs Grata's or a translation of that text into Greek, in which case it might even have been 

made in Alexandria in the prefect's chancery. But its dependence is clear* The structure of the second 

sentence xpiyctpeuv [ci]E^£ii adverbs ^yuA€c{o]'nijrt avn^v -ris tVair^v la 

basically alien to Greek which would have used participles (on the model of lasXai^ TJcrnyMts Saife) instead of 

o&r^ picked up by an and the optative. It is hard to believe this syntax uninfluenc^ by a Latin model 

itaqiu extitmio hunc in modum me maiesiati evrum satisf^ere posie^, si conlribuam. Does this fact of dependence 

help or hinder the investigation f It is of course open to the author to invoke it in his favour on those oecs.- 

sions when he can establish the presence of Greek technical terms. 
This happens especially in his discussion of the critical lines 8 and 9. Passing in review^ the more important 

supplements proposed^ he shows reasons for rejecting them all* including those of Wilhelm and STtoux+ 

His collection of parallel material from juridical texts of practice for the clause makes it probable 

that this ebuse should be taken to be a Regelsatz'. of a common type, marked by the emphatic initial posi¬ 

tion of the participle: the sense of ftevovros is "^ihcrc remains in force', the clause is. In bwyer s jargon* 

*salvatory\ and the words that follow (jjaipir SeSf4Ti^ct€u»^) constitute an exception to it and not to the preceding 

main clause. The weight of fire brought to bear from the slips of the P&pyFustsJWterbuch cannot be resisted. 

In place of what he rejects the author makes a Euggestion only after an inquiry into the nature of the 

dedliidi involved. He concludes (with many rescr^ationa) in favour of the widest genei^ meaning: rebels 

or external enemies, recently surrenderedj their fate not yet determined by Rome. Such personfl must 

naturally be excluded from citizenship. He therefore proposes to read ^i^irros 
Twv S*, ^as a result of this grant there remain in force none of the conditions qf lower status except that 

of the dedidcii.*^ ^ 
What Sasse began as a critical examination he has turned inia something constructive. Hia positive 

suggestions cannot be demonstrated; but they are coonotnicsl modalities of interpretation. If we accept 

them we learn three things from the papyrus;{i) the cornestoii of the gram with the removal of Gela from 

the purple; (2) its bombastic and (tiegslomaniac claim to glorify the gods of Rome; (3) the legal terminology 

of the grant. 
The reviewer has learned much from Sasse’s sound sense and critical perception. He has one regret, that 

to accompany the photograph (not as good as that in id. pnii<,), there was not also given a new edition of the 

text with diplomatic copy confronting Sassers own version, and credit given for corrections and aupple- 

mentswhereitisdue. 
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Oxford University Press, 1957* Pp, xx-j-294. Price 

Egyptian Yrars^ By A. Thecenza* Oxford University Press, London, 1958. Pp. xx+igS, pis. 8+maps 
Price 
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Museump Oxford, by the Oxford Univeraity Press, London, 1958. Pp. viiiH-56, pis. 17, figs, in text 6, 
Price 3or* 
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Frans Jonckheere. Fondation egyptologique Reine Elisabeth, Brussels, t95S. Pp. 17^1 figs. 24. 
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By Mfriam Lichtheim. The University' of Chicagjo Press, Chicago, 1957. Pp. xiii+85p pis. 53. Price 94J, 
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C. INDEX OF WORDS ETC., DISCUSSED 

By R. Op Faulkner 

A. EGYPTIAN 

1, WORDS AND PHRASES 

ip 'review' (vb.); ip r 'be cogtiiianl of^; ip Ifc '^compre- 
hending'r ^intelligcnl"; ip ^f-/'po83C5$cd of under- 
standing'p 42, 13. 

^AmonrasonthtEr^ 41 ^ 87. 
ttv m 'hold 6rm to^, 42, iS. 

ini m 'have recourse to>\ 42, 3S (96). 



1Z2 INDEXES 
inn 'if* 41, ig, 

iri in future in Laie £g>'pti&np 41* 5$, 
ihm 'hold baE:k^ rcstninV 41, 34 (iS). 

*dclemion\ 45, 39 (104). 
*is<k a god, 41, ^2 (22)- 

ii ftp- 'father of the god'p 43* 35. 

ft 4^1 'holy chamber' = celeaild Hall of judge^ 
mcncp 4i, 3a fz3). 

C/W ‘BKimctive (42, 34 (36}. 
Oi^ji 'ever* after negative, 41^ 38x 

fir 'oiicnd !o\ 42* 3* <?)* 
fjA 'cjttortiona (?)\ 'oppressions ( ?)', 42, 19, 

'set' of suop 41* 35 (6d). 

fkJ ^atraighiiicss'* 41^ 13+ 

fi'^^ + noun -i- Jr 'Jay something on', 41, 13 (3), 
tx^py Meoision {?)\ 41, 25 (24), 

tt^VTii/yw 'bystanders {})\ 42, 36 (71); 45, loz, 
tiTiyt 'daybreak (})% 44, 24, n. 5, 

: Ki nty w. ttb Entities of oi'ery kind'p 41. 89. 
tcjrf-fishp 41* Ij, 

trj; 'sect'p 'wish'i 41, 90. 
KsJ 'ignore', 41, 30 (bh 

K'f 'be deairoyed'p 'moke desolateV 42, 35 (33), 
trfJf 'utterance'^ 42^ 17, 

tx^di "pkee'p "throw^p 4^, toz. 

By^I/*rMn of AmOn'. 42, 12, 
h*h 'clear of chsmcterV 4I1 23 C56). 

'covert'p 42, 37 (78). 
A// 'maJt‘, 44, 63. 

p^n Jr J/t 'that which wm aforetime*, 42 p 14. 

dchnite arciole used in tefcircnces to specieSp 41* 91. 
pr-tn 'home'* 42p 39 ^107). 

pr 'escape', 42, 35 (61), 
pr-ff kind of workman, 45, 10, 

pPK foTprtt-tt-r 'utterance* 41, 27 (31), 

pfir fifty 'turn the heart of'* 41, 89. 
psi 'eaetit' oneselfp 42, (3. 

fiy Ip'lift the head' [—dtdi 'lift the head'* 'be cheflftd\ 
42p 20. 

/nhnh 'carpenter', 41, 14^ 
ijt^f'retd', 41, 1^, 

'vlewing-plaGe*p 42^ 38. 
mnt 'knee'* 'hoefc', 45^ 104, 

m-pf 'if, 'provided that'* 4tp 89. 
WH hi 'be skk'* 45, 9, 

Tmtf 'such a thing': 'the like*, 'like case': 
'kind': 'pattern'* 42. 20. 

mnk 'comptete'* 'give effeet to*. 42, 18. 
mr ■pamMn^ 41* 23 {9}. 

mryt 'crocodiles'* 42, 37 (Si)h 

tnhyt storm from the north'* 42, 35 (jS), 

mhimi 'a closed or sealed receptacle', 41, 13, 
wur 'child-bearer'p 'mother*, 42p 36 {64) " 
mA .. .mA 'certainly ,. , indeed", 41^ 23 (4). 
mtt fit Uf 'iffcctioii [?)'* 42, 38 (dt). 
mifet' 'lod'p 42, 13^ 

J/T" 'argue with'* 42^ 30. 
n, ny, suffix of 3rd pen. (?)p 42p 37 (87). 

nb nm fJtcy 'L^rd of the Thrones of the Two 
Ltands'j. epithet of Amiunp 42p 13. I 

'gold collar', 41* if, n, 4. 
nm^ 'question* (vb.)* 4ip 30 (1), 
wjprt meaning unknowup 42p 31 (15), 
nfipiy kind of crofisman, 41, 13. 
nfy 'be chokedp stided"* 42, 15, 
nr/loosen** 'let loose'* 42p 15. 
n/r 'godship'p 42* 18, 
ftp o VTT (n) Jpr 'the very great primordial god'* 

41* 96; 42. 122. 
nd 'escape'* 42, 31, 
nnn 'be on a level with"* 42p 14. 
rmnyf 'domain'* 42p 14. 
rmi'man'* 'mortal", ^5,iS\^nlnw 'ofFenng-beafers*p 

I 43, 14. 
rh nj 'statue', 42p 12+ 
rJJ ryr 'the Great Burmng'p monih-namep 41* 123- 
rdl ‘give\ ‘plaeu*, 45, 102; — i- tf *l**ve alooe*. 43, 

3^(91). 
h/y (tr fTwt 'put d{9\f'n in wrkijig', 45, ij, 

'mourn', 'bevrail'* 41, to f. 
Jw U 'roam the earth* p 42^ 38 {102). 
Jtcyi 'trodden way^ 42, 39 {106). 
ffbrdij Mntdrt n. pr, 'Meadow^saJliron*, 44, 32. 
Jn ^appoint*, 'recommend', 42 p i2i 
firyt T-firy 'upwards', 'onwards** 41^ 93. 

ffuft 'Ruler of Justice** 42, 8. ao. 
Jr: lev Jt Er 'the blessings of Ke< are great*' 41, 92, 
Jf/w 'av.tiing\ 42, 39 (los). 
Jly 'danger*, 42, ao. 
^fm r "apply oneself to'* 42, iS, 
jvm- 'creeks', 42^ 37 (80), 
Jpr mt^ 'befall'* 41, 89. 
JtPKT a drink, 41, 94. 
jtedi 'Garrying-chair** 45, 9^ 
Jto? 'accusaiidn*, 41, 89. 
Jrtj 'move in two directions'* 41, 13* 
jnfytij ^sideboards'^ 41, 15, 
Jr mdi 'as well as'* 'indeed'* 41, 91, 
Ifrp 'offer'* 'niinister'^ n 'to', 42, I3- 
J/mfy 'seal-msker', 41* t g, 
J«: r-Jtf "Bimiliirly to** 41, 94, 
ht: r-Ji 'Iflce'* 41* 94, 
hiti 'similarly to'* 41, 94^ 

"clothcs-peg (})\ 42, 39 {111), 
St T^ n-f 'staiuc-pUice*, 42, ii. 
Si lid', 42, 57. 
siy 'await*, 43* 112, 
sty 'picpare' a bed or bier, 42, 35 (48). 
stw 'beam' of woodp 42, 57. 
swt "force* of wind, 43, 78. 
famt 'arrow'p 41, 15, 
stvrtim "cojuc** 'csjole** 42, t8. 
sp 'leave over' to an evil fate, 42* 38 (ioo). 
rppy ^remainder'; 'shortcoming', 41, 93, 
vpj 'arrive at', with n, 41. ^7 (s^l 
sndm Jr hh "cause to sit on the throne'* 42, r i. 
jrJ ^^^qmp{fllIl*p 42* 38 0oi>. 
jJ np 'cmbfllming-booth*, 44, 73, 
jjprw 'ofjfepring ( 'increment'* 42, 17. 
jjai 'forget', 41, 92, 



INDEXES 

S^ny a dt-ity, 44^ 73, 
^/ji- "CDondilion'p 41, 85; irt — 'have powerp 

autHority'p 41, gi. 
shn 'nature^ '&tate\ 'condition’, 42, 15. 
jftrttc 'portmit'* image', '^counterpane +4, 15, 
jfe; 'cultiv-aice 45+ III. 

'cormnand (!)' m boat, +2, 33 (21)+ 
a deity* 44, 73, 

^diage writing of, 42^, 31 (ii)- 
jjhJ 'compare'; *emukiee 42, 12. 

sdf; 4^p 32 i^7}- 
'make envious ( ?)', 42, 34 (40). 

Im 'w-orthe \^flluee 42, 14. 
J£fr 'promised 'threats', 42, 17. 
frt (dct. 'pass in reviewe 45, 14. 
ftfM (del. ^). 'list', ‘inventory** 45, 14! 
Xkry *coiffeur(?3V 4t, tg- 
idl 'bring*, 'procure’, 451 
ijti 'rnanoer", ^condition'* 4^1 &9- 
km 'profit', 42p 33 (39). 
khkh 'old", 44p 74- 
gtsf (^j) "mourtiiiXB’i 4^^ 19- 

123 

gKl "become askew, bent* twisted"; "be discnicted (?) s 
'turn away'* 41, 91; 42, 19. 

ftoixc 'reward' (n.), 42* 17. 
tply)te nb ma u "all who are upon earth', 42, t i- 
tp~rsy 'the South"* 43^ 6^ 
tfyt "leap* (infinitive), 42, 33 (33). 
fh 42^ 31 (lo). 
0f ^$aw'* 41, 1$. 
It 'allot"* 42, 16. 
dy 'here", "there', 42, 13+ 
dfc ‘give'^ "plBce*( 45* 102. 
doi’wl m Arrt 'henceforward’, 'regularly^ continually’, 

42. 
dbr z r dbf-twj 'on account of him'* 41, 89. 
dmi 'river-bank', 43, So. 
dwiR "befall', 41, 28(58); —/jj-'cleave to*. 42, 39(114), 

"cTOwd’h 4[| 12, n. 2. 
'be bitier'; 'embitter''« "bitterfiess’* 41# 90. 

'carry' out the work', 4S. 
iift 'sink in’; 'deteriorate', Meesy', var. 42, 51, 
Pd a deity, 41, 31. 

"said by', juristic term introducing depositions, 

42p 12. 

[I. HlEROGLYPE'tIC SIGNS AND GROUPS 

ij ^ late variant of 41* 99, \ ^ Late Efiypiiim writing of particle in, 41, 94- 

\'ariant of Jmy-r 'overseer", 41, t3ii , origin of, 42^ 54t 4S+ Q9+ 

'Ay 'husband*, 44h 95- 
'ftf 'builder*, 44^ 95- 
ntfyr *Btorchoiise\ 45, 69, 
fi ^ ( 'first', ^already', 45, 58. 

nt m-t-/ 'pertaining to\ 44, 94, 
het-ntL'fy 'miJr, 4S^ 

B. DEMOTIC 

l^y n fnt't 'beat a level foundation", 45, 56. 

jAjt'H? ^administrator^ 'authorities', 45, 67i 
jcA 'appoint', 45, 64; sh tvy "deed of cession', 44, 87: 

sh ethf ’deed of sale", 44, 87« 
gf 'build', 44, 95- 

a COPTIC 

(Sec also the Glossary to the Old Coptic Horoscope, 43* 93 

'Sunday (?)', 43, 120. 
'depression (?)*, 43j- 9^- 

feu, &i 'grave', 43* tii. 
niiiii ecotg 'leprosy*, 43i **9- 
K&ptori 'silence'* 43* 119- 
jutme 'rest", ’rest oneself', 44i 
s^oyAXaC "tntile’, 43* *20* 
sj-ine ^sort', 'kind\ 42, 20. 
uoiiTie ' thirty-five", 43, 90- 
uiiTnpbi 'kingship (?y* 'kingdom (?)', 43, 93^ 

njj^iT "locks of hflir\ 44, t23. 
0X0 efeok "drive to distmetionf!)', 43, 12I. 
oyii&iic 'turn', "change* for the wrorse, 43, 120. 
u|& ’nose’; "nowle’; 'spout'; 'lip' of cup, 43, 131, 
ujOM 'fathcr-imlaw', 44, I22. 

"mother-in-law^', 44, *23. 
gore "fear'* 42, 20. 
giV£s-y CYtyi^uc ’grind ihen^ fine'* 43, tat. 

'ntake heavy*, 45. 

D. GREEK 

dAX* ye "stiLI at least", 4^* 
A.p.avpao-ittv^p "Amonrwsoiither', god* 41, 87- 

7rpQHaTd}iT^tfrLs "previoui occupation (?)^; 'original 
ownci^hip (45, 77. 

rov Kara yijff 'Farew'ell, 4t, **7- 
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